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Abstract 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is routinely used to study the 

structure and dynamics of nucleic acids to obtain information about their functions. 

Incorporation of a paramagnetic center into nucleic acids is necessary prior to EPR 

measurements. This doctoral dissertation focuses on improvements in nitroxide 

spin-labeling of nucleic acids for structure determination using rigid spin labels. 

The first part of this thesis describes the development of a protecting group strategy 

for nitroxide radicals to circumvent their reduction during the chemical synthesis 

of DNA. Specifically, a benzoylated hydroxylamine was used as a protected form 

of the nitroxide. This method was used to incorporate the rigid spin label Ç into 

DNA oligonucleotides and represents a general strategy for spin labeling nucleic 

acids using the phosphoramidite method. 

In the second part of the thesis, the synthesis of the reduction-resistant spin 

labels EÇ and EÇm is described, nitroxides that will facilitate application of EPR 

spectroscopy for the investigation of nucleic acids within cells. Both labels possess 

rigidity for extracting detailed information about structure and dynamics by EPR. 

EÇ and EÇm were incorporated into DNA and RNA, respectively, by 

oligonucleotide synthesis. Partial reduction of EÇm during RNA synthesis was 

observed but was circumvented by using the aforementioned benzoyl protecting 

group strategy. EÇ and EÇm were shown to be non-perturbing of duplex DNA and 

RNA structures, respectively.  

The third part of this thesis describes the synthesis of o-benzoquinone 

derivatives of isoindoline and their condensation with o-phenylenediamines to 

form isoindoline-phenazines. Subsequent oxidation gave phenazine-di-N-oxide 

radicals that were evaluated for noncovalent spin-labeling of duplex DNA and 

RNA containing abasic sites. No specific binding was observed for RNA, but an 

unsubstituted phenazine-N,N-dioxide tetramethyl isoindoline nitroxide showed 



high binding affinity and specificity towards abasic sites in duplex DNA opposite 

to C. 

 



 

Útdráttur 

Rafeindasegullitrófsgreiningu (e. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, EPR) er 

reglubundið beitt í rannsóknum á byggingu og hreyfingu kjarnsýra til að fá 

upplýsingar um starfsemi þeirra og hlutverk. Innleiðing meðseglandi kjarna á 

ákveðinn stað í kjarnsýrum er nauðsynleg fyrir EPR mælingar og er það gert með 

aðferð sem kallast staðbundin spunamerking. Þessi doktorsritgerð lýsir 

betrumbótum á staðbundinni spunamerkingu á kjarnsýrum með notkun stífra 

spunamerkja. Fyrsti hluti ritgerðarinnar lýsir þróun á aðferð til verndunar nítroxíð 

stakeinda til að koma í veg fyrir afoxun þeirra þegar spunamerktar kjarnsýrur eru 

útbúnar með efnasmíði. Notast var við bensóylverndað hýdroxylamín til verndunar 

á nítroxíðinu. Þessi aðferð var notuð til að innleiða stífa spunamerkið Ç inn í DNA 

kjarnsýrur og lofar góðu sem almenn aðferð til þess að innleiða spunamerki í 

kjarnsýrur með fosfóramíðít efnasmíði.  

Í öðrum hluta ritgerðarinnar er efnasmíði á spunamerkjunum EÇ og EÇm lýst, 

en bæði eru stöðug við afoxandi aðstæður. Þessi spunamerki eru ætluð til notkunar 

við innan-fruma EPR mælingar á kjarnsýrum. Bæði spunamerkin eru stíf, sem gerir 

mögulegt að fá nákvæmar upplýsingar um byggingu og hreyfingu kjarnsýra með 

EPR. EÇ var innleitt í DNA og EÇm í RNA með kjarnsýruefnasmíði. EÇm afoxaðist 

að hluta til á meðan á RNA smíðinni stóð en þá afoxun var unnt að koma í veg fyrir 

með fyrrnefndri bensóyl verndun nítroxíðsins. Sýnt var fram á að EÇ og EÇm 

breyttu ekki byggingu DNA og RNA tvíliða.  

Þriðji hluti ritgerðarinnar lýsir efnasmíðum á o-bensókvinón afleiðum af 

ísóindólíni og þéttingu þeirra með o-fenýlentvíamínum til að mynda ísóindólín-

fenasín afleiður. Í kjölfarið voru þær oxaðar í fenasín-tví-N-oxíð nítroxíð og kannað 

hvort unnt væri  að nota þær til spunamerkinga án samgildra tengja á tvístrendum 

DNA og RNA kjarnsýrum sem innihalda basalausar stöður. Ósetið fenasín-N,N-



tvíoxíð tetrametýlísóindólín nítroxíð sýndi mikla sækni í basalausa stöðu í DNA á 

móti basanum C. 
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1 

1 Objects and scope of the PhD thesis 

The functions of biopolymers are governed by their structure and dynamics. 

Therefore, to help us gain insights and understand their functions it is essential to 

investigate their structure and dynamics. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

spectroscopy has emerged as a valuable technique for that purpose. In order to 

perform EPR studies on biopolymers, paramagnetic centers, called spin labels, need 

to be incorporated at chosen positions. This can be accomplished with a technique 

called site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL). 

This doctoral dissertation focuses on three separate objectives, but their 

common goal is to improve nitroxide spin-labeling of nucleic acids for structure 

determination through electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, with 

a focus on rigid spin labels. The first objective, described in Chapter 3, focuses on a 

protecting group strategy for improved spin-labelling efficiency of nucleic acids 

through the phosphoramidite approach. The second objective, delineated in 

Chapter 4, describes the design, synthesis and incorporation of reduction-resistant 

tetraethyl-derived rigid spin labels into DNA and RNA. The third objective, 

delineated in Chapter 5, describes the design and synthesis of o-quinone isoindoline 

derivatives that, through condensation with o-phenylenediamines, allow for easy 

access to various diversely substituted phenazine structures carrying the 

isoindoline moiety. 

 Chapter 2 contains a brief introduction into biomolecules with the focus on 

nucleic acids and their biological importance. It covers the important spectroscopic 

techniques that have been used for structural studies of nucleic acids with the main 

focus on the use of EPR spectroscopy. The chapter also briefly outlines the different 

approaches used for spin-labeling of nucleic acids. 



2 

In the first part of Chapter 3, detailed introduction is given for solid phase 

synthesis of oligonucleotides through the phosphoramidite approach, including 

advantages and disadvantages of the method along with previous attempts at 

rectifying them. Detailed design and synthesis of a benzoyl-protected 

hydroxylamine of Ç, called Ç-Bz (Figure 1.1), is given in the later part of the chapter 

along with its incorporation into DNA though the phosphoramidite approach. The 

benzoyl protecting group was shown to be stable through the oligonucleotide 

synthesis and that it could be completely removed using standard oligonucleotide 

deprotection conditions, returning Ç in quantitative yields. This method 

circumvented one of the biggest problems that has plagued nitroxide radicals when 

used as spin-labels in the solid-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides, namely 

reduction of the radical to its corresponding EPR-silent amine. 

 

Figure 1.1. Structures of the rigid spin-labels Ç,[1] its benzoylated form Ç-Bz, EÇ, EÇm, and 

isoindoline-phenazine-N-oxide spin-label 1. 

The beginning of the Chapter 4 contains a brief discussion of flexibility vs. 

rigidity of spin-labels along with a detailed introduction of the study of 

biomolecules in cells with the focus on the use of EPR spectroscopy. The latter part 

of the chapter describes the design, synthesis, and incorporation of the ethyl-

derived spin labels EÇ and EÇm (Figure 1.1) into DNA and RNA, respectively. The 
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labels were shown to have a negligible effect on the stability and conformation of 

both DNA and RNA duplexes, indicating that they are nonperturbing of duplex 

structures. Substantial reduction of EÇm took place during the synthesis of EÇm-

labeled RNA and that reduction was circumvented by using the benzoyl protecting 

method previously described in Chapter 3. EÇ and EÇm possess both the rigidity 

and the reduction resistance needed for extracting detailed structural information 

in-cell by EPR spectroscopy. 

Chapter 5 begins with a brief introduction into rigid 5,6-locked nucleosides 

and their uses as spectroscopic labels for nucleic acids. The design and synthesis of 

o-quinone isoindoline derivatives are described and attempts at using them to 

obtain 5,6-locked spin-labeled nucleosides. Later in the chapter the condensation of 

the previously synthesized o-quinone isoindoline derivates with a number of o-

phenylenediamines to obtain various diversely substituted phenazine structures 

carrying the isoindoline moiety are described. Oxidation of the isoindoline-

phenazines gave phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide radicals that were evaluated as 

noncovalent spin labels for DNA and RNA containing abasic sites. Spin label 1 

(Figure 1.1) showed high binding affinity and specificity towards abasic sites 

opposite to cytidine (C) in DNA and is, therefore, a promising spin label for future 

EPR studies of DNA. 
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2 Introduction 

All life on Earth shares a common chemistry which provides indirect evidence for 

evolution. Despite the great variety of cells that exist, all living organisms contain 

only a few groups of carbon-based compounds, called biomolecules.[2] The four 

major groups of macromolecules within cells are carbohydrates, proteins, lipids and 

nucleic acids (Figure 2.1).[3] Each group is an important component of the cell and 

performs a wide array of functions. Combined, these molecules make up the 

majority of a cell’s mass. 

 

Figure 2.1. The four major groups of biomolecules. A. Carbohydrates (glycogenin surrounded by 

branches of glucose units as an example[4]). B. Proteins (myoglobin as an example). C. Lipids 

(phospholipids as an example). D. Nucleic acids (DNA duplex as an example). 

Carbohydrates are comprised of the elements carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and 

oxygen (O) and are more commonly known as sugars.[5] They are used by cells as 

respiratory substrates but also carry a variety of other functions, such as the 

formation of structural components in plasma membranes and cell walls.[6] Lipids 

have many functions such as making up the bilayer of plasma membranes,[6, 7] as 

certain hormones[8], and as respiratory substrates.[9] Proteins form many cell 

structures and are also important as enzymes,[10] chemical messengers[11], and 

components of the blood.[12] Nucleic acids carry the genetic code for the production 

of proteins and as such they are the hereditary material for storage and transmission 
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of genetic information in all living organisms from one generation to the next.[13] 

This last group of biomolecules, nucleic acids, is the main focus of this thesis and 

will be described in more detail in the following section.  

2.1 Nucleic acids 

Friedrich Miescher, a Swiss scientist, isolated a precipitate of an unknown substance 

in 1869, which contained a large amount of phosphorous and lacked sulphur. 

Miescher named the precipitate “nuclein”, as he had isolated it from the cell nuclei 

of leukocytes, a name that has been preserved in today’s designation as nucleic 

acids.[14-16] Albrecht Kossel discovered the four bases, adenine, thymine, guanine 

and cytosine in 1896.[17] For a long time the three-dimensional structure of DNA was 

unknown and it was the subject of an intensive research effort in the late 1940s to 

early 1950s.[18] Initial work revealed that the polymer had a regular repeating 

structure. Rosalind Franklin came very close to elucidating the correct structure of 

DNA in 1952, by producing the first ever high-resolution crystallographic 

photographs of DNA fibers. She deduced the basic dimensions of DNA strands, and 

that the phosphates were on the outside of what was probably a helical structure.[19] 

It wasn’t until almost a century after the first isolation of DNA that its structure was 

solved, in 1953, by James Watson and Francis Crick.[20] A discovery that marked a 

milestone in the history of science and gave rise to modern molecular biology. 

The two main types of nucleic acids are deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and 

ribonucleic acid (RNA). DNA functions as a long-term storage of genetic 

information.[21] The presence of a 2’-hydroxyl group on the sugar moieties of RNA 

leads to much more diverse structural and chemical properties. DNA is transcribed 

into messenger RNA (mRNA) which carries genetic sequence information to a 

ribonucleoprotein machinery, made from proteins and ribosomal RNA (rRNA), 

called the ribosome.[22-24] The third type of RNA that is involved in the process of 
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translation into proteins, along with mRNA and rRNA, is transfer RNA (tRNA) 

which binds to mRNAs within the ribosome and transfers a specific amino acid to 

a growing polypeptide chain at the ribosomal site.[22, 24] 

It has been revealed recently that RNA does much more than simply play a 

role in transferring genetic data to protein production. For example, many types of 

RNA have been found to have complex regulatory roles in cells such as gene 

expression or suppression. Small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) are involved in important 

processes of gene regulation through RNA splicing, which is performed by a 

complex of specialized RNA and protein subunit called the spliceosome.[25, 26] Micro 

RNA (miRNA) plays a role in gene expression and consists of small single-stranded 

RNAs that have been shown to silence translation of mRNA, or directly leading to 

mRNA degradation.[27-29] Small interfering RNAs (siRNA), also called short 

interfering RNAs, are yet another class of RNAs that lead to inhibition of gene 

expression.[30-32]  

Another class of RNAs, referred to as ribozymes, have been found to be 

catalytic, similar to enzymes,[33, 34] and carry out biochemical reactions such as the 

cleavage of phosphodiester bonds in the absence of proteins.[35] An example of a 

ribozyme can be found in the aforementioned ribosome, responsible for peptide 

bond formations.[36] Of note it that there are several deoxyribozymes, called 

DNAzymes, that have been discovered and are capable of performing specific 

chemical reactions like ribozymes.[37, 38] 

 To gain insights into the variety of functions of nucleic acids collecting 

information about their structure and dynamics has become of great importance.  

2.2 Structure determination of nucleic acids 

Over the last few decades a variety of biochemical and biophysical techniques have 

been employed, and are still routinely used, to obtain structural information on 
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nucleic acids. X-ray crystallography is a high-resolution technique that can provide 

three-dimensional structural information on nucleic acids and other biomolecules, 

and is the most precise method as it gives precise arrangements of atoms in space.[39-

41] However, this technique comes with some disadvantages as, to be able to study 

biomolecules with X-ray crystallography, a large and regular single crystal is 

required that diffracts well enough to get a high-resolution structure.[39] Obtaining 

such crystals can be labor-intensive, time-consuming and require large amounts of 

sample. Moreover, crystal structures of the biomolecules might not represent their 

biologically active conformation[41] and as the nucleic acid is in a crystalline state, 

conformational changes cannot be studied. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is another widely used 

high-resolution technique that provides structural information about nucleic acids 

under biologically relevant conditions as well as information on dynamics.[42-45] 

Although NMR is highly effective for studying structure and dynamics of nucleic 

acids, it suffers from lack of sensitivity. Therefore, relatively large amounts of 

isotopically labeled samples of nucleic acids is required, which is a tedious work 

and expensive. Another limitation is that the molecular weight of the nucleic acids 

cannot exceed approximately 50 kDa.[46]  

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is another technique that is 

frequently used to study nucleic acids.[47-49] FRET is based on the energy transfer 

from a donor chromophore to an acceptor chromophore and can be used to measure 

distances between two or more chromophores in the range of 10-100 Å. FRET has 

been used extensively to study tertiary structures of nucleic acids and has enabled 

studies of single-molecule studies.[50, 51] Although FRET is not considered as a high-

resolution technique, it is highly sensitive and, therefore, requires small amounts of 

sample and can be carried out under biologically-relevant conditions. However, 

FRET also has disadvantages as it requires the incorporation of at least two different 

chromophores that are compatible (one donor, the other acceptor) with each other. 
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These chromophores can be rather bulky and can perturbate the nucleic acid duplex 

structures in question. 

There are several other techniques that are useful for studying nucleic acids 

and provide low-resolution structural information. Examples of these methods are 

circular dichroism (CD) which provides information of secondary structures such 

as A, B and Z forms of helical structures,[52] non-denaturing gel electrophoresis[53, 54] 

and Raman spectroscopy.[55-57] 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is another method to 

study the structure and dynamics of nucleic acids, which will be described in detail 

in the following section and is the method that this thesis focuses on. 

2.3 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy 

EPR spectroscopy, also known as electron spin resonance (ESR), was developed by 

the physicist Yevgeny Zavoisky in 1945.[58, 59] EPR spectroscopy detects 

paramagnetic centers such as free radicals and many transition metal ions. EPR has 

proven to be highly effective to study structure and dynamics of nucleic acids[60, 61] 

and other biomolecules, such as proteins.[62] EPR spectroscopy detects electron spins 

by monitoring transitions of unpaired electrons in an applied magnetic field and is 

in principle very similar to NMR, which detects transitions of nuclear spins. EPR 

detects the transition of electron spins from a lower to a higher energy level, which 

is induced by absorption of microwave radiation.[63] 

 Continuous wave (CW) EPR spectroscopy can provide information about 

structure and dynamics of specific sites of a biomolecule through line-broadening 

of the EPR spectra.[64-66] CW-EPR spectra are obtained by measuring a paramagnetic 

sample at a field microwave frequency while sweeping the external magnetic field. 

CW-EPR can be used for distance measurements in the range of 5 to 25 Å, based on 

the line-broadening due to dipolar coupling between two spin centers.[67] For longer 
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distance measurements pulsed EPR methods such as pulsed electron-electron 

double resonance (PELDOR), also called double electron-electron resonance 

(DEER), can be used and are able to measure distances in the range of 15-160 Å.[68, 

69] 

 EPR spectroscopy possesses some desirable qualities and advantages over 

other spectroscopic methods. EPR spectra can be recorded under physiological 

conditions with high sensitivity. This requires less amounts of sample compared to 

NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography and furthermore EPR spectroscopy 

has no molecular size limitation, unlike NMR spectroscopy.[70] One of the major 

disadvantages of EPR studies of nucleic acids and other biopolymers is that they are 

inherently diamagnetic. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the biopolymers of 

interest, prior to the EPR measurements, with paramagnetic molecules or groups, 

referred to as spin labels.[70, 71] There is a wide variety of paramagnetic compounds 

used for EPR spectroscopy as spin probes, for example metal ions, such as Gd(III) 

(Figure 2.2 A)[72] and Mn(II),[73] and carbon-based radicals[74, 75] (Figure 2.2 B) but the 

paramagnetic entities that are most commonly used for EPR applications are 

nitroxide radicals.[76] Nitroxides are usually small organic molecules that possess an 

unpaired electron which resonates between a nitrogen atom and an oxygen atom, 

flanked by sterically demanding side groups (Figure 2.2 C).  

 

Figure 2.2. Examples of paramagnetic compounds used for EPR applications. A. PyMTA-Gd(III). B. 

A carbon-based trityl radical. C. An isoindoline nitroxide radical. 
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Radicals are usually known for their instability and reactivity but these 

nitroxides are stable because of the shielding that the bulky side groups provide 

along with the resonance of the radical.[77, 78] Spin labeling of biopolymers can be 

achieved with several methods and the major ones are described in the following 

section. 

2.4 Site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) of nucleic acids 

For investigation of nucleic acids by EPR spectroscopy, a spin label must be 

incorporated at specific sites. That is accomplished with a method known as site-

directed spin-labeling (SDSL).[60, 64, 79, 80] Attaching the spin-labels to nucleic acids can 

either be performed covalently or noncovalently (Figure 2.3). The first spin-labeling 

method, most often referred to as the phosphoramidite approach, involves spin-

labeled phosphoramidite building blocks that are incorporated at specific sides 

during automated solid-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides (Figure 2.3 A). The 

second SDSL approach is post-synthetic spin-labeling (Figure 2.3 B). This method 

requires oligonucleotides that have reactive groups at specific sites for modification 

with the spin label after the oligonucleotide synthesis. These two methods are 

approaches that attach spin labels covalently to nucleic acids. The third SDSL 

strategy is noncovalent spin-labeling (Figure 2.3 C), which utilizes noncovalent 

interactions, specifically hydrogen bonding and π-stacking between spin labels and 

nucleic acids. The phosphoramidite method and the noncovalent spin-labeling 

method will be covered in more detail later in the thesis. 
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Figure 2.3. A general scheme of the main strategies used for site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) of 

nucleic acids, using a pyrrolidine-based spin-label as a representative nitroxide and nucleotides are 

represented by links that form oligonucleotide chains. A. The phosphoramidite approach. B. Post-

synthetic spin-labeling. C. Noncovalent spin labeling.  

2.5 Contribution of this thesis to the studies of nucleic 

acids by EPR spectroscopy 

The work presented within this thesis focuses on new rigid nitroxide spin-labels 

and improved methods for incorporation of spin labels into nucleic acids. 

Chapter 3 describes a new protecting group strategy for nitroxide radicals 

suitable for oligonucleotide synthesis by the phosphoramidite approach. This 

approach greatly improves the chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides containing 

nitroxide spin-labels. The method involves protection of the hydroxylamine of the 

corresponding nitroxide with a benzoyl group. The benzoyl group is stable through 

the oligonucleotide synthesis and is readily removed under standard 

oligonucleotide deprotection conditions, yielding a hydroxylamine that is oxidized 

in situ to the nitroxide. This protecting group strategy facilitates the high-yielding 

synthesis of spin-labeled DNA and RNA oligonucleotides using the 

phosphoramidite method and made it possible to synthesize a doubly labeled 36-
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nucleotide long DNAzyme. Chapter 4 describes the design, synthesis and 

incorporation of tetraethyl-derived rigid spin labels EÇ and EÇm into DNA and 

RNA, respectively, that possess the reduction resistance needed along with the 

rigidity for extracting detailed structural information by in-cell EPR spectroscopy. It 

was shown that EÇ and EÇm had minimal effect on conformation and stability of 

B-DNA and A-RNA duplexes, respectively. Chapter 5 describes the design and 

synthesis of o-quinone isoindoline derivatives that allow easy access to various 

substituted isoindoline-phenazine structures through the condensation with o-

phenylenediamines. Oxidation of the isoindoline-phenazine structures yielded 

phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide radicals that were evaluated as noncovalent spin 

labels for DNA and RNA containing abasic sites. One of those labels, spin label 1 

(Figure 1.1), showed high binding affinity and specificity towards abasic sites 

opposite to C in DNA and is, therefore, a promising spin label for future EPR studies 

of DNAs. 
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3 A protecting group strategy for nitroxide 

radicals suitable for chemical synthesis of 

oligonucleotides 

3.1 Introduction 

The spin labeling approach that completely changed the use of modified nucleic 

acids for structural determination and various applications is the aforementioned 

phosphoramidite approach, which utilizes automated chemical synthesis of nucleic 

acids on a solid support. The phosphoramidite method, developed by Caruthers,[81-

84] describes the step wise synthesis of polynucleotides and allows  incorporation of 

modified nucleotides into predetermined positions in the nucleic acid. This is 

currently the only method that allows for incorporation of intricate nitroxide spin-

labels with unique structural features, such as rigid labels, into nucleic acids.   

3.1.1 Principles of solid-phase synthesis of nucleic acids 

The synthesis of DNA by the phosphoramidite approach is shown schematically in 

Figure 3.1. Prior to the automated solid-phase synthesis of oligonucleotides, 

preparation of phosphoramidite building blocks is needed. The exocyclic amino 

groups of nucleobases A, C and G are protected as amides, the 5’-hydroxy group is 

protected as a dimethoxytrityl ether (DMT) and the 3’-hydroxy group is 

phosphitylated to give a phosphoramidite (Figure 3.1 A). The oligonucleotide 

synthesis is directed from the 3′- to the 5′-terminus in which the first base of the 

desired oligomer is attached to a solid support. After coupling of the first 
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phosphoramidite through a tetrazole-catalyzed reaction with deprotected 5′-

hydroxyl group on the oligomer, which adds a new nucleotide to the growing 

oligomer chain (3, Figure 3.1 B), any unreacted 5’-deprotected oligomer is capped 

with an acetyl group (4, Figure 3.1 B) to prevent the formation of N-1 

oligonucleotides. Next, the phosphorus atom is oxidized from a trivalent to 

pentavalent state (5, Figure 3.1 B), and the 5-hydroxy group is deprotected (6, 

Figure 3.1 B), setting the stage for the next coupling reaction. After the desired 

sequence of the oligomer has been synthesized, the exocyclic amino groups and the 

phosphates are deprotected and the oligomer is cleaved from the resin, all in one 

step, by heating in aqueous ammonia (7, Figure 3.1 B). RNA has also been 

synthesized by this approach, with use of a protecting group for the 2’-hydroxy 

group.[85-87] 
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Figure 3.1. A. Structure of phosphoramidites used for an automated DNA synthesis. B. Automated 

chemical synthesis of DNA oligonucleotides with the phosphoramidite approach. 

3.1.2 Solid-phase synthesis of spin-labeled nucleic acids 

The first report of site-directed spin-labeling of nucleic acids using automated 

chemical synthesis by the phosphoramidite approach was by Hopkins et al. His 

group prepared the spin-labeled nucleosides 8[88] and 9[89] (Figure 3.2), 2’-deoxy 

uridine and 2’-deoxy cytidine derivatives, respectively, and incorporated into DNA, 

where they were found to be well tolerated in the major groove of the DNA duplex 

and showed limited motion relative to the nucleic acid. Gannet et al. prepared spin 

label 10[90] which is another example of a spin label that has restricted motion 
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relative to the nucleic acid. The spin label was successfully incorporated into 

oligonucleotides and used to probe the structural changes during DNA duplex and 

triplex formation by CW-EPR[91] as well as studying G-quadruplex conformations in 

human telomeric DNA by PELDOR.[92] Nucleosides 11 and 12[93] as well as 13 and 

14,[94] (Figure 3.2) all of which contain spin-labels on their exocyclic amino groups, 

have also been incorporated site-specifically into nucleic acids by the 

phosphoramidite approach. These labels have been used for detection of 

mismatches and to identify its base-pairing partner[95, 96] in duplex DNA along with 

distance measurements. 

 

Figure 3.2. Examples of nucleosides containing spin labels that have been incorporated into 

oligonucleotides by the phosphoramidite approach. 

A different strategy for incorporation of spin labels 15[97] and 16-18[98] (Figure 3.3 A) 

into oligonucleotides was reported by Engels and co-workers, by utilization of an 

on-column coupling method during the solid phase synthesis of the 

oligonucleotides, where the spin-label is coupled to the nucleobase during the 

oligonucleotide synthesis (Figure 3.3 B). These labeled nucleotides enabled the 

measurement of accurate long-range distances in DNA and RNA by PELDOR.[97-99] 
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Figure 3.3. A. Examples of spin labeled nucleosides where the spin label was incorporated with the 

on-column coupling during the solid phase synthesis. B. An example of the on-column coupling 

method during the solid phase synthesis of the oligonucleotides, reported by Engels et al.[97] 

Sigurdsson and co-workers have reported several different spin-labels that 

were used to label nucleic acids through the phosphoramidite approach, many of 

them possessing desirable qualities. Of note are the rigid spin labels Ç[1] and Çm[100] 

(Figure 3.4), analogues of cytidine (C), that can base-pair with guanine (G). Both Ç 

and Çm have been incorporated into DNA and RNA, respectively, allowing 

accurate distance measurements in duplex oligonucleotides. The rigidity also 

enabled determination of relative orientations of two labels by PELDOR, which 

provides further insights into structure and dynamics of nucleic acids.[101-105] An 

interesting feature of Ç and Çm is that upon reduction of the nitroxide functional 

group to the corresponding amines Çf and Çmf (Figure 3.4) the nucleosides become 

fluorescent. Sigurdsson and co-workers have also reported the semi-rigid spin-

labels OxU, ImU and ImUm (Figure 3.4) that have been used to label oligonucleotides 

through the phosphoramidite approach. The spin labels ImU and ImUm are less 

mobile than OxU due to intramolecular hydrogen-bonding of the NH on 

benzimidazole and O4 of the uracil base.[66, 106, 107] 
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Figure 3.4. Structures of rigid and semi-rigid spin-labels reported by Sigurdsson et al.[1, 66, 100] 

The main disadvantage of the phosphoramidite approach for incorporation 

of nitroxide spin labels into nucleic acids is that the nitroxides get partially reduced 

to their corresponding EPR silent amine.[108] This reduction happens during the 

iodine oxidation, the stepwise trityl deblocking and by tetrazolide activation during 

the phosphoramidite coupling. For oligonucleotides shorter than ca. 15-nucleotide 

(nt) long, the desired spin-labeled product can be readily separated from the 

reduced material by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE). For 

longer oligonucleotides, on the other hand, the separation is usually a tedious and 

non-trivial task that often results in a mixture of spin-labeled and reduced material 

in low yields. Attempts have been made to prevent or minimize the reduction by 

exchanging the reagents used for oligonucleotide synthesis, for example by 

replacing trichloroacetic acid (TCA) with dichloroacetic acid (DCA) and the iodine 

oxidation solution with tert-butylperoxide.[98, 101] Protecting groups have also been 

implemented and will be listed in detail in the following section.  

3.1.3 Protecting groups for nitroxides 

During the course of this PhD work the reduction of the nitroxide spin-labels during 

oligonucleotide synthesis became a major issue as one of the objectives was to 

synthesize longer spin-labeled oligonucleotides. As separation of the reduced 

oligonucleotides from the spin labeled ones was almost impossible, other solutions 

were considered. Protecting the nitroxide with a group that would be stable through 
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the oligonucleotide synthesis and could be removed after the synthesis would 

eliminate this drawback of spin-labeling nucleic acids by the phosphoramidite 

method. 

Several methods have been used for the protection of nitroxides, such as O-

methyl hydroxylamines[109] under reaction conditions that would otherwise reduce 

the nitroxide (19, Figure 3.5). The methyl group can be removed by treatment with 

meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (m-CPBA), but since this reagent can also oxidize 

nitrogen atoms in the heterocyclic nucleobases present in nucleic acids it was 

deemed unsuitable. The tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS) group has been used to 

protect the hydroxylamine of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidyl-1-oxyl (TEMPO) for the 

synthesis of a nitroxide-nitroxide biradical[110] (20, Figure 3.5), however, less than 

50% of the nitroxide was recovered after removal of the TBDMS group.  

Some methods have been employed specifically to protect the nitroxides from 

the reagents used in the oligonucleotide synthesis. A photolabile protecting group 

has been used to protect TEMPO (21, Figure 3.5) for both DNA and RNA; 

irradiation with light and heating gave high yields of spin-labeled 

oligonucleotides.[111-114] However, additional synthetic effort is required to prepare 

and incorporate the photolabile protecting group and specialized equipment is 

needed to irradiate the oligomers with the right wavelength for deprotection. An 

ideal protecting group for routine preparation of spin-labeled oligonucleotides 

would be removed by using standard oligonucleotide deprotecting conditions, 

returning the radical without having an additional deprotection step. An acetyl 

group has been used to protect a TEMPO moiety attached to a deoxyuridine 22 

(Figure 3.5) phosphoramidite during incorporation into DNA.[115] After oligomer 

deprotection using standard conditions complete removal of the acetyl group 

required additional incubation with aqueous NaOH (0.5 M), conditions that are not 

compatible with RNA. Incorporation of 2-N-tert-butylaminoxyl-2′-deoxyadenosine 

(23, Figure 3.5) into DNA utilizing acetylated hydroxylamine has also been 
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reported,[116] however, the structure of this nitroxide is very different from the 

nitroxides that are normally used for spin labeling. 

 

Figure 3.5. Protecting groups that have been utilized for 19,[109] 20,[110] 21,[111] 22[115] and 23.[116] 

3.2 Selection of a protecting group and its incorporation 

There were three requirements the protecting group for nitroxides should possess. 

First, it should be applicable for the synthesis of both DNA and RNA. Second, it 

should be stable though the oligonucleotide synthesis. Third, it should be 

removable using the standard deprotection conditions for oligonucleotides, without 

adding an additional processing step of the oligonucleotides and returning the 

radical in quantitative yields. As the exocyclic amino groups of unmodified 

phosphoramidites A, C and G are already protected as amides, we evaluated acyl 

groups as protecting groups for the nitroxide radical. The most common protecting 

groups for the amines of the nucleobases are acetyl (Ac), benzoyl (Bz), isobutyryl 

(iBu) and phenoxyacetyl (PAC) (Figure 3.6). The acetyl group had already been 

deemed unsuitable for RNA. Therefore, the Bz group was chosen as it is the most 

common protecting group used for the oligonucleotide synthesis. 
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Figure 3.6. Protecting groups used for protection of amines on the nucleobases during the solid-

phase synthesis of oligonucleotides. A, G and C are all protected but only C is shown as an example. 

Two different methods were tested for the incorporation of the Bz group into 

compound 24, used as a model compound. The first method was a reaction of a 

benzaldehyde with 24 (Scheme 3.1) which gave the benzoyl protected nitroxide 26 

in quantitative yields. However, when the same reaction conditions were used with 

Ç instead of 24, it only gave traces of the desired Ç-Bz along with a complex mixture 

of various compounds. Protecting the hydroxyl groups of Ç with acetyl groups of 

TBDMS groups prior to the reaction also led to a complex mixture of compounds. 

 

Scheme 3.1. Benzoyl protection of compound 24 using benzaldehyde. 

The second method that was evaluated for incorporation of the Bz group into 

compound 24 was the reduction of the nitroxide radical with ascorbic acid to the 

corresponding hydroxylamine 27, which was subsequently benzoylated with 

benzoyl chloride to give the benzoyl protected nitroxide 26 in quantitative yields 

(Scheme 3.2). The incorporation of the benzoyl group into Ç was also successful 

using this method and is described in detail in the following section. 

 

Scheme 3.2. Benzoyl protection of compound 24 through ascorbic acid reduction and benzoylation. 
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3.3 Synthesis of Ç-Bz 

After optimizing the reaction conditions needed for the benzoyl protection of 

compound 24, the synthesis of Ç-Bz (Scheme 3.3) began by protecting the 5′- and 

3′-hydroxyl groups of Ç with TBDMS to prevent benzoylation of the hydroxyl 

groups. The resulting nitroxide radical 29 was reduced with ascorbic acid to yield 

the corresponding hydroxylamine that was subsequently benzoylated to give 30. 

The TBDMS groups on 30 were removed using TBAF to give Ç-Bz in excellent 

yields.  

 

Scheme 3.3. Synthesis of Ç-Bz through reduction of the nitroxide radical with ascorbic acid and 

subsequent benzoylation. 

The stability of the Bz group on Ç-Bz was tested under the reaction 

conditions that are used for the oligonucleotide synthesis. The benzoyl group was 

shown to be stable under all reaction conditions for more than five days, except 

when exposed to either 5-ethylthio tetrazole or 5-benzylthio tetrazole, present in the 

activation solutions, where around 10% removal of the benzoyl group was observed 

after 24 h (data not shown). The deprotection of the benzoyl protecting group under 

standard DNA deblocking conditions (satd. aq. NH3, 55 °C) was monitored by 

HPLC (Figure 3.7) and it showed that the benzoyl protecting group on Ç-Bz (Figure 

3.7, peak around 26.6 min) was readily removed after two hours, returning the spin 

label Ç (Figure 3.7, peak around 20.8 min). Some additional peaks were observed 
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using HPLC analysis after 30 min of deblocking that had disappeared after 2 h. We 

postulate that this may have been due to migration of the benzoyl group, that was 

slowly deprotected as the reaction moved forward. The deprotection of the benzoyl 

group was even faster under standard RNA deblocking conditions (MeNH2/NH3 in 

H2O/EtOH, 65 °C) (data not shown). 

 

Figure 3.7. Deblocking of Ç-Bz using standard DNA deblocking conditions monitored by HPLC. 

These results showed that the benzoyl protecting group was a promising 

candidate as a nitroxide protecting group for incorporation of spin labels into both 

DNA and RNA. Therefore, the phosphoramidite of Ç-Bz was synthesized. The 5′-

hydroxyl group of Ç-Bz was protected as a DMT ether to give 31 and the 3′-hydroxyl 

group was subsequently phosphitylated to give phosphoramidite 32 in excellent 

yields (Scheme 3.4). 
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Scheme 3.4. Synthesis of phosphoramidite 32 from Ç-Bz. 

3.4 Synthesis of oligonucleotides using Ç-Bz and their 

characterization 

To test the scope and viability of the benzoyl protecting strategy, phosphoramidite 

32 was used to synthesize seven different DNA oligonucleotides, that varied in 

length and in position of the spin label (Table 3.1), by automated chemical synthesis 

using the optimized reaction conditions.[101] For comparison some of the same 

sequences were also synthesized using a phosphoramidite of an unprotected Ç. 
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Table 3.1. Sequences, Monoisotopic masses and spin-labeling efficiency of spin-labeled 

oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides II and IV and VI were synthesized with the unprotected 

phosphoramidite of Ç. PHO is a phosphate. 

No. Sequence 
Calculated 

Mass 

Measured 

Mass 

Radical 

(%) 

I 5’-d(TGCATÇTT)-3’ 2576.5 2574.9 99 

II 5’-d(TGCATÇTT)-3’ 2576.5 2573.7 48 

III 5‘-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘ 6809.2 6807.7 96 

IV 5‘-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘ 6809.2 6808.0 5 

V 5‘-PHO-d(GGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘ 6835.2 6834.5 97 

VI 5‘-PHO-d(GGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘ 6835.2 6832.5 3 

VII 5‘-d(TATAÇAACCTACTACCTCGT)-3‘ 6195.1 6194.3 98 

VIII 5‘-d(TAGGGTACGTGCTGAGGÇTT)-3‘ 6403.1 6402.5 100 

IX 5‘-d(GCÇTCAGCACGTACCTCTATT)-3‘ 6516.2 6515.2 99 

X 5‘-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3‘ 11400.4 11400.1 99 

 

An advantage of using Ç for developing this nitroxide protecting group 

strategy is that reduction of the nitroxide yields the fluorescent amine Çf. The 

oligonucleotides were purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(DPAGE) and were visually evaluated. Figure 3.8A shows a denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel of crude DNA IV (lane 1), DNA III (lane 2), DNA VI (lane 3), 

DNA V (lane 4). No fluorescent band was detected for DNAs III and V (Figure 3.8A, 

lane 2 and 4), synthesized with Ç-Bz. In contrast, DNA IV and VI (Figure 3.8A, lane 

1 and 3), synthesized with the unprotected Ç, contained a strong fluorescent band 

that overlapped with the band of the spin-labeled oligonucleotide, which indicates 

reduction of the nitroxide to the corresponding Çf. Figure 3.8B shows an analytic 

denaturing polyacrylamide gel of purified DNA oligonucleotides VII (lane 1), VIII 

(lane 2), IX (lane 3), X (lane 4), III (lane 5) and V (lane 6), all synthesized using 

phosphoramidite 32. No fluorescence was observed for any of them, not even for 

the doubly labeled 36-mer DNAzyme X (lane 4). 
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Figure 3.8. Analysis of spin-labeled oligonucleotides by DPAGE. A. Crude 21-mer DNA 

oligonucleotides IV (lane 1) and III (lane 2) (5‘-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘), 

synthesized using the phosphoramidite of unprotected Ç and 32, respectively. VI (lane 3) and V 

(lane 4) (5‘-PHO-d(GGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘), synthesized using the phosphoramidite 

of unprotected Ç and 32, respectively. B. Analytical gel of DNA oligonucleotides VII (lane 1), VIII 

(lane 2), IX (lane 3), X (lane 4), III (lane 5) and V (lane 6) all synthesized using 32. PHO is a phosphate. 

All synthesized oligonucleotides were analyzed by EPR spectroscopy where 

spin-count was performed for quantification of the amount of spin label within each 

oligonucleotide. A stock solution of 4-hydroxy-TEMPO was prepared and diluted 

into samples of different concentrations (0-0.5 mM) and each sample was measured 

by EPR spectroscopy. The area under the peaks of each sample, obtained by double 

integration, was plotted against the concentration of the sample to yield a standard 

curve that was used to determine the spin-labeling efficiency. The amount of radical 

was compared between the same sequences synthesized using the unprotected Ç 

and phosphoramidite 32 (Table 3.1). A dramatic increase of radical was observed 

for the oligonucleotides synthesized using 32 as compared to the oligonucleotides 

with the unprotected Ç. For example, the 8-mer DNA I (prepared with 32) had 

quantitative spin count while II (synthesized with unprotected Ç) had 48% (Table 

3.1). A more dramatic difference was observed between 21-mer DNAs III and V 

that were synthesized using 32 (quantitative spin count) while the same sequences 

synthesized with unprotected Ç (IV and VI) had only 5% and 3% spin count, 

respectively (Table 3.1). 
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3.4.1 HPLC analyses of enzymatic digests of the spin-labeled oligonucleotides 

For further analysis, all oligonucleotides were enzymatically digested, and 

their digests analyzed by HPLC. Crude DNAs I, II, III, IV, V and VI were digested 

with snake venom phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1 and calf spleen alkaline 

phosphatase (Figure 3.9).[117] The HPLC chromatograms for the digests of DNAs I, 

III and V (synthesized with 32) (Figure 3.9 A, C and E) contained one peak for each 

natural nucleoside within its sequence and a strongly retained peak that was shown 

by co-injection to be Ç. In contrast DNA II, synthesized with unprotected Ç, 

contained a much smaller peak for Ç along with a large peak for Çf. The digests of 

DNAs IV and VI (Figure 3.9 B, D and F) also contained a very small peak for Ç 

along with some strongly retained impurities. The chromatograms of digests of 

oligonucleotides VII-X contained five peaks, one for each natural nucleoside and 

one for Ç (Figure 3.9 G, H, I and J). 
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Figure 3.9. HPLC chromatograms of DNA oligonucleotides after enzymatic digestion with snake 

venom phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1, and alkaline phosphatase. A. Crude DNA I 

[5’-d(TGCATÇTT)-3’] synthesized using 32. B. Crude DNA II [5’-d(TGCATÇTT)-3’] synthesized 

using unprotected Ç. C. Crude DNA III [5‘-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘] 

synthesized using 32. D. Crude DNA IV [5‘-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘] 

synthesized using unprotected Ç. E. Crude DNA V [5‘-PHO-d(GGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-

3‘] synthesized using 32. F. Crude DNA VI [5‘-PHO-d(GGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3‘] 

synthesized using unprotected Ç. G. DNA VII [5‘-d(TATAÇAACCTACTACCTCGT)-3‘] 

synthesized using 32. H. DNA VIII [5‘-d(TAGGGTACGTGCTGAGGÇTT)-3‘] synthesized using 32. 

I. DNA IX [5‘-d(GCÇTCAGCACGTACCTCTATT)-3‘] synthesized using 32. J. DNA X [5‘-

d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3‘] synthesized using 32. PHO is a 

phosphate. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The nitroxide functional group of Ç was protected by benzoylation of the 

corresponding hydroxylamine. The resulting Ç-Bz was converted into a 

phosphoramidite and used for oligonucleotide synthesis of DNAs of various 

lengths. The benzoyl protecting group was shown to be stable through the chemical 

synthesis of the oligonucleotides and was readily removed by standard 

oligonucleotide deprotection conditions to give nitroxide-labeled oligonucleotides; 

gel electrophoresis was used to visually evaluate the oligomers and EPR spin count 

and enzymatic digestion, followed by HPLC analysis, were used to quantify the 

spin label in the samples. To demonstrate the use of this protecting group strategy 

for longer oligonucleotide syntheses, a 36-nt DNAzyme (X, Table 3.1) containing Ç 

at two positions (6 and 31) was prepared, giving a fully spin-labeled 

oligonucleotide. The benzoyl protecting-group strategy was also implemented for 

the 2’-O-methoxy derivative of Ç (Çm) and was used for incorporation into RNA 

oligonucleotides of various lengths. That work was done by Anna-Lena Johanna 

Segler. Combined, these results show that this protecting group strategy for 

nitroxides can be used as a general method to prepare spin-labeled nucleic acids 

using the phosphoramidite approach. 
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4 Rigid spin labels for in-cell EPR 

4.1 Introduction 

Biomolecules have over the years been extensively studied in vitro but in recent 

years the focus has shifted more towards studying them in cells. This shift has been 

taking place to answer the question of whether the structure and dynamics of 

biomolecules are different in cells, since the intracellular environment may be 

impossible to reproduce in vitro, in particular factors such as viscosity, molecular 

crowding, interactions with other macromolecules, and concentration of ions.[118] A 

few different techniques have been employed for in-cell studies,[118-121] but EPR 

spectroscopy has in recent years become a technique of interest. For in-cell EPR, the 

design of the spin labels needs to take into account factors such as position, size, 

rigidity and reduction resistance of the label to obtain the most accurate structural 

data possible, described in the following sections. 

4.1.1 Rigid versus flexible spin labels 

The majority of nitroxide-based spin labels that have been reported for nucleic acids 

thus far, are flexible or semi-flexible (Figure 4.1). These labels are attached to nucleic 

acids with a tether that has some degree of flexibility and therefore have movement 

independent of the biopolymer to which they are attached. This inherent mobility 

of the spin labels complicates the EPR analysis and are therefore, not optimal probes 

to study the structure and dynamics of nucleic acids. 
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Figure 4.1. Example of a flexible label (DUMTA)[122] and semi-flexible spin-labels (9[123] and OxU[66]).  

  Rigid spin labels are fused to the nucleoside of interest and do not move 

independently of the nucleic acid that they are attached to. They yield more precise 

structural information by pulsed EPR, through accurate distance measurements and 

by giving information about orientation of the labels within nucleic acids. Hopkins 

et al. reported the rigid spin label Q (Figure 4.2 A) which is the first reported rigid 

spin label.[124, 125] This non-natural nucleobase forms a base pair with 2-aminopurine 

(2AP) in duplex DNA and has been used to study sequence-dependent dynamics 

of DNA.[126] Sigurdsson et al. developed and reported the previously 

aforementioned rigid spin label Ç (Section 3.1.2). The phenoxazine-derived 

nucleoside Ç forms a stable and non-perturbing base pair with the natural base G[127] 

(Figure 4.2 B) and its rigidity enabled the measurement of accurate distances as well 

as orientation of the labels in duplex DNA.[102, 128] Çm, a 2’-O-methoxy derivative of 

Ç, has also been synthesized and incorporated into RNA. CW-EPR measurements 

on a series of RNAs spin-labeled with Çm demonstrated that the rigid spin label 

can yield information on RNA folding.[100] 

 

 

Figure 4.2. A. The rigid spin label Q base-paired to 2AP. B. The rigid spin label Ç base-paired to G. 
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4.1.2 Study of biomolecules in-cell 

There are three spectroscopic techniques that have been utilized for studying 

biomolecules in cells, NMR, FRET and EPR.[118-121] In-cell NMR has been used to 

study the structure and dynamics of nucleic acids in several cell types, along with 

membranes and disordered proteins.[118, 120, 121, 129-131] In-cell NMR has mostly been 

used to monitor enzymatic or “nonspecific” interactions,[129] and requires isotopic 

labeling of molecules to overcome cellular background signals. In-cell NMR has 

been used to obtain the first insights into possible conformations of G-quadruplexes 

in the cellular environment of X. laevis oocytes[132] and their results show different 

G-quadruplex conformations as compared to the same G-quadruplexes measured 

in a so-called intraoocyte buffer, which was designed to emulate the intracellular 

space in terms of both ion composition and ionic strength.[133]  

In-cell FRET has been used to study inter- and intra-molecular interactions 

through distance measurements between two fluorescent tags.[134, 135] Fessl et al. also 

used in-cell smFRET to assess the helical geometry of double-stranded DNA in 

living Escherichia coli cells and their results showed that double-stranded DNA 

constructs of variable lengths (8–16 bp) adopted B-DNA geometry. [136] 

EPR spectroscopy has also been used to measure distances within 

biomolecules in cells and recent studies have highlighted its advantages.[119, 137, 138] 

EPR requires small amounts of material and it is not limited by molecular size. 

Structural information can be readily obtained through distance measurements by 

dipolar EPR-experiments, such as pulsed electron-electron double resonance 

(PELDOR/DEER).[137, 139-141] Two types of spin labels have been used for EPR 

measurements in cells, namely Gd(III) complexes and nitroxide radicals. Gd(III) 

complexes have been used for distance measurements in proteins, such as a doubly 

labeled ubiquitin protein using 4PS-PyMTA-Gd(III) (Figure 4.3 A).[142-144] Nitroxide 

radicals have also been used for in-cell distance measurements.[119, 137, 139-141, 145-147] 

Krstic et al. were the first to report the use of in-cell EPR for nucleic acids in X. laevis 
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oocytes in 2011 and performed in-cell DEER spectroscopy on a 12-bp DNA duplex, 

a 14-mer cUUCGq tetraloop RNA hairpin and a 27-mer neomycin-sensing 

riboswitch double-labeled with 2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolinyl-N-oxyl-3-acetylene 

(TPA) (Figure 4.3 B).[140] The distance distribution obtained for the double-stranded 

DNA was found to be distinct from that observed under in vitro conditions. Later, 

Azarkh et al.[139] employed in-cell DEER to probe an antiparallel double-helical DNA 

terminally labeled with TEMPA (Figure 4.3 C).  

 

Figure 4.3. Different spin labels used for in-cell EPR measurements. A. 4PS-PyMTA-Gd(III) linked to 

a protein.[72] B. 2,2,5,5-Tetramethylpyrrolinyl-N-oxyl-3-acetylene (TPA) labeled thymidine. C. 

TEMPA labeled thymidine. D. M‐TETPO linked to a protein.[148] E. A tetraethyl-derived spin label 

conjugated to a 2’-amino labeled uridine through a thiourea linkage.[149] 

 

The limitation of most nitroxides is that they are rapidly reduced in the 

reducing environment encountered within cells, making the time-window of the 

experiment short.[145, 150, 151] However, sterically-shielded nitroxide radicals, in 

particular tetraethyl-derived nitroxides, are resistant towards reduction.[150] For 

example, a tetraethyl-derived pyrrolidine nitroxide has been used to spin label a 

chaperone protein for in-cell EPR (Figure 4.3 D). Only minimal reduction of the 
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radical was observed, which enabled the EPR study of structural features of the 

chaperone protein through determination of inter-spin distances.[148] A tetraethyl-

derived isoindoline spin label has recently been used for post-synthetic labeling of 

2’-amino groups of RNA (Figure 4.3 E) and shown to be stable in the presence of 

ascorbic acid.[149] Preliminary in-cell EPR measurements with this label have 

revealed structural changes in duplex RNAs (unpublished data). However, the 

semi-flexible nature of the linker attaching the spin label to the RNA limited the 

structural information that could be obtained. 

4.2 The reduction resistant tetraethyl-derived rigid spin-

labels EÇ and EÇm 

The rigid spin labels Ç[1] and Çm[100] (Figure 4.4) have been shown to provide more 

detailed information on structural changes and dynamics in nucleic acids[105, 152, 153] 

than flexible and semi-flexible labels, which makes them optimal spin labels for EPR 

measurements in cells. However, they lack the stability necessary for the 

measurements in the intracellular environment. Here we describe the synthesis and 

characterization of the corresponding tetraethyl nitroxide spin labels EÇ and EÇm 

(Figure 4.4) that combine two characteristics necessary for obtaining detailed 

structural information on nucleic acids in cells by EPR spectroscopy, namely 

rigidity and reduction resistance.  
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Figure 4.4. The rigid spin labels Ç and Çm and their corresponding tetraethyl-derivatives EÇ and 

EÇm. 

A molecular model of EÇ within a B-form DNA duplex (Figure 4.5 A) shows 

that the spin label is well accommodated in the major groove of the DNA duplex 

and a molecular model of EÇm within an A-form RNA duplex (Figure 4.5 B) shows 

that the spin label fits tightly into the major groove of the RNA duplex.  

 

 

Figure 4.5. A. Space-filling model of EÇ labeled B-form DNA duplex with EÇ projected into the 

major groove with close-ups from two different angles. B. Space-filling model of EÇm labeled A-

form RNA duplex with EÇm projected into the major groove with close-ups from two different 

angles. The oligonucleotide constituents are shown in grey and the spin-labeled nucleotides in red. 

 

4.2.1 Synthesis of EÇ and EÇm 

The first stage in the synthesis of the rigid spin labels EÇ and EÇm was the 

preparation of the tetraethyl isoindoline 33 (Scheme 4.1). The synthesis of 33 started 

with the amination[154] of compound 34[155] to give amino-nitro derivative 35 in 70% 
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yield. Subsequent hydrolysis of 35 afforded compound 36 in 72% yield. Here the 

hydrolysis is usually accomplished in water but that was unsuccessful for 

compound 35 as it is completely insoluble under these conditions. Therefore, a 

mixture of MeOH and water was necessary for the reaction to proceed. 

Hydrogenation of the nitro group gave ethyl isoindoline-derived aminophenol 33.  

 

 

Scheme 4.1. Synthesis of tetraethyl isoindoline 33. 

 

To incorporate the ethylisoindoline moiety into nucleosides, the 

dihalogenated nucleosides 37[1] and 38[100] needed to be prepared by the previously 

reported procedure. 37 and 38 were coupled with 33 in the presence of Et3N to give 

intermediates 39 and 40, respectively, followed by ring-closure[1, 100, 156] to yield 

phenoxazine derivatives EÇf and EÇmf (Scheme 4.2). Direct oxidation of EÇf and 

EÇmf proved troublesome as the ethyl groups render the amine much less prone to 

oxidation as compared to the tetramethyl derivative. Using either hydrogen 

peroxide and Na2WO4[1] or m-CPBA[157] under a variety of conditions gave very low 

yields of the desired product along with multiple other products. We noticed that 

almost all m-CPBA oxidations are done in chlorinated solvents but EÇf and EÇmf 

are not soluble in those solvents. Therefore, the 5’ and 3’ hydroxyl groups were 

TBDMS-protected to give 41 and 42. Oxidation of 41 and 42 in CH2Cl2 with m-CPBA 

in the presence of NaN3[154] gave 43 and 44 in excellent yields. Here the NaN3 was 

also necessary to avoid multiple other products to form.  
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Scheme 4.2. Synthesis of spin-labeled nucleosides EÇ and EÇm and their corresponding 

phosphoramidites. Yields were as follows: EÇf (56%, over 2 steps), EÇmf (60%, over 2 steps), 41 

(95%), 42 (93%), 43 (71%), 44 (68%), EÇ (91%), EÇm (94%), 45 (92%), 46 (93%), 47 (71%), and 48 (63%). 

 

The TBDMS groups were subsequently removed with TBAF to give 

nucleosides EÇ and EÇm. The 5’-hydroxyl groups of EÇ and EÇm were protected 

as DMT ethers to give 45 and 46, followed by a 3’-phosphitylation to yield 

phosphoramidites 47 and 48 (Scheme 4.2). It was discovered while working with 

45, 46 and phosphoramidites 47 and 48, that the DMT groups were unusually labile. 

Even dissolving these compounds in polar and/or protic solvents, such as CH3CN 

or MeOH, led to rapid loss of the DMT group. The use of nonpolar or chlorinated 

solvents such as CH2Cl2 or 1,2-dichloroethane circumvented this decomposition. 
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4.2.2 Stability of nitroxides EÇm and Çm in the presence of ascorbic acid 

The resistance of EÇm towards reduction in presence of ascorbic acid, frequently 

used to evaluate the stability of nitroxides,[150] was investigated and compared to its 

tetramethyl derivative Çm.[100] The normalized EPR signal intensity was plotted as 

a function of time and showed that the tetramethyl derived Çm was almost fully 

reduced within 1 h, while ca. 90% of the EÇm nucleoside was still intact after 16 h 

(Figure 4.6 A). The stability of EÇm towards reduction in presence of ascorbic acid 

was also investigated in an organic solvent (MeOH) and compared to its stability in 

aqueous media (phosphate buffer) (Figure 4.6 B) and it shows that EÇm gets 

reduced at a much faster rate in the organic solvent as compared to the phosphate 

buffer. We postulate the reason being the hydrophobic properties of the tetraethyl-

groups. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. A. Stability of EÇm and Çm against ascorbic acid (5 mM) in phosphate buffer (10 mM 

NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0). B. Stability of EÇm against ascorbic acid (5 mM) 

in phosphate buffer and in MeOH. 

 

The stability of EÇm was also tested under reaction conditions that are 

present during the oligonucleotide synthesis. EÇm proved to be stable in the tert-

butyl hydroperoxide oxidation solution for more than a week. However, when the 

stability was investigated in 5-ethylthio tetrazole, present in the DNA activation 

solution, and dichloroacetic acid, present in the oligonucleotide deblocking 
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solution, no decomposition was observed after 135 min but after 72 h significant 

decomposition of EÇm had occurred (Figure 4.7).  

 

 

Figure 4.7. A. Stability of EÇm in 3% dichloroacetic acid. B. Stability of EÇm in 0.25 M 5-

ethylthiotetrazolide solution. 

4.3 Oligonucleotide spin-labeling using EÇ and EÇm 

The phosphoramidites 47 and 48 were used for incorporation of EÇ and EÇm into 

DNA and RNA oligonucleotides, respectively, by automated solid phase synthesis. 

 

4.3.1 Synthesis and characterization of DNA oligonucleotides containing EÇ. 

Phosphoramidite 47 was used for the synthesis of seven different 

oligodeoxynucleotides containing EÇ (Table 4.1). The DNAs varied in length and 

position of the spin-label. Spin-labeled phosphoramidite 47 coupled well during the 

solid-phase synthesis, as indicated by a strong orange color of the trityl cation that 

appears during removal of the DMT group. Analysis of the crude 

oligodeoxynucleotides by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE) 

did not reveal any failure bands that would have resulted for partial coupling of 47. 

The EÇ-modified oligomers migrated slightly slower than the unmodified strands 

of the same sequence by DPAGE, consistent with incorporation of the spin label, 

which was confirmed by mass spectrometry (Table 4.1).  
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Table 4.1. DNA sequences synthesized, their monoisotopic masses and percentage of nitroxide 

radical within each sequence determined by EPR spin-counting. 

No. DNA Sequence 
Calculated 

Mass  

Measured 

Mass  
Radical content (%)  

I 5’-d(CGCGAATTCGCG)-3’ 3646.4 3643.1  

II 5’-d(CGCGAATTEÇGCG)-3’ 3904.8 3901.2 99 

III 5’-d(GACCTCGCATCGTG)-3’ 4239.8 4236.1  

IV 5’-d(GACCTCGEÇATCGTG)-3’ 4497.9 4494.2 96 

V 5’-d(AGTGGACGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ 5939.9 5934.6  

VI 5’-d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ 6198.1 6192.6 82 

VII 5’-d(ATACACCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5686.7 5682.0  

VIII 5’-d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 81 

IX 5’-d(ATACACEÇCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 100 

X 5’-d(ATACACCEÇCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 82 

XI 5’-d(ATACACCCEÇAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 94 

XII 5’-d(CACGATGCGAGGTC)-3’ 4288.8 4285.1  

 

After purification by DPAGE, spin-counting of DNAs II, IV, VI and VIII-XI 

was performed by EPR spectroscopy, giving 81-100% spin labeling (Table 4.1), 

which indicated that some reduction might have occurred. The DNA oligomers 

were enzymatically digested and the digests were analyzed by HPLC (Figure 

4.8).[101, 158] The HPLC chromatograms for digests of DNAs II, IV, VI and VIII-XI 

each showed five peaks, one for each natural nucleoside and a strongly retained 

nucleoside that was shown by co-injection[1] to be EÇ. Chromatograms for the longer 

oligonucleotides (VI, VIII, X and XI) also contained an additional small peak 

around 20.5 minutes that was shown by co-injection to be EÇf, which EÇ 

corresponding amine that appears when the nitroxide radical is reduced during the 

oligonucleotide synthesis. The amounts of EÇf and EÇ was quantified, showing that 

ca. 6-18% of the spin-labels had been reduced. It should be noted that more 

extensive reduction was observed in oligodeoxynucleotides of similar length that 
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were synthesized using the phosphoramidite of the tetramethyl derived Ç, as was 

described in Chapter 3.  

 

 

Figure 4.8. HPLC chromatograms of enzymatic digests of DNAs. 

 

It is well known that nitroxide radicals get partially, or even fully,[108] reduced 

during oligonucleotide synthesis using the phosphoramidite approach. Even 

though we showed (in the section before) that the tetraethyl groups on EÇ render 

the nitroxide significantly more resistant to reduction by common reducing agents 

and that the EÇ spin-label is unchanged even after 180 min under the reaction 

conditions used on the oligonucleotide synthesizer (Section 4.2.2), they do not 

provide full protection against reduction (through disproportionation)[159] by the 

acids used for oligonucleotide synthesis (dichloroacetic acid and ethylthiotetrazole).  
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To determine experimentally whether the EÇ spin-label caused a structural 

perturbation of the B-DNA, circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the EÇ-labeled 

duplexes were recorded (Figure 4.9). The CD spectra of the modified and 

unmodified DNA duplexes were almost identical, all possessing negative and 

positive molar ellipticities at ca. 250 and 280 nm, respectively, characteristic of a 

right-handed B-DNA duplex.  

 

Figure 4.9. CD spectra of DNA duplexes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I (see sequences in Table 4.2). 

 

Thermal denaturation data was also collected to see if the EÇ modification 

caused any destabilization of the helix (Table 4.2). In general, the thermal 

denaturation experiments showed that the spin labels did not result in a significant 

decrease in the melting temperature, with ΔTMs ranging from -0.8 to -2.8 °C. 

Increased stability was observed for duplexes B and I. The increase of the TM for 

duplex B of +5.6 °C and decrease for duplex D of -1.5 °C, is nearly identical to what 

has been observed for Ç in the same location of the same sequence (ΔTM +5.7 °C and 

ΔTM  -1.1 °C, respectively).[101] 
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Table 4.2. Sequences of spin-labeled DNA duplexes and their 

thermal denaturation analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The formation of the DNA duplexes was also confirmed by continuous-wave 

(CW) EPR spectroscopy. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of the CW-EPR spectra of 

EÇ, the EÇ-labeled 19-mer DNA single strand VI and the corresponding 19-mer 

DNA duplex F. EÇ showed three sharp lines (Figure 4.10 A) that broadened after 

incorporation into the 19-mer oligoribonucleotide 5’-

d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ (Figure 4.10 B). Upon annealing to its 

complementary strand 5’-d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’, the CW-EPR 

spectrum broadened further, showing a splitting of the high- and low-field 

components (Figure 4.10 C). Such broadening is characteristic for the formation of 

a spin labeled duplex containing a rigid spin label.[1, 100] All the DNA 

oligonucleotides that were characterized by CW-EPR spectroscopy showed 

broadening once a duplex had been formed (Figure 4.11). 

 DNA sequences TM (°C) ΔTM 

A 
 

58.2  

B 
 

63.8 +5.6 

C 
 

60.8  

D 
 

59.3 -1.5 

E 
 

66.6  

F  63.8 -2.8 

G 
 

65.0 -1.6 

H 
 

65.8 -0.8 

I 
 

67.4 +0.8 
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Figure 4.10. A. EPR spectrum of EÇ. B. EPR spectrum of a EÇ-labeled 19-mer DNA single strand 5’-

d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’. C. EPR spectrum of a EÇ-labeled duplex 5’-

d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’·5’-d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’. EPR spectra were 

recorded at 20 °C in a phosphate buffer (2 nmol of DNA; 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 

Na2EDTA, pH 7.0). 

 

 

Figure 4.11. EPR spectra of spin-labeled DNA oligonucleotides. 

 

4.3.2 Syntheses of RNA oligonucleotides containing EÇm 

Phosphoramidite 48 was used for the synthesis of five 21-nucleotide long EÇm-

labeled RNAs (Table 4.3). Upon completion of the oligomer synthesis, treatment 

with methylamine cleaved the oligoribonucleotides from the solid support and 

deprotected the nucleobases and the phosphodiester groups. The 2′-OTBDMS 
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groups were removed by treatment with NEt3·3HF and the oligomers were purified 

by DPAGE. A bright fluorescent band that overlapped with a non-fluorescent band 

was observed for some of the oligomers, which indicated that partial reduction of 

the spin-labels had occurred. After purification by DPAGE, spin-counting by EPR 

was performed giving 52-98% spin labeling (Table 4.3), further confirming 

reduction of the spin-labels.  

 

Table 4.3. RNA sequences synthesized, their monoisotopic masses and percentage of nitroxide 

radical within each sequence. 

No. RNA sequence 
Calculated 

Mass  

Measured 

Mass  

Radical 

content (%)  

XIII 5’-AGUGGACGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 6825.1 6819.4  

XIV 5’-AGUGGAEÇmGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 7097.1 7056.5 52 

XV 5’-AUACACCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6597.09 6591.5  

XVI 5’-AUACAEÇmCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 71 

XVII 5’-AUACACEÇmCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 98 

XVII

I 
5’-AUACACCEÇmCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6860.6 64 

XIX 5’-AUACACCCEÇmACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 94 

 

HPLC chromatograms of enzymatic digests of RNAs XIV and XVI-XIX 

(Figure 4.12) showed five peaks, one for each natural nucleoside and one for EÇm. 

An additional peak or two were observed in digests of five oligonucleotides, one 

corresponding to inosine (from partial enzymatic hydrolysis of A by an adenosine 

deaminase-contamination in phosphodiesterase I)[117] (Figure 4.12 B, C, D and E) 

and the other corresponding to EÇmf (Figure 4.12 A, B and D). The reduction of 

EÇm to EÇmf was determined from the chromatograms to be 30-49%.  
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Figure 4.12. HPLC chromatograms of enzymatic digest of RNAs XIV and XVI-XIX. 

 

The more extensive reduction of EÇm compared to reduction of EÇ during 

DNA synthesis can be explained by longer exposure of the spin label to 

oligonucleotide reagents during RNA synthesis. Since ca. 75% spin labeling is 

necessary for distance measurements by dipolar EPR spectroscopy, the benzoyl 

protecting group strategy for nitroxide radicals, previously described in Chapter 3, 

was employed for EÇm during the RNA synthesis and Bz-EÇm was synthesized.  

4.4 Synthesis of Bz-EÇm and its phosphoramidite 

The synthesis of Bz-EÇm (Scheme 4.3) began with reduction of the TBDMS-

protected nitroxide 44 to yield the corresponding hydroxylamine, which was 

subsequently benzoylated to give 49. Reducing this structurally hindered nitroxide 

on EÇm to give the corresponding hydroxyl amine proved quite difficult and 
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heating 44 at 60 °C for 24 h with 20 eq. of ascorbic acid was required. Subsequent 

removal of the TBDMS groups of 49 gave Bz-EÇm. The benzoyl protecting group 

was shown to be stable under all conditions used for oligonucleotide synthesis for 

more than a week. Removing the benzoyl protecting group under our standard 

RNA deblocking conditions (1:1, 8 M MeNH2 in EtOH:33% NH3 w/w in H2O) 

proved difficult and needed optimization. In the end, the benzoyl group was 

efficiently removed in 2.5 h using previously reported deprotecting conditions for 

RNA (1:1, 40% MeNH2:40% NH3 in H2O), returning EÇm in quantitative yields. The 

5’-hydroxyl group of Bz-EÇm (Scheme 4.3) was protected as 4,4’-dimethoxytrityl 

(DMT) ether and subsequently phosphitylated to give phosphoramidite 50 in good 

yields.  

 

Scheme 4.3. Synthesis of Bz-EÇm and its corresponding phosphoramidite. 

4.5 RNA spin-labeling using Bz-EÇm 

Phosphoramidite 50 was used to repeat the syntheses of oligonucleotides XIV, XVI 

and XVIII (Table 4.4), the oligonucleotides in which extensive reduction of the spin 

label had been observed when using the phosphoramidite of EÇm. As before, the 

protected spin label coupled well during the solid-phase synthesis. After 

completion of the oligomer synthesis, treatment with 1:1, 40% MeNH2:40% NH3 in 

H2O cleaved the oligoribonucleotides from the solid support and deprotected the 
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Bz-EÇm, the nucleobases and the phosphodiester groups. The 2′-OTBDMS groups 

were removed by treatment with NEt3·3HF and the oligonucleotides were purified 

by DPAGE. No fluorescence was observed during the purification and spin 

counting by EPR spectroscopy after purification showed 98-100% spin labeling, 

indicating that little or no reduction of the spin label had occurred during the 

synthesis (Table 4.4). 

 

Table 4.4. RNA sequences, their monoisotopic masses and percentage of nitroxide radical within 

each sequence as determined by EPR spin-counting. 

No. RNA Sequence 
Calculated 

Mass  

Measured 

Mass  

Radical 

content (%)  

XX 5’-AGUGGAEÇmGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 7097.1 7096.5 99 

XXI 5’-AUACAEÇmCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 100 

XXII 5’-AUACACCEÇmCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 98 

 

The fact that no reduction of the spin label occurred was further confirmed 

by HPLC analysis of the enzymatic digests of RNAs XX, XXI and XXII (Figure 4.13), 

that showed complete absence of EÇmf. The HPLC analyses also showed that the 

benzoyl protecting group had been completely removed during the RNA 

deprotection. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. HPLC chromatograms of enzymatic digest of RNAs XX-XXII. 
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To determine experimentally whether the EÇm spin-label caused a structural 

perturbation of the A-RNA, circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded of the 

RNA duplexes (unmodified and modified) which showed negative and positive 

molar ellipticities at ca. 210 nm and 263 nm, respectively, as expected for A-form 

RNA (Figure 4.14).  

 

 

Figure 4.14. CD spectra of RNA duplexes J, K and M. 

 

Thermal denaturation data (Table 4.5) of EÇm-modified RNA duplexes was 

collected and showed only minor destabilization of the duplexes, with the ΔTMs 

ranging from -1.1 to -3.0 °C. Since each duplex contains two labels, the change in Tm 

caused by EÇm was less than -2.0 °C per modification, relative to the unmodified 

RNA, which are a similar results as obtained for Çm modified RNA duplexes of 

similar length.[100] All these RNA duplexes have one strand in common (Table 4.3, 

XIV) which is complimentary to all the other strands (Table 4.3, XVI, XVII, XVIII 

and XIX). Thus, the only difference between the spin-labeled duplexes is the 

position of EÇm in the complementary strand. Therefore, the minor differences in 

the melting temperatures are likely due to flanking-sequence dependence, as has 
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been observed with both phenoxazine-derived spin labels[100, 101] and fluorophores[160, 

161] in DNA. 

 

Table 4.5. Sequences of spin-labeled RNA duplexes and their 

thermal denaturation analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As for the DNA oligonucleotides, the RNA oligonucleotides were characterized by 

continuous-wave (CW) EPR spectroscopy which, also, showed broadening once a 

duplex had been formed for all duplexes (Figure 4.15). 

 

Figure 4.15. EPR spectra of spin-labeled RNA oligonucleotides and their corresponding duplexes. 

4.6 Conclusions 

The tetraethyl-derived rigid spin-labels EÇ and EÇm were synthesized and 

incorporated into DNA and RNA, respectively. The spin-labeled oligonucleotides 

were analyzed by UV-vis, CD and EPR spectroscopy as well as enzymatic digestion 

 RNA sequences TM (°C) ΔTM 

J  77.0  

K  74.0 -3.0 

L  76.0 -1.1 

M  75.6 -1.4 

N  74.6 -2.4 
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followed by HPLC analysis. Together this data verified incorporation of the spin 

labels and showed them to be non-perturbating of duplex structures. A minor 

reduction of the EÇ spin label was observed during the automated synthesis of EÇ-

labeled DNA, but substantial reduction of EÇm took place during the synthesis of 

EÇm-labeled RNA. This reduction was circumvented by using a benzoyl protecting 

group for the hydroxylamine prepared from EÇm.[158] The new tetraethyl-derived 

rigid labels EÇ and EÇm showed dramatically increased resistance towards 

reduction by L-ascorbic acid, when compared to its tetramethyl derivatives Ç[1] and 

Çm,[100] which will enable the investigation of structure and dynamics of DNA and 

RNA by in-cell EPR spectroscopy. These EÇ and EÇm labeled oligonucleotides that 

we synthesized are currently being used for in-cell measurements at our collaborator 

Prof. Thomas Prisner’s research group at the University of Frankfurt. 
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5 o-Quinone-derived isoindolines for the 

synthesis of nitroxide spin labels 

5.1 Introduction 

The advantages of rigid spin labels over flexible labels were discussed in Chapter 

4, using the example of the spin label Ç, which is able to provide more accurate and 

detailed structural data as compared to flexible or semi-flexible spin labels.[105, 152] 

One drawback of Ç is that its synthesis is non-trivial, it requires a ring-fusion of the 

isoindoline to the nucleobase, all of which entails a labor intensive 17-step synthesis 

with a low overall yield. Therefore, it is of interest to discover new simpler ways to 

synthesize rigid spin-labels that possess similar properties as Ç. 

Sigurdsson and co-workers have previously reported the 1,10-

phenanthrolinecontaining 5′-6-locked nucleoside 51[162] (Figure 5.1) along with a 

series of other 5’-6-locked fluorophores[163, 164] which are all fused to the nucleobase 

through a pyrazine ring, a strategy based on a nucleoside derivative prepared by 

Kalman and co-workers in search of new anticancer drugs.[165, 166] Nucleoside 51 was 

simply prepared by the condensation reaction of a 5-amino-2′-deoxycytidine (52) 

with 1,2-diketone 53 (Figure 5.1). During the synthesis, an ether linkage was formed 

between 5’-hydroxyl group of the sugar and 6-C of the nucleobase. These rigid 5’-

6-locked nucleosides are readily accommodated at the end of DNA duplexes.[162-164] 

Nucleoside 51 is a T-analog, forming a base-pair with A, where one of the nitrogens 

in the pyrazine ring replaces the 4-carboxy oxygen of T as a hydrogen bond acceptor 

(Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. A. Condensation of 52 with 53 to form 5’-6-locked nucleoside 51. B. Base-pairing of 51 

with adenosine.  

 

Our original aim was to devise a simple synthesis of a rigid spin label, but 

this time utilizing the chemistry of an o-substituted diketone derivative of 

isoindoline (54) and the modified diamine cytosine nucleobase (52) (Figure 5.2). We 

intended to use this chemistry to immobilize spin label on the modified DNA base 

cytosine by fusing it to the nucleobase through a pyrazine ring (Figure 5.2). 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Synthetic route to obtain an isoindoline spin labeled 5’-6-locked nucleoside. 

 

Due to unexpected results the project evolved into noncovalent spin-labeling 

which will be covered later in this chapter (section 5.6). 

5.2 Synthesis of o-quinone isoindolines 

For the synthesis of o-quinone isoindoline 54, the plan was to go through 

5,6-diamine-1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline (56) (Scheme 5.1) and obtain 57 by 
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diazotization using sodium nitrite followed by hydrolysis. This route proved to be 

infeasible and the reaction from 56 to 57 provided a very complex mixture of 

condensed products.  

 

 

Scheme 5.1. Unsuccessful synthetic route to 54 through 56. 

 

The next route that was attempted was to use 5,6-dibromo-1,1,3,3-

tetramethylisolindoline 58[167] instead of 56 (Scheme 5.2). The ethyl derivative of 

o-quinone isoindoline (63) was synthesized alongside the methyl derivative, as ethyl 

derived nitroxide radicals show higher stability under reductive conditions. The 

synthesis of 54 and 63 (Scheme 5.2) started with substitution of the bromines on 

tetramethyl isoindoline 58[167] and tetraethyl isoindoline 59[168] with methoxide to 

yield compounds 60[169] and 61, respectively. Initial attempts to prepare o-quinone 

derivatives 54 and 63 from 60 and 61, respectively, by AgO and nitric acid-assisted 

oxidation[170] gave 54 and 63 only in very low yields. These reaction conditions are 

rather harsh and 60 is reported to have limited stability.[169] Therefore, dihydroxyl 

derivatives 57 and 62 were first prepared by demethylation of 60 and 61, 

respectively. Reactions of 60 and 61 with boron tribromide or iodotrimethylsilane, 

commonly used for demethylation of methyl ethers,[171] under a variety of 

conditions led to complex mixtures of products, which at best resulted in very low 

yields of 57 and 62. However, demethylation with iodotrimethylsilane, followed by 

a water-free workup and precipitation gave 57 and 62 in excellent yields. o-

Quinones 54 and 63 were subsequently obtained in excellent yields by oxidation of 

57 and 62 with MnO2 in the presence of air.[172] 
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Scheme 5.2. Synthesis of o-quinone isoindolines 54 and 63. Yields were as follows: 60 (95%), 61 (62%), 

57 (91%), 62 (77%), 54 (88%) and 63 (93%). 

5.3 Attempts at making the 5,6-locked rigid spin label 55 

The synthesis of 55 started with the preparation of 5-amino-2-deoxycytidine (52) by 

a previously reported protocol.[162] Condensation of 54 with 52 (Scheme 5.3) to 

obtain 64, under previously reported conditions for 51, which is heating in 

ethanol[162] or any other alcohol-water mixture,[163] was unsuccessful. O-quinone 54 

had limited stability in solution at room-temperature (complete decomposition in 

1-2 h) and the rate of decomposition increased with heating. There seemed to be no 

reaction occurring between 54 and 52. Therefore, effort was put into optimizing the 

condensation conditions between 54 and o-phenylenediamine (65), a model 

compound, to obtain 66, before proceeding further with the synthesis of 64. 

 

Scheme 5.3. Condensation between 52 and 54 under previously reported conditions in attempts at 

obtaining 64. 

Several conditions were evaluated for condensation of 54 with 

o-phenylenediamine 65 (Table 5.1) to obtain 66. Most of the solvents that were 

evaluated resulted in moderate to excellent yields which showed that 

o-phenylenediamine is more reactive than 52. Acetic acid (Table 5.1, entry 3) and 
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EtOH (70% in H2O) (Table 1, entry 5) proved to be the best solvents. Using catalytic 

amount of a base led only to rapid decomposition of the diketones (Table 5.1, entry 

6-8). In contrast, acetic acid was very effective as a catalyst. The optimal conditions 

proved to be 70% EtOH (aq.) with a catalytic amount of acetic acid (Table 5.1, entry 

11). 

Table 5.1. Evaluation of reaction conditions for the 

synthesis of phenazine 66 from o-quinone 54 and 

o-phenylenediamine 65. 

 

No. Solvent Catalyst Time Yield (%) 

1 EtOH - 40 min 90 

2 CH2Cl2 - 60 min 70 

3 AcOH - <1 min 95 

4 CH3CN - 50 min 83 

5 70% EtOH - 30 min 94 

6 70% EtOH KOH <5 min 0 

7 EtOH Pyridine 10 min <1% 

8 EtOH Et3N 10 min <5% 

9 CH3CN AcOH 10 min 95 

10 CH2Cl2 AcOH 10 min 95 

11 70% EtOH AcOH <1 min 99 

12 EtOH AcOH 5 min 95 

 

After optimizing the condensation reaction of o-quinone 54 with 1,2-

diamines, we proceeded with the nucleoside synthesis. The condensation of 52 with 

54 under the optimized acetic acid catalyzed conditions (Scheme 5.4) yielded a 

single very polar product in near quantitative yields. Based on NMR and HRMS 

data, we postulated that the structure of the condensation product was 67, resulting 

from reaction of one amino group with one ketone in the o-quinone. Attempts at 
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completing the condensation of 67 to obtain 64 under several different conditions 

(acidic, basic, different solvents and temperatures) were unsuccessful and instead 

resulted in decomposition.  

 

Scheme 5.4. Reaction between 52 and 54 under optimized conditions and attempted condensation 

of 67 to obtain 64. 

 

We hypothesized that prolonged heating, as was used in the synthesis of 51, 

was necessary for complete condensation of 52 with a o-quinone to obtain a 5’-6 

locked nucleoside. However, we were able to synthesis 51[162] under the same 

optimized acid catalyzed conditions at 22 °C in near quantitative yields within 15 

min. (Scheme 5.5). Therefore, heating is not necessary for the complete 

condensation between 52 and an o-quinone and that other factors may be in play in 

preventing the complete condensation of 52 with 54 to give 64. 

 

Scheme 5.5. Condensation of 52 with 53 to obtain 51 under optimized conditions. 

 

As condensation of 52 with 54 proved to be unsuccessful, a number of 

commercially available o-phenylenediamines with different functional groups were 
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purchased and condensed with o-benzoquinones 54 and 63 to investigate the scope 

of their condensation reactions with diamines, as described in the next section. 

5.4 Condensation of o-quinone isoindolines 54 and 63 

with a series of diamines 

Numerous commercially available o-phenylenediamines with different functional 

groups were condensed with o-benzoquinones 54 and 63 (Table 5.2). All the selected 

o-phenylenediamines condensed readily with the diketones to give the desired 

products in near quantitative yields (≥90%) (Table 5.2, entry 1-6), except for 76 

(Table 5.2, entry 7) which did not give the desired product using any of the reaction 

conditions listed in Table 5.1. We postulated that the low solubility of 76 was the 

cause; low rate of condensation led to decomposition of o-quinones 54 and 63. 

However, compound 76 was soluble in DMSO but did not yield any condensed 

products upon incubation with 54 (in the presence or absence of a catalytic amount 

of acetic acid). 
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Table 5.2. Condensation of 54 or 63 with various derivatives of o-

diamines using 70% EtOH (aq.) with catalytic amount of acetic acid at 

22 °C. 

 

Diamine O-quinone Product Yield (%) 

 

54 

 

99 

 

54 

 

95 

 

54 

 

95 

 

54 

 

93 

 

63 

 

90 

 

63 

 

96 

 

54 

 

0 
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5.5 Oxidation of isoindoline-phenazines  

The next step was the oxidation of the different derivatives of isoindoline-phenazine 

compounds, that were obtained from condensation (Table 5.2), to the nitroxide 

radical. While oxidizing the phenazines with m-CPBA to receive the corresponding 

nitroxide radical, it became apparent that the level of oxidation of the phenazine 

skeleton could be controlled by the number of equivalents of the oxidizing agent 

used in the reaction. When 66 was treated with one equivalent of m-CPBA, only 

nitroxide radical 78 was obtained (Scheme 5.6). The mono-N-oxide aminoxyl 

radical 79 was obtained with 2.2 eq. of the oxidizing agent and 5.5 eq. gave the di-

N-oxide radical 1 (Scheme 5.6), all in good to excellent yields.  

 

Scheme 5.6. Reaction of phenazine 66 with different amounts of oxidizing agent. 

 

While working with 1 it was discovered that it was water-soluble, which 

makes it possible to evaluate the isoindoline nitroxide-derived phenazines as 

noncovalent spin labels for duplex DNA and RNA containing abasic sites. 

Noncovalent spin labeling will be discussed in detail in the next section. In contrast, 

78 and 79 had limited or no solubility in water and, therefore, only the di-N-oxides 

of the other isoindoline derived phenazines were prepared. Oxidation of 

compounds 66, 69, 71, 73 and 75 gave the desired phenazine di-N-oxide radicals 1 

and 80-83 in very good yields (Table 5.3).  
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Table 5.3. Oxidation of isoindoline-phenazines to the 

corresponding isoindoline-phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide 

radicals. 

 

Starting compound Product Yield (%) 

  

77 

  

72 

  

70 

  

78 

  

75 

 

Since NMR spectra of the paramagnetic phenazine di-N-oxide radicals give 

limited information due to peak-broadening and even loss of NMR signals, UV-vis 

spectroscopy was used for spectroscopic characterization of the di-N-oxides (Figure 

5.3), in addition to HRMS. Absorption peaks at 250 and 370 nm for the phenazine 

derivatives were red-shifted to 290 and 490 nm upon oxidation to the di-N-oxide 

radicals.  
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Figure 5.3. UV-vis spectra of the phenazine derivatives, compared to their oxidized counterparts. 

5.6 Noncovalent spin labeling of nucleic acids 

The third strategy for site-directed spin labeling of nucleic acids that was briefly 

described in Chapter 2 is noncovalent spin-labeling, which utilizes binding through 

van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding and π-stacking between the spin 

labels and the nucleic acid. Attaching a spin label noncovalently to a nucleic acid 

avoids the various challenges associated with connecting the label via a covalent 

bond. Noncovalent labeling is a more straightforward and a less labor-intensive 

labeling strategy than other methods as the respective spin label is simply mixed 

with the nucleic acid prior to EPR measurements, requiring no purification of thee 

spin labeled nucleic acid. There are reports of spin-labeled intercalators and groove 

binders that bind to nucleic acids noncovalently, but most of them lack the sequence 

specificity that is usually required for EPR studies.[173, 174] Sigurdsson et al. recently 

reported the noncovalent site-directed spin-labeling of the malachite green (MG) 

RNA aptamer, which utilized a spin-labeled derivative of tetramethylrosamine (84) 

(TMR) (Figure 5.4), and is the first example of site-specific spin labeling of a 
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completely unmodified RNA.[175] Abasic sites in duplex nucleic acids have also been 

used as binding sites for noncovalent binding of small molecules. For example, 

fluorescent compounds that bind to abasic sites have been used for the detection of 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).[176-178] An adenine acridine-derived spin-

label (85) (Figure 5.4) was incorporated into a DNA duplex containing an abasic 

site.[179, 180] Although the adenine directs the spin label into the vicinity of an abasic 

site, the spin label is attached with a long flexible tether to the adenine and has only 

limited sequence selectivity. Sigurdsson et al. reported the spin label ç (Figure 5.4), 

a cytosine-based spin label, that bound specifically to abasic sites in duplex DNA 

opposite guanine (G).[127, 181-183] This spin label showed negligible binding at 25 °C 

but upon cooling to -30 °C the spin label was fully bound to the abasic site which 

enabled distance measurements in duplex DNA by PELDOR.[184] The semi-flexible 

G-spin (Ǵ) (Figure 5.4), a guanine-based spin label also reported by Sigurdsson et 

al., was found to bind to abasic sites in duplex RNA opposite cytosine (C) with very 

high affinity.[185, 186] Ǵ was prepared in a single step from readily available starting 

materials and showed significant binding to RNA duplexes at 20 °C allowing for 

accurate measurement of inter-spin distances between two spin labels using 

PELDOR.[185, 187]  

 

 

Figure 5.4. Structures of noncovalent spin labels. 
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Two requirements need to be met for noncovalent spin-labels. First, it needs 

to be EPR active and second, it needs to be water-soluble. The phenazine di-N-oxide 

isoindoline nitroxide derivatives 1 and 80-82 were water soluble which made it 

possible to evaluate them as noncovalent spin labels. The tetraethyl derivative 83 

was not water-soluble and was not studied further. 

5.7 Binding of isoindoline-phenazine-N-oxide spin labels 

to abasic sites in duplex nucleic acids monitored by EPR 

spectroscopy 

Binding of 1, 80, 81 and 82 to abasic sites in DNA duplexes was evaluated by EPR 

spectroscopy.[181] Each spin label was incubated with a 14-mer duplex DNA 

containing an abasic site with either G, T, A or C as the orphan base at -30 °C (Figure 

5.5). The EPR spectrum of each spin label in the absence of DNA (Figure 5.5, top 

row, spectra a, g, m and s) showed comparatively narrow lines, consistent with fast 

tumbling of the radical in solution. In contrast, an EPR spectrum of a spin label 

bound to a DNA duplex is wider due to a longer rotational correlation time,[181] that 

manifest in generation of a slow-moving component, as observed for spin label 1, 

which showed high binding affinity and specificity towards abasic sites opposite to 

C (Figure 5.5, spectrum b). Nitroxide 1 also showed nearly full binding (ca. 90%) 

opposite to A (Figure 5.5, spectrum c), but a moderate to low binding opposite to T 

(Figure 5.5, spectrum d), represented by the mixture of slow- and fast-moving 

components in its EPR spectrum. No binding of 1 was observed to abasic sites 

opposite to G (Figure 5.5, spectrum e). Spin label 80 showed slight binding to abasic 

sites opposite to C and A (Figure 5.5, spectra h and i), whereas 81 showed no 

binding to any of the DNA duplexes. Spin labels 1, 80 and 81 did not exhibit any 

nonspecific binding to an unmodified duplex (Figure 5.5, spectra f, l and r, 

respectively). Spin label 82 showed extensive binding to abasic sites opposite to all 
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the nucleobases (C, A, G and T) (Figure 5.5, spectra t-w), however, substantial 

binding was also observed to the unmodified duplex to an extent of ca. 85% (Figure 

5.5, spectrum x). Spin label 82 has a strong dipole moment owed to the nitro group 

therefore making the label favorable for intercalation[188] which may explain the 

extensive nonspecific binding.   

 

Figure 5.5. Evaluation of noncovalent spin labeling of abasic sites in DNA duplexes by EPR 

spectroscopy at -30 °C. EPR spectra of the labels without DNA (a, g, m and s) and in the presence of 

unmodified DNA (f, l, r and x) is shown for comparison. The central four rows show the spin labels 

in the presence of DNA duplexes containing an abasic site (denoted by “_”) opposite to the orphan 

bases G, T, A and C. Only a part of the DNA construct is shown to the left; the complete sequence is 

5’-d(GACCTCG_ATCGTG)-3’·5’-d(CACGATXCGAGGTC)-3’, where X represents the orphan base. 

EPR spectra of the spin-labels (100 μM) in the presence of DNA duplexes (200 μM) were recorded in 

phosphate buffer (10 mM NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) containing 30% 

ethylene glycol and 2% DMSO at -30 °C. 
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As spin label 1 exhibited full binding to abasic sites opposite to C and almost 

full binding opposite to A, the temperature dependence was investigated to obtain 

information about the relative affinity of the spin label to the abasic sites in question 

(Figure 5.6). Significant binding was already observed for the abasic site opposite 

to C at 0 °C, while close to no binding was seen for A, and almost full binding was 

observed at -20 °C (>95%). Little to no binding was observed at +10 °C and no 

binding was seen at +20 °C (data not shown).  

 

Figure 5.6. Evaluation of temperature-dependent noncovalent spin-labeling of spin label 1 to abasic 

sites in DNA duplexes opposite to A (middle column) and C (right column), by EPR spectroscopy. 

The EPR spectra of 1 alone and in the presence of an unmodified DNA at -30 °C are shown to the 

left. 

 

Comparison with the binding affinity of the previously reported noncovalent 

spin labels Ǵ (Kd = 6.02 x 10-6 M at 0 °C)[186] and ç (Kd = 1.36 x 10-4 M at 0 °C)[181] to 

abasic sites in DNA opposite to C, shows that spin label 1 possesses higher affinity 

(Kd = 1.4 x 10-6 M at 0 °C).  
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To assess the binding of nitroxides 1 and 80-82 to abasic sites in RNA a 

combinatorial approach was used for the screening that enables the evaluation of 

the binding of each label to multiple oligonucleotides at once. Each sample 

contained the spin label along with four RNA duplexes, each of which contained an 

abasic site placed opposite to four different orphan bases, A, C, G and U. Each 

duplex was in twofold excess relative to the spin label. Each nitroxide would bind 

to the abasic site to which it has the highest affinity. Spin labels 1, 80 and 81 did not 

show any binding to the four 14-mer RNA duplexes containing an abasic site 

opposite to either G, U, A or C at -30 °C (Figure 5.7). Spin label 82 shows only minor 

binding to RNA and was not investigated further. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Evaluation of noncovalent spin labeling of abasic sites in RNA duplexes by EPR 

spectroscopy at -30 °C. The complete RNA sequence is 5’-GACCUCG_AUCGUG-3’·5’-

CACGAUXCGAGGUC)-3’, where X represents the orphan base. Duplex I X=C, II X=A, III X=G, IV 

X=U. EPR spectra of the spin-labels (100 μM) in the presence of RNA duplexes (200 μM) were 

recorded in phosphate buffer (10 mM NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) containing 

30% ethylene glycol and 2% DMSO at -30 °C. 

5.8 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the synthesis of o-benzoquinone derivatives for both 

tetramethyl- and tetraethyl-isoindoline. Unfortunately, the o-benzoquinone 

derivatives did not condense with 5-amino-2′deoxycytidine (52) to afford a 5’-6-

locked, spin-labeled nucleoside. However, the o-benzoquinone derivatives were 

readily condensed with a number of commercially available o-phenylenediamines 

in near quantitative yields. Oxidation of the isoindoline-phenazines gave phenazine 
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di-N-oxide nitroxide radicals that were evaluated as noncovalent spin labels for 

DNA and RNA containing abasic sites. Spin label 1 showed high binding affinity 

and specificity towards abasic sites opposite to C in DNA and is, therefore, a 

promising spin label for future EPR studies of DNAs. Moreover, the o-

benzoquinone isoindoline derivatives give access to various diversely substituted 

phenazine structures carrying the isoindoline moiety and may thereby facilitate the 

incorporation of paramagnetic centers into other functional systems. 
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6 Conclusions 

 

In this PhD thesis, advancements of nitroxide spin-labeling of nucleic acids using 

rigid spin labels is described. In the first part, the reduction of nitroxide radicals that 

occurs during oligonucleotide synthesis is addressed, which has a known and long-

lasting problem. The development of a protecting group strategy is described in 

which the nitroxide functional group of Ç was protected by benzoylation of the 

corresponding hydroxylamine. The resulting Ç-Bz was converted into a 

phosphoramidite and used for oligonucleotide synthesis of DNA of various lengths. 

The protecting group was stable through the chemical synthesis of the 

oligonucleotides and was readily removed by standard deprotection conditions to 

give fully nitroxide-labeled DNA. A 36-nt DNAzyme containing Ç at two positions 

was prepared, giving a fully spin-labeled oligonucleotide, which would not have 

been possible without this protecting method. Combined, these results show that 

this protecting group strategy for nitroxides can be used as a general method to 

prepare spin-labeled nucleic acids using the phosphoramidite approach, thereby 

circumventing their reduction during the chemical synthesis of DNA. 

The second part of the thesis focuses on the synthesis of reduction resistant 

rigid nitroxide spin labels for the purpose of studying the structure and dynamics 

of nucleic acids in cells. The synthesis of the tetraethyl-derived rigid spin labels EÇ 

and EÇm and their incorporation into DNA and RNA, respectively, is described. 

The spin-labels were shown to be non-perturbating of duplex structures by 

numerous methods. Some reduction of EÇm took place during the synthesis of 

EÇm-labeled RNA, which was circumvented by using the benzoyl protecting group 

strategy, described in Chapter 3. The new tetraethyl-derived rigid labels EÇ and 
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EÇm showed dramatically increased resistance towards reduction by ascorbic acid, 

when compared to its tetramethyl derivatives Ç and Çm, which will enable the 

investigation of structure and dynamics of DNA and RNA by in-cell EPR 

spectroscopy. 

The third part of this thesis describes the synthesis of o-benzoquinone 

derivatives of both tetramethyl- and tetraethyl isoindoline. The o-benzoquinone 

derivatives were readily condensed with numerous commercially available o-

phenylenediamines in near quantitative yields to obtain phenazine-isoindoline 

structures that were subsequently oxidized to give phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide 

radicals. These radicals were evaluated as noncovalent spin labels for DNA and 

RNA duplexes containing abasic sites. One spin label showed high binding affinity 

and specificity towards abasic sites opposite to C in DNA and is, therefore, a 

promising spin label for future EPR studies of DNAs. 
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Benzoyl-Protected Hydroxylamines for Improved Chemical
Synthesis of Oligonucleotides Containing Nitroxide Spin Labels
Haraldur Y. Juliusson,[a][‡] Anna-Lena J. Segler,[a][‡] and Snorri Th. Sigurdsson*[a]

Abstract: Oligonucleotides containing nitroxide spin labels,
used in biophysical studies of nucleic acids, are frequently pre-
pared by chemical synthesis. However, during the synthesis of
spin-labeled oligonucleotides, the nitroxides are partially re-
duced to the corresponding amines. Here we report that a
benzoylated hydroxylamine can be used as a protected form of
the nitroxide to avoid this reduction. The benzoyl group is sta-
ble through the oligonucleotide synthesis and is readily re-
moved under standard oligonucleotide deprotection condi-

Introduction
Nucleic acids are essential for life as they contain the cellular
blueprint in living organisms and are active participants in the
cellular machinery, for example in regulation of gene expres-
sion.[1] Therefore, it is of great interest to determine their struc-
ture and dynamics in order to gain insights into their function.
Several different techniques are used for such studies. X-ray
crystallography can provide three-dimensional structures and
precise arrangements of atoms in space, but growing a highly-
diffractive single crystal can be a laborious and time-consuming
task.[2] Moreover, the crystals of the biomolecules might not
represent their biologically active conformation.[3] Nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides high-resolution
structural information under biologically relevant conditions as
well as information on dynamics.[4] However, NMR has inher-
ently low sensitivity and, therefore, a relatively large amount of
sample is required and the measurements can be time-consum-
ing.[5] Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a technique
that measures the distances between two or more chromo-
phores.[6] FRET has been used extensively to study tertiary
structures of nucleic acids and has enabled studies of single
molecules.[7]

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is an-
other method to study the structure and dynamics of nucleic
acids. For structural studies, continuous wave (CW) EPR can be
used to measure distances up to 25 Å.[8] Pulsed dipolar spectro-
scopy, such as pulsed electron-electron double resonance
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tions, yielding a hydroxylamine that is oxidized in situ to the
nitroxide. This method was used to incorporate the rigid spin
labels Ç and Çm into DNA and RNA oligonucleotides, respec-
tively, including a doubly labeled 36-nucleotide long DNAzyme.
Enzymatic digestion of the spin-labeled oligonucleotides and
subsequent HPLC analysis showed that the nitroxides were in-
tact. This protecting group strategy facilitates the high-yielding
synthesis of spin-labeled DNA and RNA oligonucleotides using
the phosphoramidite method.

(PELDOR), also called double electron-electron resonance
(DEER), relaxation induced dipolar modulation enhancement
(RIDME), single frequency technique for refocusing dipolar cou-
plings (SIFTER) and double quantum coherence (DQC) can be
used to measure distances between 15–160 Å.[9] Information
about dynamics of nucleic acids can be obtained directly from
line-broadening of CW-EPR spectra[10] and from orientation
studies using pulsed EPR.[11] In EPR spectroscopy, transitions
between spin states of unpaired electrons in a magnetic field
are measured. Since nucleic acids and most other biomolecules
are diamagnetic, a paramagnetic center needs to be introduced.
Paramagnetic metal ions have been used as spin labels for
EPR[12] but more often organic radicals, such as nitroxides, are
employed for spin labeling.[13]

Incorporation of spin labels at specific sites in nucleic acids is
called site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) and is performed either
through covalent or noncovalent binding.[14] Covalent spin-
labeling is either carried out post-synthetically or by using spin-
labeled phosphoramidites as building blocks in chemical synthe-
sis of nucleic acids.[14a,14b,14d] Post-synthetic labeling requires
oligonucleotides that have reactive groups at specific sites for
modification with the spin label after the oligonucleotide syn-
thesis.[14a,14b,14d] An advantage of post-synthetic labeling is that
the label is not exposed to the reagents used for oligonucleotide
synthesis, but drawbacks include non-specific reactions with
other functional groups present in nucleic acids and incomplete
spin labeling. Also, the spin labels that are incorporated post-
synthetically contain flexible tethers, that render distance meas-
urements less accurate and relative orientation of labels cannot
be determined.[15]

With the phosphoramidite method, it is possible to incorpo-
rate intricate labels with unique structural features, such as rigid
labels, into nucleic acids.[16] Drawbacks of the phosphoramidite
approach include the synthetic effort required to prepare spin-
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labeled phosphoramidites and exposure of the nitroxides to re-
agents used in the solid-phase synthesis, resulting in a partial[17]

or even complete[18] reduction of the nitroxide to its corre-
sponding amine. For oligonucleotides shorter than ca. 15-nucle-
otide (nt) long, the desired spin-labeled product can be readily
separated from the reduced material by denaturing polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE). For longer oligonucleotides,
on the other hand, the separation is usually a tedious and non-
trivial task that often results in a mixture of spin-labeled and
reduced material. Protecting the nitroxide with a group that is
stable through the oligonucleotide synthesis would eliminate
this drawback of spin-labeling nucleic acids by the phosphor-
amidite method.

Nitroxides have been protected as O-methyl hydroxylamines
under reaction conditions that would otherwise reduce the
nitroxide.[19] The methyl group can be removed by treatment
with meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (m-CPBA), but this reagent
can also oxidize nitrogen atoms in the heterocyclic nucleobases
present in nucleic acids. The tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBDMS)
group has been used to protect the hydroxylamine of 2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidyl-1-oxyl (TEMPO) for the synthesis of a
nitroxide-nitroxide biradical,[20] however, less than 50 % of the
nitroxide was recovered after removal of the TBDMS groups.
Photolabile protecting groups have been used to protect
TEMPO during oligonucleotide synthesis, of both DNA and RNA;
irradiation with light gave high yields of spin-labeled oligonu-
cleotides.[21] Photoprotection of nitroxides is a useful method
for photocaging, allowing a controlled release of the protecting
group in functional nucleic acids.[22] However, additional syn-
thetic effort is required to prepare and incorporate the photo-
labile protecting group and specialized equipment is needed
to irradiate the oligomers with the right wavelength for depro-
tection. An ideal protecting group for routine preparation of
spin-labeled oligonucleotides would be removed by using stan-
dard oligonucleotide deprotecting conditions, returning the
radical without having to include an additional deprotection
step. An acetyl group has been used to protect a TEMPO moiety
attached to a deoxyuridine phosphoramidite during incorpora-
tion into DNA. After oligomer deprotection using standard con-
ditions,[23] complete removal of the acetyl group required addi-
tional incubation with aqueous NaOH (0.5 M), conditions that
are not compatible with RNA. During the course of this work,
we also became aware of a report describing the incorporation
of 2-N-tert-butylaminoxyl-2′-deoxyadenosine into DNA, utilizing
acetylated hydroxylamine,[24] however, the structure of this
nitroxide is very different from the nitroxides that are normally
used for spin labeling.

Here we describe a protecting group strategy for chemical
synthesis of nitroxide-labeled DNA and RNA that is based on
protection of the corresponding hydroxylamine with a benzoyl
group, which is compatible with the conditions of solid-phase
synthesis of oligonucleotides. The benzoyl group is quantita-
tively removed under standard conditions used for oligonucleo-
tide deprotection, yielding a hydroxylamine that oxidizes in situ
to the corresponding nitroxide radical.[21a,25] This method was
used to synthesize fully spin-labeled DNA and RNA oligonucleo-
tides in high yields.
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Results and Discussion
The main incentive for carrying out this work was to enable
incorporation of rigid spin labels into long sequences (> 15
nt) by solid-phase synthesis, but such spin labels cannot be
incorporated by post-synthetic labeling. Specifically, we were
interested in incorporating the spin labels Ç[16] and Çm[26] (Fig-
ure 1) into DNA and RNA oligonucleotides, respectively. These
spin labels are valuable probes of both structure and dynamics
of nucleic acids.[16,26] An advantage of using these labels for
developing a general nitroxide protecting group strategy is that
reduction of the nitroxides yields the fluorescent amines Çf[16]

and Çmf[27] (Figure 1), allowing for easy detection.

Figure 1. The rigid spin labels Ç[16] and Çm[26] and their corresponding
amines Çf[16] and Çmf.[27]

The synthesis of Ç-Bz and Çm-Bz (Scheme 1) began by pro-
tecting the 5′- and 3′-hydroxyl groups of Ç and Çm with
TBDMS. The resulting nitroxide radicals 1 and 2 were reduced
with ascorbic acid to yield the corresponding hydroxylamines
that were subsequently benzoylated, followed by removal of
the TBDMS groups to give Ç-Bz and Çm-Bz. The benzoyl pro-
tecting group was shown to be stable under all reaction condi-
tions used for oligonucleotide synthesis for more than five days,
except when exposed to either 5-ethylthio tetrazole or 5-benz-
ylthio tetrazole, present in the activation solutions, where slight
removal of the benzoyl group was observed after 24 h (data
not shown).

The benzoyl protecting group was readily removed within
one and two hours under deprotecting conditions for RNA
(MeNH2/NH3 in H2O/EtOH) and DNA (satd. aq. NH3), respec-
tively. The 5′-hydroxyl groups of Ç-Bz and Çm-Bz (Scheme 1)
were protected as 4,4′-dimethoxytrityl (DMT) ethers and subse-
quently phosphitylated to give phosphoramidites 3 and 4, re-
spectively, in good yields.

Phosphoramidite 4 was used to synthesize an 8-nt long,
spin-labeled RNA oligomer (I, Table 1). This oligomer was cho-
sen because short oligonucleotides that contain a reduced spin
label can be separated by DPAGE from oligomers containing the
nitroxide, thus allowing direct visualization of both products.
An RNA of the same sequence was also synthesized with a
phosphoramidite of the unprotected Çm[26] (II, Table 1) for
comparison.

The phosphoramidite containing the protected spin label
coupled well during the solid-phase synthesis as indicated by a
strong orange color of the trityl cation that appears during re-
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of Ç-Bz and Çm-Bz and their corresponding phosphor-
amidites. a. Imidazole, tert-butyldimethylsilyl chloride (TBDMSCl), DMF, pyr-
idine. b. L-Ascorbic acid, 1,4-dioxane, H2O. c. Benzoyl chloride (BzCl), Et3N.
d. tert-Butyl ammonium fluoride (TBAF), THF. e. 4,4′-Dimethoxytrityl chloride
(DMTCl), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), pyridine. f. 2-Cyanoethyl-
N,N,N′,N′-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite, diisopropylammonium tetrazol-
ide (DIPAT), CH2Cl2.

Table 1. Spin-labeled DNA and RNA oligonucleotides synthesized by solid-
phase synthesis. Oligonucleotides II* and VI* were synthesized with the
phosphoramidite of unprotected nitroxide spin-labels Çm[26] and Ç,[16] re-
spectively. PHO is a phosphate.

No. Sequence

I 5′-UGCAUÇmUU-3′
II* 5′-UGCAUÇmUU-3′
III 5′-AGA-UGC-GCG-ÇmGC-GCG-ACU-GAC-3′
IV 5′-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3′
V* 5′-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3′
VI 5′-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3′

Figure 2. Analysis of spin-labeled oligonucleotides by DPAGE. A. Crude 8-mer
RNA oligonucleotides I (lane 1) and II (lane 2) (5′-UGCAUÇmUU-3′), synthe-
sized using 4 and the phosphoramidite of unprotected Çm,[26] respectively.
B. Crude 21-mer DNA oligonucleotides IV (lane 1) and V (lane 2) [5′-d(PHO-
TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3′], synthesized using 3 and the phosphoramid-
ite of unprotected Ç,[16] respectively. PHO is a phosphate.
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moval of the DMT group. Figure 2A shows a denaturing poly-
acrylamide gel of crude RNA I (lane 1) and RNA II (lane 2). No
fluorescent band was detected for RNA I (Figure 2A, lane 1),
synthesized with Çm-Bz. In contrast, RNA II (Figure 2A, lane
2), synthesized with the unprotected Çm, contained a strong
fluorescent by-product, which indicated a partial reduction of
the nitroxide to the corresponding Çmf.

For further analysis, crude RNAs I and II were digested with
snake venom phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1 and calf spleen
alkaline phosphatase, and the digest was analyzed by HPLC
(Figure 3).[16] The HPLC chromatogram for RNA I (Figure 3A)
contained five peaks, one for each natural nucleoside and a
strongly retained nucleoside that was shown by co-injection to
be Çm, while RNA II (Figure 3B) showed a peak for both Çm
and Çmf along with the natural unmodified nucleosides.

Figure 3. HPLC chromatograms of RNA oligonucleotides after enzymatic di-
gestion with snake venom phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1, and alkaline
phosphatase. A. Crude RNA I (5′-UGCAUÇmUU-3′) synthesized using 4. B.
Crude RNA II (5′-UGCAUÇmUU-3′) synthesized using the phosphoramidite of
unprotected Çm.[26] C. RNA III (5′-AGAUGCGCGÇmGCGCGACUGAC-3′) synthe-
sized using 4.

Phosphoramidite 4 was also used to synthesize a 21-nt long
RNA (III, Table 1), which was enzymatically digested and ana-
lyzed by HPLC (Figure 3C). In this case, a small peak (< 5 %) can
be seen for Çmf, along with Çm and the natural nucleosides.
These results show that the benzoyl protecting group on Çm
was stable during the oligonucleotide synthesis and was com-
pletely removed during the deprotection, giving high yields of
spin-labeled RNA.

In an analogous manner to the RNA synthesis, phosphor-
amidite 3 and a phosphoramidite of Ç that does not contain
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the benzoyl protecting group were used to synthesize two 21-
mer DNA oligonucleotides of the same sequence, (IV and V,
Table 1). Here the spin-label was placed close to the 3′-end,
which increases the exposure of the label to the chemicals used
in each cycle of the oligonucleotide synthesis. Figure 2B shows
DPAGE analysis of crude DNA IV (Figure 2B, lane 1) and crude
DNA V (Figure 2B, lane 2). No fluorescent band was detected
for DNA IV while DNA V showed a strong fluorescent band that
overlapped with the band of the spin-labeled oligonucleotide.

These crude DNA samples were digested and analyzed by
HPLC (Figure 4). While the digest of oligomer IV (Figure 4A)
showed the natural nucleosides and Ç, the digest of oligomer
V contained a very small peak for Ç along with some strongly
retained impurities (Figure 4B). The quality of the synthesis of
spin-labeled DNA was also reflected in the yields of purified
material obtained from a 1 μmol synthesis, that gave 180 and
11 nmols of oligomers VI and V, respectively. Moreover, the
small amount of oligo V obtained after repeated purifications
gave a ca. 50:50 mixture of oligonucleotides containing Ç and
Çf. To demonstrate the use of this method for the synthesis of
a longer oligonucleotide, a 36-nt DNAzyme (VI, Table 1) con-
taining Ç at two positions (6 and 31) was prepared. No fluores-
cent bands were detected upon purification of the oligonucleo-
tide by DPAGE. Enzymatic digestion followed by HPLC analysis
showed four peaks for the natural nucleosides and a peak for
Ç (Figure 4C) in the ratios expected for a fully spin-labeled
oligonucleotide.

Figure 4. HPLC chromatograms of DNA oligonucleotides after enzymatic di-
gestion with snake venom phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1, and alkaline
phosphatase. A. Crude DNA IV [5′-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3′]
synthesized using 3. B. Crude DNA V [5′-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-
3′] synthesized using the phosphoramidite of unprotected Ç.[16] C. DNAzyme
VI [5′-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3′] synthesized us-
ing 3. PHO is a phosphate.
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Conclusions

The nitroxide functional groups of Ç and Çm were protected
by benzoylation of the corresponding hydroxylamines. The re-
sulting Ç-Bz and Çm-Bz were converted into phosphoramidites
and used for oligonucleotide synthesis of DNA and RNA of vari-
ous lengths. The benzoyl protecting group was stable through
the chemical synthesis of the oligonucleotides and was readily
removed by standard oligonucleotide deprotection conditions
to give nitroxide-labeled oligonucleotides; enzymatic digestion
and HPLC analysis were used to quantify the spin label in the
samples. These results show that this protecting group strategy
for nitroxides can be used as a general method to prepare spin-
labeled nucleic acids using the phosphoramidite approach.

Experimental Section
General Materials and Methods. All commercially available rea-
gents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. or Acros Organics
and used without further purification. 2′-Deoxyuridine and 2′-O-
methyluridine were purchased from Rasayan Inc. USA. CH2Cl2,
pyridine, and CH3CN were dried with calcium hydride and freshly
distilled before use. All moisture- and air-sensitive reactions were
carried out in oven-dried glassware under an inert atmosphere of
Ar. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using glass
plates pre-coated with silica gel (0.25 mm, F-25, Silicycle) and com-
pounds were visualized under UV light and by p-anisaldehyde stain-
ing. Column chromatography was performed using 230–400 mesh
silica gel (Silicycle). For acid-sensitive compounds the silica gel was
basified by passing 3 % Et3N in CH2Cl2 through the column before
use. 1H-, 13C- and 31P-NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker
Avance 400 MHz spectrometer. Commercial grade CDCl3 was
passed over basic alumina shortly before dissolving tritylated nucle-
osides for NMR analysis. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in parts
per million (ppm) relative to the partially deuterated NMR solvent
CDCl3 (7.26 ppm for 1H NMR and 77.16 ppm for 13C). 31P-NMR
chemical shifts are reported relative to 85 % H3PO4 as an external
standard. All coupling constants were measured in Hertz (Hz).
Nitroxide radicals show broadening and loss of NMR signals due to
their paramagnetic nature and therefore, those NMR spectra are not
shown. Mass spectrometric analyses of all organic compounds were
performed on an ESI-HRMS (Bruker, MicrOTOF-Q) in a positive ion
mode.

TBDMS-Ç (1). To a solution of Ç[16] (130 mg, 0.30 mmol) in DMF
(3 mL) and pyridine (3 mL) were added imidazole (62 mg,
0.91 mmol) and TBDMSCl (137 mg, 0.91 mmol) and the resulting
solution was stirred at 22 °C for 24 h. H2O (50 mL) was added
and the organic phase was extracted with EtOAc (3 × 10 mL). The
combined organic phases were dried with Na2SO4 and concen-
trated in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash column chroma-
tography using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2, 0:100 to 10:90), to
yield 1 (160 mg, 95 %) as a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for
C33H53N4O6Si2 + Na+: 680.3401 [M + Na]+, found 680.3396.

TBDMS-Ç-Bz (5). To a solution of 1 (53 mg, 0.08 mmol) in 1,4-
dioxane (3.5 mL) was added L-ascorbic acid (72 mg, 0.41 mmol) in
H2O (1 mL) and the reaction mixture stirred at 40 °C for 30 min.
H2O (3.5 mL) and CH2Cl2 (5 mL) were added and the mixture was
stirred for 5 min. The organic phase was separated and used directly
in the next step by passing it through a plug of Na2SO4 under an
inert atmosphere of Ar, into a solution of BzCl (46 μL, 0.41 mmol)
and Et3N (23 μL, 0.16 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL). The reaction was
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stirred at 22 °C for 30 min, the solvent removed in vacuo and the
residue purified by flash column chromatography using gradient
elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2, 0:100 to 10:90), to yield 5 (55 mg, 95 %) as
a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.10–8.03 (m, 2H), 7.53 (d,
J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.40–7.44 (m, 3H), 7.19 (s, 1H), 6.34 (s, 1H), 6.22 (t,
J = 6.1 Hz, 1H), 4.40–4.24 (m, 1H), 3.84 (dt, J = 8.6, 2.9 Hz, 2H), 3.76–
3.66 (m, 1H), 2.36–2.22 (m, 1H), 2.26–2.32 (m, 1H), 2.06–1.90 (m, 1H),
1.42 (d, J = 10.1 Hz, 12H), 0.90 (s, 9H), 0.81 (s, 9H), 0.09 (d, J = 8.8 Hz,
6H), 0.00 ppm (s, 6H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 166.13, 160.85,
142.58, 140.14, 139.53, 133.08, 129.62, 128.54, 127.76, 121.42,
112.27, 108.11, 100.88, 87.59, 85.80, 71.24, 68.60, 67.27, 66.52, 62.49,
41.78, 26.06, 25.71, 18.49, 17.95, –4.55 –4.85, –5.46 ppm; HRMS (ESI):
m/z calcd. for C40H58N4O7Si2 + Na+: 785.3742 [M + Na]+, found
785.3736.

Ç-Bz. To a solution of 5 (118 mg, 0.16 mmol) in THF (3 mL) was
added TBAF (0.5 mL, 0.50 mmol, 1.0 M in THF) at 0 °C and the
reaction mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 8 h. The solvent was re-
moved in vacuo and the residue purified by flash column chroma-
tography using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2, 0:100 to 25:75), to
yield Ç-Bz (67 mg, 81 %) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):
δ = 8.09 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.70–7.62 (m, 2H), 7.55 (t, J = 7.7 Hz,
2H), 6.66 (s, 2H), 6.23 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 4.39 (dt, J = 6.6, 3.5 Hz, 1H),
3.94 (m, J = 3.1 Hz, 1H), 3.81–3.73 (m, 2H), 2.34 (ddd, J = 13.5, 6.0,
3.7 Hz, 1H), 2.17 (dt, J = 13.4, 6.5 Hz, 1H), 1.47 ppm (s, 12H); 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 170.9, 146.8, 143.8, 143.0, 137.4, 133.1,
132.5, 112.7, 91.5, 90.1, 74.6, 72.4, 65.2, 62.1, 62.1, 44.3, 31.7, 27.4,
23.3, 16.5 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C28H30N4O7 + Na+:
557.2012 [M + Na]+, found 557.2007.

Ç-Bz-DMT (6). Ç-Bz (16 mg, 0.03 mmol), DMTCl (21 mg, 0.06 mmol)
and DMAP (0.8 mg, 0.01 mmol) were added to a round-bottomed
flask and dried in vacuo for 16 h. Pyridine (2 mL) was added and
the solution stirred for 16 h, after which MeOH (0.50 mL) was added
and the solvent removed in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash
column chromatography using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2/
Et3N, 0:99:1 to 95:4:1), to yield 6 (20 mg, 95 %) as a yellow solid. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.18–8.09 (m, 3H), 7.64–7.56 (m, 2H),
7.49 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 7.40 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.6 Hz,
2H), 7.20 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 6.86 (dd, J = 8.7, 3.8 Hz, 4H), 6.52–6.46
(m, 1H), 6.43 (s, 1H), 6.25 (s, 1H), 4.70–4.56 (m, 1H), 4.15 (dd, J = 8.8,
5.2 Hz, 1H), 3.75 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H), 3.41 (ddd, J = 26.5, 10.7, 3.2 Hz,
2H), 2.71 (d, J = 12.8 Hz, 1H), 2.37–2.21 (m, 1H), 1.48 ppm (d, J =
12.2 Hz, 12H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 166.21, 159.56, 154.79,
154.60, 148.34, 144.57, 142.44, 139.75, 139.32, 136.66, 133.17,
130.10, 130.05, 129.60, 129.38, 128.60, 128.15, 128.14, 128.05,
127.97, 126.91, 126.30, 122.05, 113.27, 108.58, 106.64, 86.88, 86.33,
86.26, 71.33, 68.65, 68.54, 63.40, 60.42, 55.21, 41.79, 39.06, 29.37,
28.87, 25.44, 21.07, 14.22 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for
C49H48N4O9 + Na+: 859.3319 [M + Na]+, found 859.3313.

Ç-Bz phosphoramidite (3). A solution of compound 6 (21 mg,
0.02 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (1 mL) was treated with diisopropyl ammon-
ium tetrazolide (5 mg, 0.03 mmol) and 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N′,N′-tetra-
isopropylphosphane (11 μL, 0.03 mmol). The resulting solution was
stirred at 22 °C for 2 h. CH2Cl2 (50 mL) was added and the solution
washed with satd. aq. NaHCO3 (3 × 50 mL) and brine (50 mL), dried
with Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The residue was dissolved
in a minimum amount of CH2Cl2 (few drops), followed by slow addi-
tion of n-hexane (40–50 mL) at 22 °C. The solvent was decanted
from the precipitate and discarded. This procedure was repeated
four times to give 3 (20 mg, 80 %) as a yellowish solid. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.06–8.04 (m, 2H), 7.53 (s, 1H), 7.46–7.34 (m,
6H), 7.32–7.24 (m, 6H), 7.16 (dd, J = 7.4, 4.0 Hz, 1H), 6.79 (dq, J =
6.3, 2.2 Hz, 4H), 6.30–6.19 (m, 1H), 6.17 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 4.58 (d,
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J = 14.0 Hz, 1H), 4.08 (t, J = 3.8 Hz, 1H), 3.69 (dd, J = 5.3, 2.1 Hz,
6H), 3.61–3.25 (m, 6H), 2.52 (q, J = 10.7, 8.4 Hz, 2H), 2.38 (t, J =
6.4 Hz, 1H), 2.22 (d, J = 11.4 Hz, 1H), 1.41 (t, J = 11.0 Hz, 12H), 1.13–
0.97 (m, 12H) ppm; 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 158.61, 144.36,
139.29, 133.10, 130.18, 130.13, 130.10, 129.62, 129.47, 128.56,
128.26, 127.96, 126.99, 113.28, 113.25, 108.46, 86.88, 85.76, 77.22,
68.66, 68.59, 62.60, 58.36, 58.16, 55.24, 55.21, 43.38, 43.26, 43.20,
40.45, 31.59, 25.49, 24.65, 24.58, 24.51, 22.66, 20.25, 20.18,
14.12 ppm; 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 149.25, 148.63 ppm.
TBDMS-Çm (2). To a solution of Çm[26] (290 mg, 0.63 mmol) in
DMF (6 mL) and pyridine (1.5 mL) were added TBDMSCl (286 mg,
1.89 mmol) and imidazole (129 mg, 1.89 mmol). The resulting solu-
tion was stirred at 22 °C for 16 h. H2O (50 mL) and EtOAc (20 mL)
were added, the organic phase separated and washed with satd.
aq. NaHCO3 (5 × 50 mL). The organic phase was dried with Na2SO4,
concentrated in vacuo and purified by flash column chromatogra-
phy using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2; 0:100 to 10:90), yielding
2 (299 mg, 81 %) as a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for
C34H55N4O7Si2 + Na+: 710.3501 [M + Na]+, found 710.3500.
TBDMS-Çm-Bz (7). To a solution of 2 (235 mg, 0.34 mmol) in 1,4-
dioxane (30 mL) was added L-ascorbic acid (301 mg, 1.71 mmol) in
H2O (5 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred at 40 °C for 1 h, after
which CH2Cl2 (30 mL) and H2O (30 mL) were added and the solution
was stirred vigorously for 2 min. The organic phase was separated
and filtered through a short pad of Na2SO4, in a dropping funnel
under an inert atmosphere of Ar, into a solution of BzCl (198 μL,
0.34 mmol), Et3N (953 μL, 6.83 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL). The solu-
tion was stirred at 22 °C for 2 h, washed with satd. aq. NaHCO3 (3 ×
100 mL), the organic phase dried with Na2SO4, concentrated in
vacuo and the residue purified by flash column chromatography
using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2; 0:100 to 10:90), to yield 7
(269 mg, quant.) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ =
8.14 (s, 2H), 7.81 (s, 1H), 7.59 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (s, 1H), 7.51–
7.44 (m, 2H), 6.41 (s, 1H), 5.88 (s, 1H), 4.22 (dt, J = 8.7, 4.3 Hz, 1H),
4.14–4.02 (m, 2H), 3.81 (dd, J = 11.9, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 3.68 (d, J = 4.6 Hz,
1H), 3.64 (s, 3H), 1.49 (s, 12H), 1.02 (s, 9H), 0.90 (s, 9H), 0.22 (dd, J =
7.5, 2.4 Hz, 6H), 0.09 ppm (dd, J = 5.9, 2.4 Hz, 6H); 13C NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 171.21, 166.14, 160.84, 155.20, 153.56, 142.62,
140.04, 139.53, 133.19, 133.15, 130.29, 130.16, 129.63, 129.44,
129.03, 128.58, 128.29, 127.69, 126.27, 122.06, 111.93, 108.14, 88.08,
87.47, 84.14, 83.11, 68.71, 68.63, 68.61, 68.52, 68.03, 62.97, 61.64,
60.51, 57.98, 28.93, 26.37, 26.34, 25.82, 25.76, 25.49, 18.78, 18.73,
18.15, 18.10, –4.45, –4.50, –4.83, –5.11, –5.20, –5.29, –5.34 ppm;
HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C41H60N4O8Si2 + Na+: 815.3842 [M + Na]+,
found 815.3853.
Çm-Bz. To a solution of 7 (271 mg, 0.34 mmol) in THF (18 mL) was
added TBAF (1.2 mL, 1.20 mmol, 1.0 M in THF) and the reaction
stirred at 22 °C for 18 h. The reaction was concentrated in vacuo
and the residue purified by flash column chromatography using
gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2; 0:100–10:90), to yield Çm-Bz
(139 mg, 72 %) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ =
8.11 (td, J = 7.3, 6.6, 1.4 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (td, J = 7.4, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 7.57–
7.51 (m, 1H), 7.45 (dt, J = 18.4, 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.45 (d, J = 18.7 Hz, 1H),
5.72–5.67 (m, 1H), 4.95 (s, 1H), 4.38 (t, J = 4.8 Hz, 1H), 4.31 (dt, J =
9.1, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 4.00 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 3.89 (q, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H), 3.62
(d, J = 3.9 Hz, 3H), 1.51–1.24 ppm (m, 12H); 13C NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3): δ = 170.91, 166.35, 160.98, 154.87, 153.61, 142.50, 142.19,
141.16, 140.16, 139.44, 133.30, 130.12, 129.62, 129.23, 128.62,
128.36, 128.03, 127.93, 125.91, 125.39, 123.08, 111.54, 108.77,
100.90, 89.88, 84.49, 82.98, 77.39, 77.28, 77.08, 76.76, 68.61, 68.56,
68.11, 67.31, 67.26, 66.55, 63.66, 62.97, 60.69, 58.53, 53.46, 29.26,
28.77, 25.41, 24.99 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C29H32N4O8 +
Na+: 587.2112 [M + Na]+, found 587.2096.
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Çm-Bz-DMT (8). Toluene (3 × 5 mL) was evaporated from Çm-Bz
(139 mg, 0.25 mmol), followed by sequential addition of pyridine
(4 mL), DMTCl (834 mg, 2.46 mmol) and DMAP (6 mg, 0.05 mmol).
The solution was stirred for 14 h, MeOH (400 μL) was added and
the solvent removed in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash
column chromatography using gradient elution (MeOH/CH2Cl2/
Et3N; 0:99:1 to 1:98:1), to yield 8 (87 mg, 41 %) as a yellow solid. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.13 (d, J = 7.2 Hz), 7.72 (s, 1H), 7.60 (t,
J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.51–7.50 (m, 2H), 7.49–7.48 (m, 2H), 7.43–7.40 (m,
4H), 7.33–7.31 (m, 2H), 7.22–7.18 (m, 1H), 6.88 (s, 1H), 6.88–6.85 (m,
4H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 5.87 (s, 1H), 4.55–4.52 (m, 1H), 4.02 (d, J = 8.6 Hz,
1H), 3.93 (bs, 1H), 3.75 (s, 6H), 3.73 (s, 3H), 3.60–3.49 (m, 2H),
1.51 ppm (d, J = 25.2 Hz, 12H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ =
166.15, 158.57, 155.18, 153.79, 142.30, 139.88, 139.26, 135.57,
133.13, 130.09, 129.62, 129.47, 128.57, 128.23, 128.01, 127.84,
126.92, 125.98, 121.80, 113.36, 113.31, 111.78, 108.71, 87.87, 86.82,
83.77, 82.91, 68.70, 68.61, 68.19, 60.84, 58.56, 55.21, 45.82, 29.72,
25.47 ppm; HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C50H50N4O10 + Na+: 889.3419
[M + Na]+, found 889.3395.

Çm-Bz phosphoramidite (4). A solution of 8 (20 mg, 0.02 mmol)
in CH2Cl2 (1 mL) was treated with diisopropyl ammonium tetrazo-
lide (6 mg, 0.04 mmol) and 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N′,N′-tetraisopropyl-
phosphane (22 μL, 0.07 mmol). The reaction was stirred at 22 °C for
18 h. CH2Cl2 (15 mL) was added and the solution washed with satd.
aq. NaHCO3 (3 × 30 mL), dried with Na2SO4 and concentrated in
vacuo. The residue was dissolved in Et2O (2 mL) followed by slow
addition of n-hexane (10 mL). The solvent was decanted from the
precipitate and discarded. This procedure was repeated six times to
yield 4 (18 mg, 71 %) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):
δ = 8.12 (dd, J = 8.3, 1.4 Hz, 4H), 7.64–7.57 (m, 3H), 7.53–7.44 (m,
10H), 7.44–7.34 (m, 11H), 7.31 (td, J = 7.8, 2.1 Hz, 6H), 7.22 (tt, J =
7.4, 1.9 Hz, 3H), 6.86 (ddt, J = 8.7, 5.9, 3.4 Hz, 10H), 6.14 (d, J =
15.5 Hz, 1H), 6.06 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 5.97 (s, 1H), 4.29 (tt, J = 5.0,
2.6 Hz, 1H), 4.25–4.20 (m, 2H), 3.98 (q, J = 7.0, 6.4 Hz, 2H), 3.77–3.73
(m, 13H), 3.65 (dd, J = 4.0, 1.2 Hz, 6H), 2.46–2.38 (m, 2H), 1.55–1.38
(m, 28H), 1.26 (ddt, J = 5.7, 3.6, 2.2 Hz, 15H), 1.22–1.18 (m, 11H),
1.18–1.03 (m, 15H), 0.92–0.84 ppm (m, 8H); 13C NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3): δ = 165.92, 158.38, 155.03, 153.66, 142.02, 132.86, 130.10,
129.37, 128.32, 127.69, 126.77, 125.79, 121.65, 117.33, 113.00,
111.78, 108.29, 88.35, 86.49, 77.16, 68.45, 54.98, 43.16, 24.51,
20.10 ppm; 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 150.52, 150.08 ppm;
HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C50H60N4O10 + Na+: 1089.4498 [M + Na]+,
found 1089.4498.

DNA and RNA Syntheses, Purification and Characterization. All
commercial phosphoramidites, CPG columns, and solutions for olig-
onucleotide syntheses were purchased from ChemGenes Corp.,
USA. DNA and RNA solid-phase oligonucleotide syntheses were per-
formed on an automated ASM800 DNA/RNA synthesizer (BIOSSET
Ltd., Russia) using phosphoramidite chemistry. Unmodified and
spin-labeled oligonucleotides were synthesized using a trityl-off
protocol and phosphoramidites with standard protecting groups on
1 μmol scale (1000 Å CPG columns). Oxidation was performed with
tert-butylhydroperoxide in toluene (1.0 M). Capping and detrityl-
ation were performed under standard conditions for DNA and RNA
oligonucleotide synthesis.

The Ç-modified DNAs were synthesized using phosphoramidite 3.
Unmodified phosphoramidites were dissolved in CH3CN (100 mM)
and 3 was dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane (100 mM). 5-Ethylthio-
tetrazole (250 mM) was used as a coupling agent and the coupling
time was set to 1.5 min for unmodified phosphoramidites and to
5 min for the Ç-modified phosphoramidites. The DNAs were depro-
tected in satd. aqueous NH3 at 55 °C for 8 h and dried in vacuo.
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For the RNA synthesis, 2′O-TBDMS protected ribonucleoside phos-
phoramidites were used and dissolved in CH3CN (100 mM). The Çm-
modified RNAs were synthesized using phosphoramidite 4, dis-
solved in 1,2-dichloroethane (100 mM). 5-Ethylthiotetrazole
(250 mM) was used as a coupling agent for phosphoramidite 4,
5-benzylthiotetrazole (250 mM) was used as a coupling agent for
unmodified phosphoramidites and the coupling time was set to
7 min. The RNAs were deprotected and cleaved from the resin by
adding a 1:1 solution (2 mL) of CH3NH2 (8 M in EtOH) and NH3 (satd.
in H2O) and heating at 65 °C for 1 h. The solvent was removed in
vacuo and the 2′O-TBDMS groups were removed by incubation in
Et3N·3HF (300 μL) in DMF (100 μL) at 55 °C for 1.5 h, followed by
addition of deionized and sterilized water (100 μL). This mixture
was transferred to a 50 mL Falcon tube and n-butanol (20 mL) was
added and stored at –20 °C for 14 h, centrifuged and the solvent
decanted from the RNA pellet.

All oligonucleotides were subsequently purified by 20 % DPAGE and
extracted from the gel slices using the “crush and soak method” with
Tris buffer (250 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.5). The
solutions were filtered through GD/X syringe filters (0.45 μm, 25 mm
diameter, Whatman, USA) and were subsequently desalted using
Sep-Pak cartridges (Waters, USA), following the instructions provided
by the manufacturer. Dried oligonucleotides were dissolved in deion-
ized and sterilized water (200 μL for each oligonucleotide). Concen-
trations of the oligonucleotides were determined by measuring ab-
sorbance at 260 nm using a Perkin Elmer Inc. Lambda 25 UV/Vis
spectrometer and calculated by Beer′s law. Mass spectrometric analy-
ses of Ç- and Çm-labeled oligonucleotides were performed on an
HRMS (ESI) (Bruker, MicrOTOF-Q) in negative ion mode.

Enzymatic Digestion of DNA and RNA and HPLC Analysis. To
the oligonucleotide (4 nmol) in sterile water (8 μL) was added calf
intestinal alkaline phosphatase (1 μL, 2 U), snake venom phospho-
diesterase I (4 μL, 0.2 U), nuclease P1 from penicillium citrinum
(5 μL, 1.5 U) and Tris buffer (2 μL, 500 mM Tris and 100 mM MgCl2).
The samples were incubated at 37 °C for 50 h. Enzymatically di-
gested oligonucleotides were run on a Beckman Coulter Gold HPLC
system using Beckman Coulter Ultrasphere C18 4.6 × 250 mm ana-
lytical column with UV detection at 254 nm. Solvent gradients for
analytical RP-HPLC were run at 1.0 mL/min using following gradient
program: solvent A, TEAA buffer (50 mM, pH 7.0); solvent B, CH3CN;
0–4 min isocratic 4 % B, 4–14 min linear gradient 4–20 % B,
14–24 min linear gradient 20–50 % B, 24–29 min linear gradient 50–
80 % B, for 29–30 min isocratic 80 % B, 30–35 min linear gradient
80–4 % B and 35–45 min isocratic 4 % B.
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Scheme S1. Synthesis of phosphoramidites 3 and 4. 
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MS analyses of oligonucleotides. The incorporation of Ç and Çm into oligonucleotides was 

confirmed by HRMS (ESI) analysis. The calculated and observed monoisotopic masses of 

spin-labeled oligonucleotides are listed in Table S1. 

 

Table S1. Monoisotopic masses of spin-labeled oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides II* and VI* were 
synthesized with the phosphoramidite of unprotected nitroxide spin-labels Çm and Ç, respectively. PHO 
is a phosphate. 

Name Sequence (calculated) (found) 

I 5‘-UGCAUÇmUU-3‘ 2662.4 2662.3 

II* 5‘-UGCAUÇmUU-3‘ 2662.4 2662.7 

III 5‘-AGA-UGC-GCG-ÇmGC-GCG-ACU-GAC-3‘ 6953.0 6952.5 

IV* 5‘-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3 6809.2 6807.7 

V 5‘-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3 6809.2 6808.0 

VI 5‘-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3‘ 11400.4 11400.1 
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1H and 13C NMR spectra 

 
Figure S1. 1H NMR of 5. 
 

 

  
Figure S2. 13C NMR of 5.  
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Figure S3. 1H NMR of Ç-Bz. 
 

 

  
Figure S4. 13C NMR of Ç-Bz. 
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Figure S5. 1H NMR of tritylated nucleoside 6. 
 

 

 
Figure S6. 13C NMR of tritylated nucleoside 6. 
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Figure S7. 1H NMR of phosphoramidite 3. 
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Figure S8. 13C NMR of phosphoramidite 3. 
 

 
Figure S9. 31P NMR of phosphoramidite 3. 
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Figure S10. 1H NMR of 7. 
 

 

  
Figure S11. 13C NMR of 7. 
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Figure S12. 1H NMR of Çm-Bz. 
 

 

  
Figure S13. 13C NMR of Çm-Bz. 
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Figure S14. 1H NMR of tritylated nucleoside 8. 
 
 

 
Figure S15. 13C NMR of tritylated nucleoside 8. 
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Figure S16. 1H NMR of phosphoramidite 4. 
 

 

 
 Figure S17. 13C NMR of phosphoramidite 4. 
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Figure S18. 31P NMR of phosphoramidite 4. 
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Mass spectra measured by HRMS (ESI) 
 

 

 
Figure S19. Mass spectrum of 1. 
 
 

 
Figure S20. Mass spectrum of 5. 
 

 

 
Figure S21. Mass spectrum of Ç-Bz. 
 

 

 

 
Figure S22. Mass spectrum of 6. 
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Figure S23. Mass spectrum of 2. 
 

 
Figure S24. Mass spectrum of 7. 
 

 
Figure S25. Mass spectrum of Çm-Bz. 
 

 
Figure S26. Mass spectrum of 8. 
 

 
Figure S27. Mass spectrum of 4. 
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CW-EPR measurements and spin counting. CW-EPR spectra were recorded on a 

MiniScope MS200 spectrometer using 100 kHz modulation frequency, 1.0 G modulation 

amplitude, and 2.0 mW microwave power. The samples were placed in a quartz capillary 

(BLAUBRANDintraMARK) prior to EPR measurements. Samples of spin-labeled 

oligonucleotides for EPR measurements were prepared by dissolving spin-labeled, single-

stranded DNA or RNA (2.0 nmol) in phosphate buffer (10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 

mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0; 10 μL, oligonucleotide final conc. 200 μM). The EPR spectra of spin-

labeled oligonucleotides I-VI are shown in Figure S28. 

 

 
Figure S28. EPR spectra of oligonucleotides. A. Crude RNA I (5’-UGCAUÇmUU-3’) synthesized using 
4. B. Crude RNA II (5’-UGCAUÇmUU-3’) synthesized using the phosphoramidite of unprotected Çm. 
C.  RNA III (5’-AGAUGCGCGÇmGCGCGACUGAC-3’) synthesized using 4. D. Crude DNA IV (5’-
d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3’) synthesized using 3. E. Crude DNA V (5’-d(PHO-
TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3’) synthesized using the phosphoramidite of unprotected Ç. F.  
DNAzyme VI (5’-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3’) synthesized using 3. 
PHO is a phosphate. 

 

The amount of spin labels in each oligonucleotide was determined by spin counting. A stock 

solution of 4-hydroxy-TEMPO (1.0 M) was prepared in phosphate buffer (10 mM phosphate, 

100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0). The stock solution was diluted into samples of 

different concentrations (0-0.5 mM) and each sample was measured by EPR spectroscopy. 

The area under the peaks of each sample, obtained by double integration, was plotted against 

its concentration to yield a standard curve, used to determine the spin-labeling efficiency with 

an error margin of 5-10% (Table S2). 
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Table S2. Spin labeling efficiency of oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides II* and V* were synthesized with 
the phosphoramidite of unprotected nitroxide spin-labels Çm and Ç, respectively. PHO is a phosphate. 

Name Sequence Efficiency (%) 

I 5‘-UGCAUÇmUU-3‘ 96 

II* 5‘-UGCAUÇmUU-3‘ 49 

III 5‘-AGA-UGC-GCG-ÇmGC-GCG-ACU-GAC-3‘ 93 

IV 5‘-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3 96 

V* 5‘-d(PHO-TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT)-3 5 

VI 5‘-d(TGTAAÇGCACTACCAGCGGCTGGAAATCTÇTCTCGT)-3‘ 99 
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Abstract 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, coupled with site‐directed spin labeling 

(SDSL), is a useful method for studying conformational changes of biomolecules in cells. In 

order to employ in-cell EPR using nitroxide-based spin labels, the structure of the nitroxides 

must confer reduction resistance in order to withstand the reductive environment within cells. 

Here we report the synthesis of two new spin labels, EÇ and EÇm, both of which possess the 

rigidity and the reduction resistance needed for extracting detailed structural information by 

EPR spectroscopy. EÇ and EÇm were incorporated into DNA and RNA, respectively, by 

oligonucleotide synthesis. Both labels were shown to be non-perturbing of duplex structure. 

Partial reduction of EÇm during RNA synthesis was circumvented by protection of the nitroxide 

as a benzoylated hydroxylamine.  

mailto:snorrisi@hi.is
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Introduction 

Nucleic acids are central to molecular biology and partake in essential biological processes,1  

including storage, expression and transmission of genetic information,2 as well as catalysis of 

chemical reactions3, 4 and regulation of genetic expression.5-7 Understanding their biological 

functions relies on structural knowledge. Biomolecules have been intensively studied in vitro 

by a number of biochemical and biophysical methods, such as X-ray crystallography,8 nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,9, 10 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)11, 12 

and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.13-16 Although biomolecules have 

been extensively studied in vitro, the question remains whether the structure and dynamics of 

biomolecules are different in cells, since the intracellular environment may be impossible to 

reproduce in vitro, in particular factors such as viscosity, molecular crowding, interactions with 

other macromolecules, and concentration of ions.17  

Increased effort is being directed towards exploring biomolecules within cells, in particular 

using spectroscopic methods, such as NMR, FRET and EPR.17-20 In-cell NMR has been used 

to study the structure and dynamics of nucleic acids in several cell types, along with 

membranes and disordered proteins.17, 19-23 In-cell NMR has mostly been used to monitor 

enzymatic or “nonspecific” interactions,21 and requires isotopic labeling of molecules to 

overcome cellular background signals. In-cell FRET has been used to study inter- and intra-

molecular interactions through distance measurements between two fluorescent tags.24, 25 EPR 

spectroscopy has also been used to measure distances within biomolecules in cells and recent 

studies have highlighted its advantages.18, 26, 27 EPR requires small amounts of material, has 

virtually no background signals, is not limited by molecular size, and structural information can 

be readily obtained through distance measurements by dipolar EPR-experiments, such as 

pulsed electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR/DEER).26, 28-30  

There are examples of paramagnetic biomolecules, such as metalloproteins31 and proteins 

that contain paramagnetic cofactors.32 However, the majority of biomolecules are diamagnetic 

and, therefore, a paramagnetic center (spin label) must be introduced in order to carry out EPR 
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studies. For in-cell EPR, three types of spin labels have been used. Gd(III) complexes have 

been used for distance measurements in proteins (Figure 1A),33-35 for example ubiquitin that 

contained two 4PS-PyMTA-Gd(III) labels. Trityl radicals (Figure 1B) have also been used for 

distance measurements in cells, specifically between a trityl-labeled cytochrome P450 and a 

native metal cofactor.36 Nitroxides have also been used for in-cell EPR,18, 26, 28-30, 37-39 but 

limitation of most nitroxides is that they are rapidly reduced in the reducing environment 

encountered within cells.37, 40, 41 However, sterically-shielded nitroxides, in particular tetraethyl-

derived nitroxides, are resistant towards reduction.41 For example, a tetraethyl-derived 

pyrrolidine nitroxide has been used to spin label a chaperone protein for in-cell EPR (Figure 

1C). Only minimal reduction of the radical was observed and enabled the EPR study of 

structural features of the chaperone protein through determination of inter-spin distances.42 A 

tetraethyl-derived isoindoline spin label has recently been used for post-synthetic labeling of 

2’-amino groups of RNA (Figure 1D) and shown to be stable in the presence of ascorbic acid.43 

Preliminary in-cell EPR measurements with this label have revealed structural changes in 

duplex RNAs (unpublished data). However, the semi-flexible nature of the linker attaching the 

spin label to the RNA limited the structural information that could be obtained. 
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Figure 1. Different spin labels used for in-cell EPR measurements. A. 4PS-PyMTA-Gd(III) 

linked to a protein.44 B. A trityl-based spin label linked to a protein.36 C. M‐TETPO linked to a 

protein.42 D. A tetra-ethyl derived spin label conjugated to a 2’-amino labeled uridine through 

a thiourea linkage.43 

The rigid spin labels Ç45 and Çm46 (Figure 2) have been shown to provide more detailed 

information on structural changes and dynamics in nucleic acids47 than flexible and semi-

flexible labels. Here we describe the synthesis and characterization of the corresponding 

tetraethyl nitroxide spin labels EÇ and EÇm (Figure 2). These spin labels combine two 

characteristics necessary for obtaining detailed structural information about nucleic acids in 

cells by EPR spectroscopy, namely rigidity and reduction resistance.  
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Figure 2. The rigid spin labels Ç45 and Çm46 and their corresponding tetraethyl derivatives EÇ 

and EÇm. 

Results and discussion 

Synthesis of EÇ and EÇm and their stability towards reduction 

The synthesis of EÇ and EÇm started with the preparation of ethylisoindoline derivative 4 

(Scheme 1). Compound 148 was aminated49 to afford amino-nitro derivative 2. Hydrolysis of 2 

yielded 3 and hydrogenation of the nitro group gave ethylisoindoline-derived aminophenol 4. 

To incorporate the ethylisoindoline moiety into nucleosides, the dihalogenated nucleosides 545 

and 646 were coupled with 4 in the presence of Et3N to provide intermediates 7 and 8, 

respectively, followed by ring-closure45, 46, 50 to afford phenoxazine derivatives EÇf and EÇmf. 

Direct oxidation of EÇf and EÇmf using either hydrogen peroxide and Na2WO4
45 or m-

chloroperoxybenzoic acid (m-CPBA)51 under a variety of conditions resulted in very low yields 

of the desired product along with multiple other products. However, oxidation of TBDMS-

protected EÇf and EÇfm with m-CPBA in the presence of NaN3
49 afforded 9 and 10 in excellent 

yields. The TBDMS groups were subsequently removed with TBAF to yield nucleosides EÇ 

and EÇm.  
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of tetraethylisoindoline 4. 

The resistance of EÇm towards reduction in presence of ascorbic acid, frequently used to 

evaluate the stability of nitroxides,41 was investigated and compared to its tetramethyl 

derivative Çm.46 The normalized EPR signal intensity was plotted as a function of time and 

showed that the tetramethyl derived Çm was almost fully reduced within 1 h, while ca. 90% of 

the EÇm nucleoside was still intact after 16 h (Figure S29). 

The 5’-hydroxyl groups of EÇ and EÇm were protected as 4,4’-dimethoxytrityl (DMT) ethers 

and subsequent 3’-phosphitylation yielded phosphoramidites 11 and 12 (Scheme 2), used for 

incorporation of EÇ and EÇm into DNA and RNA oligonucleotides by solid phase synthesis, 

respectively. While working with DMT-protected EÇ, EÇm and phosphoramidites 11 and 12, 

we discovered that the DMT groups were unusually labile.  Even dissolving these compounds 

in polar and/or protic solvents, such as CH3CN or MeOH, lead to rapid loss of the DMT group. 

The use of nonpolar or chlorinated solvents such as CH2Cl2 or 1,2-dichloroethane 

circumvented this decomposition. 
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of spin-labeled nucleosides EÇ and EÇm and their corresponding 

phosphoramidites. Yields were as follows: EÇf (56%, over 2 steps), EÇmf (60%, over 2 steps), 

9 (83% over 2 steps), 10 (81%, over 2 steps), EÇ (91%), EÇm (94%), 11 (77%, over 2 steps) 

and 12 (63%, over 2 steps). 

Syntheses of spin-labeled DNA oligonucleotides 

Phosphoramidite 11 was used for the synthesis of seven different oligodeoxynucleotides 

containing EÇ by automated solid-phase synthesis (Table S1). The DNAs varied in length and 

position of the spin-label. The spin-labeled phosphoramidite 11 coupled well during the solid-

phase synthesis, as indicated by a strong orange color of the trityl cation that appears during 

removal of the DMT group. Analysis of the crude oligodeoxynucleotides by denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DPAGE) did not reveal any failure bands that would have 

resulted for partial coupling of 11. The EÇ-modified oligomers migrated slightly slower than the 
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unmodified strands of the same sequence by DPAGE, consistent with incorporation of the spin 

label, which was confirmed by mass spectrometry (Table S1).  

The DNA oligomers were enzymatically digested and the digests were analyzed by high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Figure S30).52, 53 The HPLC chromatograms for 

digests of DNAs I-VII each showed five peaks, one for each natural nucleoside and a strongly 

retained nucleoside that was shown by co-injection45 to be EÇ. Chromatograms for the longer 

oligonucleotides (III, IV, VI and VII) also contained an additional small peak around 20.5 

minutes that was shown by co-injection to be EÇf. It is well known that nitroxide radicals get 

partially,53 or even fully,54 reduced during oligonucleotide synthesis using the phosphoramidite 

approach. Although the tetraethyl groups on EÇ render the nitroxide significantly more 

resistant to reduction by common reducing agents, they do not provide full protection against 

reduction (through disproportionation)55 by the acids used for oligonucleotide synthesis, 

dichloroacetic acid and ethylthiotetrazole. The amounts of EÇf and EÇ was quantified, showing 

that ca. 6-18% of the spin-labels had been reduced. These results were further confirmed with 

spin-counting of DNAs I-VII by EPR spectroscopy giving 81-100% spin labeling (Table S1). It 

should be noted that more extensive reduction was observed in oligodeoxynucleotides of 

similar length that were synthesized using the phosphoramidite of the tetramethyl derived Ç.53  

A molecular model of a EÇ within a B-form DNA duplex (Figure 3A) shows that the spin label 

is well accommodated in the major groove of the duplex. To determine experimentally whether 

the EÇ spin-label caused a structural perturbation of the B-DNA, circular dichroism (CD) 

spectra were recorded (Figure S32), along with collecting thermal denaturation data (Table 1, 

Figure S33). The CD spectra of the modified and unmodified DNA duplexes were almost 

identical, all possessing negative and positive molar ellipticities at ca. 250 and 280 nm, 

respectively, characteristic of a right-handed B-DNA. In general, the thermal denaturation 

experiments showed that the spin labels did not result in a significant decrease in the melting 

temperature, with ΔTMs ranging from -0.8 to -2.8 °C. Increased stability was actually observed 

for duplexes B and I. The increase of the TM for duplex B of +5.6 °C and decrease for duplex 
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D of -1.5 °C, is nearly identical to what has been observed for Ç in the same location of the 

same sequence (ΔTM +5.7 °C and ΔTM  -1.1 °C, respectively).52 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 1.  Sequences of spin-labeled DNA and 
RNA duplexes and their thermal denaturation 
analysis. 

 DNA and RNA sequences TM (°C) ΔTM 

A  
58.2  

B 
 

63.8 +5.6 

C 
 

60.8  

D  
59.3 -1.5 

E 
 

66.6  

F  
63.8 -2.8 

G  
65.0 -1.6 

H  
65.8 -0.8 

I  
67.4 +0.8 

J 
 

77.0  

K 
 

74.0 -3.0 

L  
76.0 -1.1 

M  
75.6 -1.4 

N  
74.6 -2.4 
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Figure 3. Space-filling models of EÇ- and EÇm-labeled oligonucleotide duplexes. A. B-form 

DNA duplex with EÇ projected into the major groove. B. A-form RNA duplex containing EÇm. 

The oligonucleotide constituents are shown in grey and the spin-labeled nucleotides in red. 

All oligonucleotides were characterized by continuous-wave (CW) EPR spectroscopy (Figure 

S34), which also confirmed duplex formation. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the CW-EPR 

spectra of EÇ, the EÇ-labeled 19-mer DNA single strand III and the corresponding 19-mer 

DNA duplex F. The nucleoside showed three sharp lines (Figure 4A) that broadened after 

incorporation into the 19-mer oligoribonucleotide 5’-d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ 

(Figure 4B). Upon annealing to its complementary strand 5’-

d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’, the CW-EPR spectrum broadened further, showing a 

splitting of the high- and low-field components (Figure 4C), characteristic for the formation of 

a spin labeled duplex containing a rigid spin label.45, 46  
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Figure 4. A. EPR spectum of EÇ. B. EPR spectrum of a EÇ-labeled 19-mer DNA single strand 

5’-d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’. C. EPR spectrum of a EÇ-labeled duplex 5’-

d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’·5’-d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’. EPR spectra 

were recorded at 20 °C in a phosphate buffer (2 nmol of DNA; 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM 

NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0). 

Syntheses of spin-labeled RNA oligonucleotides 

In a manner analogous to the synthesis of EÇ-modified DNA, phosphoramidite 12 was used 

to synthesize five 21-nucleotide long EÇm-labeled RNAs (Table S1). HPLC chromatograms 

of enzymatic digests of RNAs XII-XVI (Figure S31A-E) showed five peaks, one for each 

natural nucleoside and one for EÇm. An additional peak or two were observed in digests of 

five oligonucleotides, one corresponding to inosine (from partial enzymatic hydrolysis of A by 

an adenosine deaminase-contamination in phosphodiesterase I)56 (Figure S31B, C, D and E) 

and the other corresponding to EÇmf (Figure S31A, B and D). The reduction of EÇm to EÇmf 

was determined from the chromatograms to be 30-49% and further confirmed by spin-counting 

using EPR spectroscopy (Table S1, XII, XIII and XV). The more extensive reduction of EÇm 

compared to reduction of EÇ during DNA synthesis can be explained by longer exposure of 
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the spin label to oligonucleotide reagents during RNA synthesis. Recent reports of protecting 

nitroxides prior to the oligonucleotide synthesis of RNA have shown to be effective to 

circumvent their reduction;53, 57 we chose to employ benzoyl protection of the corresponding 

hydroxylamine of EÇm.53  

Synthesis of Bz-EÇm and its corresponding phosphoramidite 

The synthesis of Bz-EÇm (Scheme 3) began with reduction of the TBDMS-protected nitroxide 

10 to yield the corresponding hydroxylamine, which was subsequently benzoylated to give 13. 

Heating 10 at 60 °C for 24 h with 20 equivalents of ascorbic acid was required for reducing this 

structurally hindered nitroxide. Subsequent removal of the TBDMS groups of 13 gave Bz-EÇm. 

The benzoyl protecting-group was shown to be stable under all conditions used for 

oligonucleotide synthesis for more than a week (data not shown) and was efficiently removed 

in 2.5 h using conventional deprotecting conditions for RNA (1:1, 40% MeNH2:40% NH3 in 

H2O), returning EÇm in quantitative yields. The 5’-hydroxyl group of Bz-EÇm (Scheme 3) was 

protected as 4,4’-dimethoxytrityl (DMT) ether and subsequently phosphitylated to give 

phosphoramidite 14 in good yields.  
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of Bz-EÇm and its corresponding phosphoramidite. 

Syntheses of spin-labeled RNA oligonucleotides using phosphoramidite 14 

Phosphoramidite 14 was used to repeat the synthesis of oligonucleotides XII, XIII and XV 

(Table S1). As before, the protected spin label coupled well during the solid-phase synthesis. 

Spin counting by EPR spectroscopy showed 96-99% spin labeling, indicating that little or no 

reduction of the spin label had occurred during the synthesis (Table S1, XVII, XVIII and XIX). 

This was further confirmed by HPLC analysis of the enzymatic digests of RNAs XVII, XVIII and 

XIX (Figure S31F, G and H), that showed complete absence of EÇmf. The HPLC analyses 

also showed that the benzoyl protecting group had been completely removed during the RNA 

deprotection. The stabilities of the spin-labeled duplexes V, XIV and the Ç-labeled DNA 5′-

PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT-3′ were tested in the presence of ascorbic acid, like 

before with the nucleosides. Figure. 5 shows the EPR signal as a function of time. There was 
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a striking difference in the stability of the tetraethyl derived spin-labeled oligonucleotides as 

compared to spin labels: the Ç-labeled DNA was fully reduced within 20 min while the tetraethyl 

labeled DNA(EÇ) and RNA(EÇm) were almost completely intact after 12 h 

 

Figure 5. Stabilities of EÇ-labeled DNA single strand V (square), EÇm-labeled RNA single-

strand XIV (triangle) and the Ç-labeled DNA 5′-PHO-d(TGAGGTAGTAGGTTGTATAÇT-3′ 

(circle) towards reduction (5 mM ascorbic acid, 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 

Na2EDTA, pH 7.0), PHO is a phosphate. 

A model of EÇm within an A-form RNA duplex (Figure 3B) shows that the spin label fits tightly 

into the major groove of the duplex. CD spectra of the RNA duplexes (unmodified and modified) 

showed negative and positive molar ellipticities at ca. 210 nm and 263 nm, respectively, as 

expected for A-form RNA (Figure S32). Thermal denaturing experiments showed only minor 

destabilization of the duplexes by EÇm, with the ΔTMs ranging from -1.1 to -3.0 °C. Since each 

duplex contains two labels, the change in Tm caused by EÇm was less than -2.0 °C per 

modification, relative to the unmodified RNA, which is a similar result to that obtained with Çm 

modified RNA duplexes of similar length.46 All these RNA duplexes have one strand in common 

(Table S1, XVII) which is complimentary to all the other strands (Table S1, XVIII, XIV, XIX and 

XVI). Thus, the only difference between the spin-labeled duplexes is the position of EÇm in 

the complementary strand. Therefore, the minor differences in the melting temperatures are 

likely due to flanking-sequence dependence, as has been observed with both phenoxazine-

derived spin labels46, 52 and fluorophores58, 59 in DNA.  

Conclusions 
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The tetraethyl-derived rigid spin labels EÇ and EÇm were synthesized and incorporated into 

DNA and RNA, respectively. The spin-labeled oligonucleotides were analyzed by UV-vis, CD 

and EPR spectroscopy as well as enzymatic digestion followed by HPLC analysis. Together 

this data verified incorporation of the spin labels and showed them to be non-perturbating of 

duplex structures. A minor reduction of the EÇ spin label was observed during the automated 

synthesis of EÇ-labeled DNA, but substantial reduction of EÇm took place during the synthesis 

of EÇm-labeled RNA. This reduction was circumvented by using a benzoyl protecting group 

for the hydroxylamine prepared from EÇm.53 The new tetraethyl-derived rigid labels EÇ and 

EÇm showed dramatically increased resistance towards reduction by ascorbic acid, when 

compared to its tetramethyl derivatives Ç45 and Çm,46 which will enable the investigation of 

structure and dynamics of DNA and RNA by in-cell EPR spectroscopy. 
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Experimental section 

General materials, instruments and methods. All commercially available reagents were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich co GMBH. or Acros Organics and used without further 

purification, except diisopropylammonium tetrazolide and 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N’,N’- 

tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite, which were purchased from ChemGenes Corp., USA. All 

commercial phosphoramidites, CPG columns and solutions for oligonucleotide syntheses were 

also purchased from ChemGenes Corp., USA. 2’-Deoxyuridine and 2’-O-methyluridine were 

purchased from Rasayan Inc. USA. CH2Cl2, pyridine and CH3CN were dried over calcium 

hydride and freshly distilled before use. All moisture- and air-sensitive reactions were carried 

out in oven-dried glassware under an inert atmosphere of Ar. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 

was performed using glass plates pre-coated with silica gel (0.25 mm, F-25, Silicycle) and 

compounds were visualized under UV light and by p-anisaldehyde staining. Column 

chromatography was performed using 230–400 mesh silica gel (Silicycle). 1H-, 13C- and 31P-

NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer. Commercial grade 

CDCl3 was passed over basic alumina shortly before dissolving tritylated nucleosides for NMR 

analysis. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) relative to the partially 

deuterated NMR solvents CDCl3 (7.26 ppm for 1H NMR and 77.16 ppm for 13C), CD3OD (3.35, 

4.78 ppm for 1H NMR and 49.3 ppm for 13C), and DMSO-d6 (2.49 ppm for 1H NMR and 39.7 

ppm for 13C). 31P-NMR chemical shifts are reported relative to 85% H3PO4 (at 0.0 ppm) as an 

external standard. All coupling constants are reported in Hertz (Hz). Nitroxide radicals show 

broadening and loss of NMR signals due to their paramagnetic nature and, therefore, those 

NMR spectra are not shown. Mass spectrometric analyses of all organic compounds were 

performed on an ESI-HRMS (Bruker, MicrOTOF-Q) in positive ion mode. DNA and RNA solid-

phase oligonucleotide syntheses were performed on an automated ASM800 DNA/RNA 

synthesizer (BIOSSET Ltd., Russia) using phosphoramidite chemistry. Unmodified and spin-

labeled oligonucleotides were synthesized using a trityl-off protocol and phosphoramidites with 

standard protecting groups on 1 μmol scale (1000 Å CPG columns). Oxidation was performed 
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with tert-butylhydroperoxide (1.0 M) in toluene. Capping and detritylation were performed using 

standard conditions for DNA and RNA synthesis. Concentrations of the oligonucleotides were 

determined by measuring UV absorbance at 260 nm using a Perkin Elmer Inc. Lambda 25 

UV/Vis spectrometer and calculated by Beer′s law. Mass spectrometric analyses of EÇ- and 

EÇm-labeled oligonucleotides were performed on an ESI-HRMS (Bruker, MicrOTOF-Q) in 

negative ion mode. HPLC analysis of enzymatic digests were performed on a Beckman Coulter 

Gold HPLC system using Beckman Coulter Ultrasphere C18 4.6 x 250 mm analytical column 

with UV detection at 254 nm. Solvent gradients for analytical RP-HPLC were run at 1.0 mL/min 

using the following gradient program: solvent A, TEAA buffer (50 mM, pH 7.0); solvent B, 

CH3CN; 0-4 min isocratic 4% B, 4-14 min linear gradient 4-20% B, 14-24 min linear gradient 

20-50% B, 24-29 min linear gradient 50-80% B, 29-30 min isocratic 80%, 30-35 min linear 

gradient 80-4% B and 35-45 min isocratic 4% B. CD spectra of the duplexes were recorded in 

a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. Cuvettes with 1 mm path length were used and the CD data 

were recorded from 350 nm to 200 nm at 25 °C. Prior to analysis by CD, thermal denaturation 

and EPR, an appropriate quantity of each DNA or RNA stock solutions was dried on a Thermo 

Scientific ISS 110 SpeedVac and dissolved in phosphate buffer (10 mM phosphate, 100 mM 

NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0). DNA and RNA duplexes were formed by annealing in an MJ 

Research PTC 200 Thermal Cycler using the following protocol: 90 °C for 2 min, 60 °C for 5 

min, 50 °C for 5 min, 40 °C for 5 min and 22 °C for 15 min. CW-EPR spectra were recorded 

on a MiniScope MS200 spectrometer using 100 kHz modulation frequency, 1.0 G modulation 

amplitude, and 2.0 mW microwave power. The samples were placed in a quartz capillary 

(BLAUBRAND intraMARK) prior to EPR measurements. 

1,1,3,3-Tetraethyl-6-nitroisoindolin-5-amine (2). To a solution of N,N,N-trimethylhydrazine 

iodide (1.83 g, 99.9 mmol) in DMSO (15 mL) was added t-BuOK (1.12 g, 99.9 mmol) and the 

solution stirred at 22 °C for 30 min. Compound 1 (1.00 g, 45.4 mmol) was added and the 

solution stirred further for 14 h. The reaction mixture was poured into ice-cold water (50 mL), 

followed by extraction with CH2Cl2 (3 x 50 mL), the combined organic phases dried over 
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Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated in vacuo. The crude product was purified by flash-column 

chromatography using a gradient elution (100:0 to 90:10, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to give compound 2 

(0.750 g, 70%) as an orange solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ = 7.62 (s, 1H), 7.29 (s, 

2H), 6.73 (s, 1H), 1.56 (qdd, J = 13.8, 7.3, 4.2 Hz, 8H), 0.80 (q, J = 7.6 Hz, 12H) ppm. 13C{1H} 

NMR (101 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ = 157.0, 146.0, 136.2, 130.0, 118.1, 111.5, 67.3, 66.5, 40.1, 39.9, 

39.7, 39.5, 39.3, 39.0, 38.8, 33.3, 33.0, 8.8, 8.7, 8.6 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ 

Calcd for C16H26N3O2
+: 292.2020; found 292.2017. 

1,1,3,3-Tetraethyl-6-nitroisoindolin-5-ol (3). To a solution of potassium hydroxide (13.1 g, 

0.234 mmol) in 10% H2O/MeOH (80 mL) was added 1,1,3,3-tetraethyl-6-nitroisoindolin-5-

amine (2) (2.75 g, 11.7 mmol) and the reaction mixture heated in a closed vial at 140 ºC for 24 

h. The reaction mixture was poured onto ice and extracted with EtOAc (3 x 100 mL), the 

combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The 

residue was purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 90:10, 

CH2Cl2:MeOH), to give compound 3 (2.01 g, 72%) as a bright yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ = 10.69 (s, 1H), 7.77 (s, 1H), 6.82 (s, 1H), 1.76 – 1.59 (m, 8H), 0.89 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 

12H) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 155.1, 133.0, 118.5, 113.1, 33.62, 33.43, 29.7, 

8.78, 8.73 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C16H25N2O3
+: 293.1860; found 

293.1878. 

6-Amino-1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindolin-5-ol (4). A solution of compound 3 (400 mg, 2.54 mmol) 

in MeOH (30 mL) containing 10% Pd/C (40.0 mg) was stirred in the dark under an atmosphere 

of H2 (1 atm) for 2 h. The reaction mixture was filtered through a pad of celite and the filtrate 

was concentrated in vacuo to yield crude product 4 (348 mg), which was directly used for the 

next step without further purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ =6.48 (s, 2H), 1.83 – 1.49 

(m, 8H), 1.07 – 0.59 (m, 12H). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C16H27N2O+: 263.2118; 

found 263.2111. 

((2R,3S,5R)-3-acetoxy-5-(5-bromo-4-chloro-2-oxopyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)tetrahydrofuran-2-

yl)methyl acetate (5). A solution of 5-Bromo-3',5'-diacetyl-2'-deoxyuridine (0.80 g, 2.05 mmol) 
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and PPh3 (1.34 g, 5.13mmol), in a mixture of CH2Cl2 and CCl4 (10 + 10 mL), was refluxed for 

40 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo, and the residue was purified by silica gel flash 

column chromatography using a gradient elution (EtOAc/CH2Cl2; 5:95 to 15:85) to yield 

compound 5 as a white solid (0.63 g, 75% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.20 (s, 1H), 

6.04 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 5.12 (dt, J = 6.3, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 4.38 – 4.20 (m, 3H), 2.73 (ddd, J = 14.5, 

6.0, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 2.14 (dt, J = 14.3, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 2.00 (s, 3H).13C{1H} NMR (101 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.2, 170.0, 165.5, 151.4, 144.0, 100.0, 97.1, 88.1, 83.5, 77.6, 77.3, 76.9, 

73.4, 63.2, 60.3, 53.6, 38.9, 21.0, 20.8, 14.1. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for 

C13H14BrClN2O3Na+ 430.9616; Found 430.9628. 

5-Bromo-3',5'-diacetyl-N-4-(2-hydroxytetraethylisoindolinyl)-2'-deoxycytidine (7). To a 

solution of compound 4 (262 mg, 0.706 mmol) and compound 5 (346 mg, 0.847 mmol) in CHCl3 

(10 mL) was added Et3N (180 µL, 1.29 mmol) and the solution stirred at 22 °C for 16 h. The 

solvent was removed in vacuo, and the crude product was used in the next reaction without 

purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 7.97 (s, 1H), 7.84 (s, 1H), 7.39 (s, 1H), 6.80 (s, 

1H), 6.31 – 6.20 (m, 1H), 5.21 (dt, J = 5.9, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 4.38 (d, J = 3.3 Hz, 2H), 4.32 (d, J = 

3.0 Hz, 1H), 2.71 (ddd, J = 14.2, 5.6, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 2.15 (s, 3H), 2.10 (s, 3H), 1.85 – 1.67 (m, 

8H), 0.87 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 13H). 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 170.4, 170.2, 157.0, 153.4, 

148.7, 140.4, 125.5, 116.1, 88.6, 86.9, 82.9, 77.2, 73.9, 63.7, 50.8, 39.0, 32.9, 32.7, 31.9, 29.7, 

29.4, 22.7, 20.9, 20.9, 14.1, 8.8, 8.7 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for 

C29H40BrN4O7
+: 635.2075; found 635.2063. 

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-3-((2R,4S,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-

7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (EÇf). To a 

solution of compound 7 (449 mg, 0.706 mmol) in abs. EtOH (50 mL) was added KF (1.0 g, 

17.0 mmol) and the mixture was refluxed for 42 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room 

temperature and the salts were filtered from the solution. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo 

and the residue purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 

75:25, CH2Cl2:MeOH),  to yield EÇf (187 mg, 56%) as a pale yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
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CD3OD) δ = 7.67 (s, 1H), 6.67 (s, 1H), 6.44 (s, 1H), 6.21 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H), 4.37 (dt, J = 6.6, 

3.7 Hz, 1H), 3.91 (q, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H), 3.86 – 3.65 (m, 2H), 2.31 (ddd, J = 13.3, 5.8, 3.6 Hz, 1H), 

2.13 (dt, J = 13.4, 6.6 Hz, 1H), 1.61 (qd, J = 14.0, 11.6, 7.3 Hz, 8H), 0.81 (dd, J = 8.8, 4.8 Hz, 

12H) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CD3OD) δ = 156.4, 155.9, 144.2, 143.5, 143.3, 129.9, 

127.0, 123.5, 112.0, 110.8, 89.1, 87.6, 72.2, 70.2, 70.1, 62.8, 42.0, 34.4, 34.3, 9.4, 9.3 ppm. 

HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C25H35N4O5
+: 471.2602; found 471.2603. 

3-((2R,4S,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-7,8,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (TBDMS-EÇf). A 

solution of EÇf (2.30 g, 4.89 mmol), TBDMSCl (2.21 g, 14.7 mmol) and imidazole (0.992 g, 

14.7 mmol) in a mixture of pyridine and DMF (1:1, 20 mL) was stirred at 22 °C for 24 h. The 

reaction mixture was poured onto ice and extracted with EtOAc (3 x 100 mL), the combined 

organic phases were dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent removed was in vacuo. The residue 

was purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 90:10, 

CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield TBDMS-EÇf (3.38 g, 99%) as a pale yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ = 7.45 (s, 2H), 6.33 (s, 1H), 6.25 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H), 4.42 – 4.35 (m, 1H), 3.96 – 3.83 

(m, 2H), 3.83 – 3.71 (m, 1H), 2.33 (ddd, J = 13.2, 6.2, 4.3 Hz, 1H), 2.08 – 1.95 (m, 2H), 1.67 

(s, 8H), 0.96 (s, 9H), 0.89 (s, 21H), 0.15 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 6H), 0.09 – 0.04 (m, 9H) ppm. 13C{1H} 

NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 154.7, 153.8, 128.1, 108.9, 87.7, 85.9, 77.4, 71.4, 62.7, 41.9, 33.7, 

29.8, 26.2, 26.0, 25.9, 22.8, 18.6, 18.1, 8.9, 1.2, -4.5, -4.7, -5.3, -5.3 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) 

m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C37H63N4O5Si2+: 699.4332; found 699.4280. 

3-((2R,4S,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-oxyl-7,8,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (9). To a solution of 

TBDMS-EÇf (400 mg, 0.572 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added NaN3 (198 mg, 1.14 mmol) 

and the solution stirred for 15 min at 22 °C. m-CPBA (74.9 mg, 1.14 mmol) was added and the 

solution stirred for 4 h. The reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo and the crude product 
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purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 83:17, 

CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield 9 (339 mg, 83%) as a bright yellow solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + 

Na]+ Calcd for C37H61N4O6Si2Na•+: 736.4022; found 736.3997. 

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-oxidanyl-3-((2R,4S,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-

(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,8,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (EÇ). To a solution of 9 

(500 mg, 0.700 mmol) in anhydrous THF (3 mL) was added TBAF (2.03 mL, 7.00 mmol) and 

the solution stirred at 22 °C for 12 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified 

by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 75:25, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to 

yield EÇ (310 mg, 91%) as a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for 

C25H33N4O6Na•+: 508.2298; found 508.2292 

3-((2R,4S,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-

hydroxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-oxidanyl-7,8,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (DMT-EÇ). Residual 

MeOH was co-evaporated with toluene (3 x 5 mL) from EÇ (477 mg, 0.982 mmol), followed by 

sequential addition of pyridine (10 mL), DMTrCl (433 mg, 1.28 mmol) and DMAP (27.0 mg, 

0.197 mmol). The solution was stirred at 22°C for 6 h, MeOH (400 μL) was added and the 

solvent removed in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash-column chromatography, using a 

gradient elution (1:99:0 to 1:95.5:3.5, Et3N:CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield DMT- EÇ (735 mg, 95%) 

as a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C46H51N4O8Na•+: 810.3601; found 

810.3599 

(2R,3S,5R)-2-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-5-(7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-

oxidanyl-2-oxo-7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-3(2H)-

yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl (2-cyanoethyl) diisopropylphosphoramidite (11). To a solution of 

DMT- EÇ (100 mg, 0.127 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) were added diisopropylammonium 

tetrazolide (171 mg, 1.52 mmol) and 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N’,N’-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite 

(52 µL, 0.17 mmol). The resulting solution was stirred at 22 °C for 2 h. CH2Cl2 (50 mL) was 
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added and the organic phase washed sequentially with satd. aq. NaHCO3 (3 × 50 mL) and 

brine (50 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in a 

minimum amount of CH2Cl2 (few drops), followed by a slow addition of n-hexane (40-50 mL) 

at 22 °C. The solvent was decanted from the precipitate and discarded. This procedure was 

repeated four times to give 11 (100 mg, 80%) as a yellowish solid. 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ = 150.27, 149.35 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C55H68N6O9Na•+: 

1010.4678; found 1010.4578,  

5-Bromo-3',5'-diacetyl-N-4-(2-hydroxytetraethylisoindolinyl)-2'-methoxycytidine (8). To 

a solution of compound 4 (592 mg, 2.03 mmol) and 6 (1021 mg, 2.32 mmol) in CHCl3 (10 mL) 

was added Et3N (180 µL, 1.29 mmol) and the solution stirred at 22 °C for 16 h. The solvent 

was removed in vacuo, and the crude product was used in the next reaction without 

purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.30 (s, 1H), 7.98 (s, 1H), 7.82 (s, 1H), 7.57 (s, 

1H), 6.91 (s, 1H), 5.90 – 5.79 (m, 1H), 4.73 (dd, J = 9.3, 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.47 – 4.29 (m, 3H), 4.05 

– 3.97 (m, 1H), 3.51 (s, 1H), 2.17 (s, 3H), 2.14 (s, 3H), 1.80 – 1.50 (m, 8H), 0.84 (dtd, J = 10.3, 

7.4, 3.8 Hz, 12H).13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 170.2, 170.1, 170.04, 169.97, 166.0, 

157.6, 153.5, 153.1, 146.1, 145.6, 143.9, 142.5, 140.3, 127.5, 119.1, 116.3, 100.0, 89.8, 89.5, 

88.4, 87.5, 81.7, 81.7, 78.8, 78.4, 77.5, 77.4, 77.2, 76.9, 68.9, 68.7, 68.6, 68.4, 61.4, 61.1, 

59.0, 58.9, 53.5, 33.7, 33.5, 29.6, 21.09, 21.07, 20.51, 20.49, 8.9. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + 

H]+ Calcd for C30H42BrN4O8
+: 665.2181; found 665.2165. 

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-3-

methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-

f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (EÇmf). To a solution of compound 8 (1.35 g, 2.03 mmol) in abs. EtOH 

(200 mL) was added KF (1.18 g, 20.2 mmol) and the mixture was refluxed for 42 h. The mixture 

was cooled to room temperature and the salts were removed by filtration. The filtrate was 

concentrated in vacuo and the residue purified by flash-column chromatography, using a 

gradient elution (100:0 to 75:25, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield EÇmf (567 mg, 60%) as a pale yellow 

solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD) δ = 7.91 (s, 1H), 6.82 – 6.74 (m, 1H), 6.72 (s, 1H), 5.88 (d, 
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J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 4.23 (dd, J = 7.1, 5.1 Hz, 1H), 4.02 – 3.87 (m, 2H), 3.85 – 3.73 (m, 2H), 3.57 

(s, 3H), 2.02 – 1.96 (m, 8H), 1.00 (td, J = 7.3, 4.7 Hz, 12H) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, 

CD3OD) δ 156.1, 155.7, 144.9, 138.7, 138.0, 129.6, 129.3, 123.9, 112.4, 111.6, 89.7, 85.6, 

85.5, 75.4, 69.4, 61.2, 59.0, 49.7, 49.6, 49.5, 49.4, 49.3, 49.2, 49.1, 48.9, 48.7, 48.5, 48.0, 

31.9, 9.3, 8.78, 8.77 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C26H37N4O6
+: 501.2708; 

found 501.2706. 

3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)-3-methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-

7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (TBDMS-

EÇmf). A solution of EÇmf (416 mg, 0.832 mmol), TBDMSCl (376 mg, 2.50 mmol) and 

imidazole (170 mg, 2.50 mmol) in a mixture of  pyridine and DMF (1:1, 10 mL) was stirred at 

22 °C for 24 h. The reaction mixture was poured onto ice and extracted with EtOAc (3 x 100 

mL), the combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent was removed in 

vacuo. The residue was purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution 

(100:0 to 90:10, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield TBDMS-EÇmf (600 mg, 99%) as a pale yellow solid. 

HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C38H65N4O6Si2+: 729.4437 [M+H]+; found 729.4436. 

3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)-3-methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-

oxyl-7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (10). To 

a solution of TBDMS-EÇmf (153 mg, 0.249 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added NaN3 (65 mg, 

1.0 mmol) and the solution stirred at 22 °C for 15 min. m-CPBA (86 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added, 

the solution stirred for 30 h, the solvent removed in vacuo and the crude product purified by 

flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (100:0 to 83:17, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield 

10 (150 mg, 81%) as a bright yellow solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for 

C38H63N4O7Si2Na•+: 766.4127; found 766.4069. 

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-oxyl-3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-3-

methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-
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f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (EÇm). To a solution of EÇm (377 mg, 0.507 mmol) in THF (3 mL) was 

added TBAF (1.50 ml, 5.07 mmol) and the reaction mixture was stirred at 22 °C for 12 h. The 

solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by flash-column chromatography, using 

a gradient elution (100:0 to 90:10, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield EÇm (249 mg, 94%) as a yellow 

solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C26H35N4O7Na•+: 538.2403; found 538.2399. 

3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxy-3-

methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-8-oxidanyl-7,8,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-2(3H)-one (EÇm-DMT). Residual 

MeOH was co-evaporated with toluene (3 x 5 mL) from EÇm (400 mg, 0.776 mmol), followed 

by sequential addition of pyridine (4 mL), DMTCl (315 mg, 0.930 mmol) and DMAP (18.6 mg, 

0.155 mmol). The solution was stirred at 22°C for 14 h, MeOH (400 μL) was added and the 

solvent removed in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash-column chromatography, using a 

gradient elution (99:1:0 to 98:1:1, CH2Cl2:Et3N:MeOH), to yield EÇm-DMT (514 mg, 81%) as 

a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C47H53N4O9Na•+: 840.3705; found 

840.3646. 

(2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-methoxy-5-(7,7,9,9-

tetraethyl-8-oxidanyl-2-oxo-7,8,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-

f]isoindol-3(2H)-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl (2-cyanoethyl) diisopropylphosphoramidite 

(12). A solution of EÇm-DMT (225 mg, 0.275 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (1 mL) was treated with 

diisopropylammonium tetrazolide (70.6 mg, 0.413 mmol) and 2-cyanoethyl N,N,N´,N´-

tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite (262 μL, 0.825 mmol). The solution was stirred at 22 °C for 

18 h. CH2Cl2 (25 mL) was added and the organic phase washed sequentially with satd. aq. 

NaHCO3 (3 × 30 mL) and brine (50 mL), dried with Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The 

residue was dissolved in a minimum amount of CH2Cl2 (few drops), followed by a slow addition 

of n-hexane (40-50 mL) at 22 °C. The solvent was decanted from the precipitate and discarded. 

This procedure was repeated six times to yield 12 (199 mg, 71%) as a yellow solid. 31P NMR 

(162 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 151.03, 150.16 ppm. 
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3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-

butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)-3-methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-2-oxo-

2,7,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-8(3H)-yl benzoate (13). 

To a solution of 10 (227 mg, 0.305 mmol) in 1,4-dioxane (30 mL) was added L-ascorbic acid 

(537 mg, 3.05 mmol) in H2O (5 mL). The solution was stirred at 60 °C for 24 h, after which 

CH2Cl2 (30 mL) and H2O (30 mL) were added and the mixture stirred vigorously for 2 min. The 

organic phase was filtered through a short column of Na2SO4 into a solution of BzCl (198 μL, 

1.53 mmol) and Et3N (220 μL, 1.53 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL). The solution was stirred at 22 °C 

for 2 h, washed with satd. aq. NaHCO3 (3 x 100 mL), the organic phase dried over Na2SO4 

and concentrated in vacuo. The residue purified by flash-column chromatography, using a 

gradient elution (100:0 to 90:10, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield 13 (259 mg, quant.) as a yellow solid. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.18 – 8.12 (m, 1H), 8.12 – 8.05 (m, 2H), 7.84 (s, 1H), 7.62 – 

7.53 (m, 2H), 7.53 – 7.42 (m, 3H), 6.39 (s, 1H), 5.88 (d, J = 9.6 Hz, 1H), 4.29 – 4.20 (m, 1H), 

4.13 (dd, J = 12.1, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 4.05 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 3.82 (dd, J = 11.9, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 3.65 

(s, 4H), 2.23 – 1.56 (m, 8H), 0.96 (d, J = 39.9 Hz, 30H), 0.21 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 6H), 0.10 (d, J = 

5.2 Hz, 6H) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 165.9, 155.3, 153.4, 142.0, 137.7, 137.4, 

133.3, 133.0, 130.2, 129.6, 128.5, 128.3, 127.6, 125.6, 122.0, 113.3, 110.1, 87.9, 84.1, 83.1, 

74.4, 74.2, 68.0, 60.5, 57.9, 30.2, 29.2, 26.3, 25.8, 18.7, 18.1, 9.5, 8.7, -4.5, -4.9, -5.2, -5.4 

ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C45H68N4O8Si2Na+: 871.4473; found 871.4468 

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-3-

methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-2-oxo-2,7,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-8(3H)-yl benzoate (Bz-EÇm). To 

a solution of compound 13 (250 mg, 0.294 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added TBAF (0.863 mL, 

2.95 mmol, 1.0 M in THF) and the reaction was stirred at 22 °C for 12 h. The solvent was 

removed in vacuo and the residue purified by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient 

elution (100:0 to 90:10, CH2Cl2:MeOH), to yield Bz-EÇm (168 mg, 92%) as a yellow solid. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.33 – 8.25 (m, 3H), 7.91 – 7.84 (m, 1H), 7.75 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 
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6.83 (d, J = 19.3 Hz, 2H), 6.18 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 4.51 (dd, J = 7.2, 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.34 – 4.18 

(m, 2H), 4.07 (dd, J = 12.3, 2.3 Hz, 2H), 3.86 (s, 3H), 2.42 – 1.82 (m, 9H), 1.31 – 1.00 (m, 14H) 

ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 166.1, 153.2, 141.9, 138.6, 137.0, 133.0, 129.1, 

128.8, 128.3, 128.1, 124.2, 123.0, 111.6, 110.8, 88.1, 84.1, 83.8, 77.4, 74.0, 73.9, 67.5, 59.5, 

57.8, 48.7, 48.5, 48.3, 48.1, 47.9, 47.7, 47.5, 29.9, 29.2, 28.7, 8.7, 7.9 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) 

m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C33H40N4O8Na+: 643.2738; found 643.2746 

3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxy-3-

methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-2-oxo-2,7,9,11-

tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-f]isoindol-8(3H)-yl benzoate (Bz-EÇm-

DMT). Residual MeOH was co-evaporated with toluene (3 x 5 mL) from Bz-EÇm (118 mg, 

0.192 mmol), followed by sequential addition of pyridine (4 mL), DMTCl (192 mg, 0.572 mmol) 

and DMAP (12.0 mg, 0.0952 mmol). The solution was stirred at 22°C for 14 h, MeOH (400 μL) 

was added and the solvent removed in vacuo. The residue was purified by flash-column 

chromatography, using a gradient elution (99:1:0 to 98:1:1, CH2Cl2:Et3N:MeOH), to yield Bz-

EÇm-DMT (151 mg, 86%) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.02 – 7.96 (m, 

2H), 7.57 – 7.46 (m, 2H), 7.46 – 7.35 (m, 5H), 7.35 – 7.27 (m, 5H), 7.27 – 7.16 (m, 3H), 7.10 

(t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 6.82 – 6.73 (m, 5H), 6.08 (d, J = 18.3 Hz, 1H), 5.82 (s, 1H), 4.35 (s, 1H), 

4.01 – 3.88 (m, 1H), 3.76 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H), 3.67 (s, 7H), 3.62 (s, 3H), 3.45 (s, 3H), 1.98 – 

1.58 (m, 9H), 0.95 – 0.78 (m, 13H) ppm. 13C{1H} NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 166.0, 158.6, 

158.5, 155.2, 153.8, 145.1, 141.7, 137.2, 135.3, 133.0, 130.4, 130.1, 129.6, 129.5, 128.5, 

127.95, 127.92, 126.7, 125.3, 121.4, 113.3, 113.2, 110.3, 87.8, 86.7, 83.8, 82.7, 74.3, 74.2, 

68.5, 58.4, 55.2, 46.0, 30.2, 29.7, 29.2, 9.4, 9.1, 8.7 ppm. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]+ 

Calcd for C54H58N4O10Na+: 945.4045; found 945.4012 

3-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-(((2-

cyanoethoxy)(diisopropylamino)phosphaneyl)oxy)-3-methoxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-

7,7,9,9-tetraethyl-2-oxo-2,7,9,11-tetrahydropyrimido[4',5':5,6][1,4]oxazino[2,3-

f]isoindol-8(3H)-yl benzoate (14). A solution of Bz-EÇm-DMT (150 mg, 0.163 mmol) in 
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CH2Cl2 (3 mL) was treated with diisopropylammonium tetrazolide (41.8 mg, 0.244 mmol) and 

2-cyanoethyl N,N,N´,N´-tetraisopropylphosphorodiamidite (155 μL, 0.488 mmol). The solution 

was stirred at 22 °C for 18 h. CH2Cl2 (25 mL) was added and the organic phase washed 

sequentially with satd. aq. NaHCO3 (3 × 30 mL) and brine (50 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and 

concentrated in vacuo. The residue was dissolved in a minimum amount of CH2Cl2 (few drops), 

followed by a slow addition of n-hexane (40-50 mL) at 22 °C. The solvent was decanted from 

the precipitate and discarded. This procedure was repeated six times to yield 14 (130 mg, 

71%) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.12 – 8.03 (m, 4H), 7.68 (d, J = 19.9 

Hz, 2H), 7.62 – 7.54 (m, 3H), 7.54 – 7.44 (m, 9H), 7.44 – 7.34 (m, 9H), 7.30 (td, J = 7.8, 2.4 

Hz, 5H), 7.20 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 6.86 (dtd, J = 8.8, 6.7, 6.2, 3.4 Hz, 8H), 6.23 – 5.87 (m, 4H), 

4.57 (d, J = 15.0 Hz, 1H), 4.34 (d, J = 12.8 Hz, 1H), 4.24 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 3.90 (ddd, J = 

19.9, 10.0, 5.4 Hz, 3H), 3.81 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 3.77 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 12H), 3.63 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 

8H), 3.61 – 3.53 (m, 5H), 3.52 – 3.41 (m, 4H), 2.63 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H), 2.42 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H), 

2.16 – 1.50 (m, 23H), 1.17 (dd, J = 15.1, 6.8 Hz, 19H), 1.04 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 7H) ppm. 13C{1H} 

NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 158.7, 158.6, 133.0, 130.5, 130.3, 129.6, 128.5, 128.1, 127.9, 

113.2, 110.3, 77.2, 74.3, 74.2, 58.0, 55.3, 55.2, 43.4, 43.2, 31.6, 24.7, 24.7, 24.6, 24.5, 22.7, 

20.3, 14.1, 9.4, 8.7 ppm. 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 150.84, 150.02. HRMS (ESI-TOF) 

m/z: [M + Na]+ Calcd for C63H75N6O11PNa+: 1145.5129; found 1145.5098. 

DNA and RNA synthesis and purification. Unmodified phosphoramidites (2’-deoxy for DNA 

and 2’O-TBDMS protected for RNA) were dissolved in CH3CN (0.1 M) and phosphoramidites 

11, 12 and 14 were dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane (0.1 M). 5-Ethylthiotetrazole (0.25 M in 

CH3CN) was used as a coupling agent for DNA and 5-benzylthiotetrazole (0.25 M in CH3CN) 

for RNA. The coupling time was set to 1.5 min for unmodified phosphoramidites of DNA, 5 min 

for the EÇ-modified phosphoramidite 11 and 7 min for both unmodified phosphoramidites of 

RNA and EÇm-modified phosphoramidites 12 and 14. After completion of the DNA synthesis, 

the DNAs were cleaved from the resin and deprotected in a sat. aq. NH3 solution at 55 °C for 

8 h, after which the solvent was removed in vacuo. After completion of the RNA synthesis, the 
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RNAs synthesized using phosphoramidite 12 were deprotected and cleaved from the resin in 

a 1:1 solution (2 mL) of CH3NH2 (8 M in EtOH) and NH3 (33% w/w in H2O) at 65 °C for 1 h, 

while the oligonucleotides synthesized using phosphoramidite 14 were deprotected and 

cleaved from the resin in a 1:1 solution (2 mL) of CH3NH2 (40% in H2O) and NH3 (40% w/w in 

H2O) at 65 °C for 2.5 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the 2’O-TBDMS groups were 

removed by incubation in a solution of Et3N·3HF (300 μL) in DMF (100 μL) at 55 °C for 1.5 h, 

followed by addition of deionized and sterilized water (100 μL). This solution was transferred 

to a 50 mL Falcon tube, n-butanol (20 mL) was added and the mixture stored at −20 °C for 14 

h, centrifuged at 4°C and the solvent decanted from the RNA pellet.  

All oligonucleotides were subsequently purified by 20% DPAGE and extracted from the gel 

slices using the “crush and soak method” with Tris buffer (250 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM 

Na2EDTA, pH 7.5). The solutions were filtered through GD/X syringe filters (0.45 μm, 25 mm 

diameter, Whatman, USA) and subsequently desalted using Sep-Pak cartridges (Waters, 

USA), following the instructions provided by the manufacturer. Dried oligonucleotides were 

dissolved in deionized and sterilized water (200 μL for each oligonucleotide).  

Enzymatic digestion of DNA and RNA and HPLC analysis. To the oligonucleotide (4 nmol) 

in sterile water (8 μL) was added calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (1 μL, 2 U), snake venom 

phosphodiesterase I (4 μL, 0.2 U), nuclease P1 from penicillium citrinum (5 μL, 1.5 U) and Tris 

buffer (2 μL, 0.5 M Tris and 0.1 M MgCl2). The samples were incubated at 37 °C for 50 h, after 

which they were analyzed by HPLC chromatography (Figure S30 and Figure S31). 

CD measurements. To determine if EÇ and EÇm labels had any effect on the DNA and RNA 

duplex conformation, circular dichroism (CD) spectra of all unmodified duplexes and their spin-

labeled counterparts were recorded. DNA and RNA duplexes were prepared by dissolving 

complimentary single-stranded oligonucleotides (2.5 nmol) of each in a phosphate buffer (100 

μL; 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) and annealed. The annealed 

samples were diluted to 200 μL with the same buffer (Figure S32).  
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Thermal denaturing experiments. To determine if EÇ or EÇm affected the stability of the 

DNA or RNA duplexes, the thermal denaturation curves of unmodified and spin-labeled 

oligomers were determined. Both DNA and RNA samples were prepared by dissolving 4.0 

nmol of each strand in a phosphate buffer (100 μL; 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM 

Na2EDTA, pH 7.0), annealed, diluted to 1.0 mL with the phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and 

degassed with Ar. The samples were heated up from 22 °C to 90 °C (1.0 °C/min) and the 

absorbance at 260 nm was recorded at 1.0 °C intervals (Table 1, Figure S33).  

CW-EPR measurements and spin counting. Samples of spin-labeled oligonucleotides for 

EPR measurements were prepared by dissolving spin-labeled, single stranded DNA or RNA 

(2.0 nmol) in phosphate buffer (10 μL; 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, 

pH 7.0, oligonucleotide final conc. 200 μM) (Figure S34). The amount of spin labels in each 

oligonucleotide was determined by spin counting. A stock solution of 4-hydroxy-TEMPO (1.0 

M) was prepared in phosphate buffer (10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, 

pH 7.0). The stock solution was diluted into samples of different concentrations (0-0.5 mM) 

and each sample was measured by EPR spectroscopy. The area under the peaks of each 

spectrum, obtained by double integration, was plotted against its concentration to yield a 

standard curve, used to determine the spin-labeling efficiency with an error margin of 5-10% 

(Table S1). 
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Spin-labeled oligonucleotides and their analysis by MS and EPR spectroscopy. The 

spin-labeled oligonucleotides prepared are listed in Table S1. The incorporation of EÇ and 

EÇm into oligonucleotides was confirmed by HRMS (ESI) analysis. The calculated and 

observed monoisotopic masses of spin-labeled oligonucleotides are listed in Table S1. The 

amount of spin labels in each oligonucleotide was determined by spin counting using EPR 

spectroscopy[1] (Table S1, far right column). 

Table S1. Monoisotopic masses and spin-labeling efficiency of spin-labeled oligonucleotides. 
Oligonucleotides XVII, XVIII and XIX were synthesized with the protected phosphoramidite 14. 

No. Sequence 
Calculated 

Mass  

Measured 

Mass  

Radical 

content (%)  

I 5’-d(CGCGAATTEÇGCG)-3’ 3904.8 3901.2 99 

II 5’-d(GACCTCGEÇATCGTG)-3’ 4497.9 4494.2 96 

III 5’-d(AGTGGAEÇGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ 6198.1 6192.6 82 

IV 5’-d(ATACAEÇCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 81 

V 5’-d(ATACACEÇCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 100 

VI 5’-d(ATACACCEÇCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 82 

VII 5’-d(ATACACCCEÇAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5944.9 5939.7 94 

XVI 5’-d(CACGATGCGAGGTC)-3’ 4288.8 4285.1  

VIII 5’-d(CGCGAATTCGCG)-3’ 3646.4 3643.1  

IX 5’-d(GACCTCGCATCGTG)-3’ 4239.8 4236.1  

X 5’-d(AGTGGACGCTTGGGGTGTA)-3’ 5939.9 5934.6  

XI 5’-d(ATACACCCCAAGCGTCCAC)-3’ 5686.7 5682.0  

XII 5’-AGUGGAEÇmGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 7097.1 7056.5 52 

XIII 5’-AUACAEÇmCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 71 

XIV 5’-AUACACEÇmCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 98 

XV 5’-AUACACCEÇmCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6860.6 64 

XVI 5’-AUACACCCEÇmACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 94 

XVII 5’-AGUGGAEÇmGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 7097.1 7096.5 99 

XVIII 5’-AUACAEÇmCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 100 

XIX 5’-AUACACCEÇmCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6869.1 6863.6 98 

XX 5’-AGUGGACGCUUGUGGGGUGUA-3’ 6825.1 6819.4  

XXI 5’-AUACACCCCACAAGCGUCCAC-3’ 6597.09 6591.5  
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1H-, 13C- and 31P-NMR spectra 

 

Figure S1. 1H-NMR spectrum of 2. 
 

  

Figure S2. 13C-NMR spectrum of 2.  
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Figure S3. 1H-NMR spectrum of 3. 
 

  
Figure S4. 13C-NMR spectrum of 3. 
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Figure S5. 1H-NMR spectrum of 4. 
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Figure S6. 1H-NMR spectrum of 5. 
 

  

Figure S7. 13C-NMR spectrum of 5. 
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Figure S8. 1H-NMR spectrum of 7. 
 

  

Figure S9. 13C-NMR spectrum of 7. 
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Figure S10. 1H-NMR spectrum of EÇf. 
 

  

Figure S11. 13C-NMR spectrum of EÇf. 
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Figure S12. 1H-NMR spectrum of TBDMS-EÇf. 
 

  

Figure S13. 13C-NMR spectrum of TBDMS-EÇf. 
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Figure S14. 31P-NMR spectrum of phosphoramidite 11. 
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Figure S15. 1H-NMR spectrum of 8. 
 

  
Figure S16. 13C-NMR spectrum of 8. 
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Figure S17. 1H-NMR spectrum of EÇmf. 
 

  
Figure S18. 13C-NMR spectrum of EÇmf. 
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Figure S19. 31P-NMR spectrum of phosphoramidite 12. 
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Figure S20. 1H-NMR spectrum of 13. 
 

 

Figure S21. 13C-NMR spectrum of 13. 
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Figure S22. 1H-NMR spectrum of Bz-EÇm. 
 

 

 Figure S23. 13C-NMR spectrum of Bz-EÇm. 
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Figure S24. 1H-NMR spectrum of Bz-EÇm-DMT. 
 

  

Figure S25. 13C-NMR spectrum of Bz-EÇm-DMT.  
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Figure S26. 1H-NMR spectrum of 14. 
 

   
Figure S27. 13C-NMR spectrum of 14. 
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Figure S28. 31P-NMR spectrum of phosphoramidite 14. 
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Stability of EÇ and EÇm in ascorbic acid 

The stability of EÇ, EÇm, EÇ-labeled DNA, and EÇm-labeled RNA in the presence of ascorbate was 

determined in the following manner. Each sample was dissolved in a solution of ascorbic acid (200 µM 

nitroxide, 5 mM ascorbic acid, 10 mM phosphate, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0, 10 µL) by 

immediate vortexing, followed by a brief centrifugation, placement in an EPR tube that was sealed in 

both ends and placed in the spectrometer. The first measurement was immediately performed, and 

subsequent measurements performed at set time-intervals. The parameters on the EPR spectrometer 

were as follows: B0: 337.0 mT; range: 12 mT; sweep time: 30 s; smooth: 0.1 s; NOPs: 4096; number of 

passes: 1. The temperature was set to 22 °C throughout the measurement. The EPR signal decay was 

subsequently plotted as a function of time (Figures 5 and S29).  

 

 

 

Figure S29. Stability of EÇ, EÇm and Çm in ascorbic acid (200 µM conc. of radical and 5 mM ascorbic 

acid in PDB buffer pH: 7.0). The EPR signal intensity is plotted as a function of time. 
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HPLC analyses of enzymatic digestion 

 

 

Figure S30. HPLC chromatograms of DNA oligonucleotides after enzymatic digestion with snake venom 

phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1, and alkaline phosphatase.[1-2]  
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Figure S31. HPLC chromatograms of RNA oligonucleotides after enzymatic digestion with snake venom 

phosphodiesterase, nuclease P1, and alkalinephosphatase.  
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CD spectra of oligonucleotide duplexes 

 

Figure S32. CD spectra of unmodified DNA and RNA duplexes along with their EÇ and EÇm labeled 
counterparts. 
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Thermal denaturing experiments of spin-labeled oligonucleotides 

 

Figure S33. Thermal denaturing analysis of duplexes. 
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CW-EPR spectra of spin labeled oligonucleotides 

 

Figure S34. EPR spectra of spin-labeled oligonucleotides. 
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Nitroxide-derived N-oxide phenazines for noncovalent spin-

labeling of DNA 

Haraldur Y. Juliusson[a] and Snorri Th. Sigurdsson*[a] 

Abstract: Two o-benzoquinone derivatives of isoindoline were 

synthesized for use as building blocks for incorporation of isoindoline 

nitroxides into different compounds and materials. These o-quinones 

were condensed with a number of o-phenylenediamines to form 

isoindoline-phenazines in high yields. Subsequent oxidation gave 

phenazine-di-N-oxide isoindoline nitroxides that were evaluated for 

noncovalent and site-directed spin-labeling of duplex DNA and RNA 

that contained abasic sites. While no specific binding was observed 

for RNA, the unsubstituted phenazine-N,N-dioxide tetramethyl 

isoindoline nitroxide showed high binding affinity and specificity 

towards abasic sites in duplex DNA that contained cytosine as the 

orphan base. 

Introduction 

The field of radical chemistry has advanced considerably since 

the isolation and characterization of Fremy’s salt (1) (Figure 1), 

an inorganic compound containing a nitroxide, described in 

1845.[1] Over the years, the diversity of organic nitroxide radicals, 

a.k.a. aminoxyl radicals, has steadily increased. Of note is the 

synthesis of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidone-1-oxyl (4-oxo-

TEMPO) (2) (Figure 1), described by Lebedev et al. in 1959.[2] 

The subsequent discovery of Rozantsev and Neiman that 

nitroxides can be involved in various organic reactions without 

affecting the aminoxyl group,[3] opened the door for the synthesis 

of numerous structurally diverse radicals.[4] Stable nitroxide 

radicals have been utilized in a variety of applications, such as 

antioxidants,[5] free radical scavengers,[6] stabilizers in the 

materials industry,[7] catalytic oxidizers[8] and site-directed spin 

labels.[9]  

 

Figure 1. Structures of common aminoxyl radicals: Fremy’s salt (1), 2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-4-piperidone-1-oxyl (4-oxo-TEMPO) (2) and an isoindoline 

nitroxide (3). 

Isoindoline-based nitroxides (3) (Figure 1) have been the 

subject of much attention, because the fusion of the nitroxide-

containing ring to the aromatic ring provides rigidity and renders 

them resistant to ring opening reactions, which is a significant 

decomposition pathway for pyrrolidine and piperidine 

nitroxides.[10] Isoindoline-nitroxides also have narrower electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) line widths,[11] and the aromatic 

ring, which can undergo a variety of substitution reactions, can 

be used to build more complex structures for a wide range of 

applications.  

Nitroxides have been used extensively as spin labels to study 

the structure and dynamics of biomolecules,[9] in particular 

nucleic acids and proteins. The term site-directed spin-labeling 

(SDSL) refers to the process of incorporation of a spin label at 

specific sites on diamagnetic biopolymers. For nucleic acid spin-

labeling, there are three main approaches, namely the 

phosphoramidite approach, post-synthetic labeling and 

noncovalent labeling. The first two methods rely on covalent 

attachment of the spin labels that usually require time-

consuming and non-trivial synthetic transformations. On the 

other hand, noncovalent spin-labeling utilizes binding through 

van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding and π-stacking. 

There are reports of spin-labeled intercalators and groove 

binders that bind to nucleic acids noncovalently, but most of 

them lack the sequence specificity that is usually required for 

EPR studies.[12] Noncovalent site-directed spin-labeling of the 

malachite green (MG) RNA aptamer has recently been reported, 

which utilized a spin-labeled derivative of tetramethylrosamine 

(TMR), and is the first example of site-specific spin labeling of a 

completely unmodified RNA.[13] Abasic sites in duplex nucleic 

acids have also been used as binding sites for noncovalent 

binding of small molecules. For example, fluorescent 

compounds that bind to abasic sites have been used for the 

detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).[14] An 

adenine acridine-derived spin-label has been used as an 

intercalator for noncovalent spin-labeling of a DNA duplex 

containing an abasic site.[15] The spin label ç, a cytosine-based 

spin label, bound specifically to abasic sites in duplex DNA 

opposite guanine (G).[16] The semi-flexible G-spin (Ǵ), a 

guanine-based spin label, was found to bind to abasic sites in 

duplex RNA opposite cytosine (C) with high affinity.[17] In spite of 

these advances, there is still demand for new methods for 

making different functionalized nitroxide radicals that might 

possess improved qualities for noncovalent spin-labeling, and 

other applications.  

Phenazines are an interesting class of compounds as they are 

redox-active and can therefore accept and donate electrons.[18] 

They are present in several natural products that are produced 

by Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria or by archaeal 

Methanosarcina species.[19] Phenazines display various 

interesting biologically-relevant functions[20] such as DNA-

intercalation,[20-21] inhibition of topoisomerases,[22] production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS)[23] and radical scavenging.[24] 

Oxidized phenazines, phenazine-di-N-oxides (4) (Figure 2), 

have also been reported to be good intercalators into duplex 

DNA.[25] The synthesis of substituted phenazines presents a 

challenge since most of the synthetic methods that have been 

reported are low yielding and can tolerate a limited number of 

functional groups.[20] Early approaches of synthesizing 
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phenazines, such as the Wohl-Aue procedure[26] (1901) and the 

Bamberger-Ham reaction[27] (1911) were performed under harsh 

conditions, were low yielding and formed a significant number of 

byproducts. In the mid-1960s, Haddadin and coworkers reported 

the Beirut reaction[28] which addressed some of the limitations of 

phenazine substituents met in earlier procedures. The synthesis 

of phenazines through Pd-catalyzed coupling was reported in 

late 2000[29] and further improved in 2013 by Laha et al.[30] The 

condensation of o-phenylenediamines with o-benzoquinones, 

generated in situ from the corresponding catechols, has also 

been an important route that directly gives phenazines in 

moderate to high yields.[20,31]  

 

Figure 2. A structure of phenazine-di-N-oxide (4) and an isoindoline nitroxide-

derived phenazine-di-N-oxide (5). 

Here we describe the synthesis of o-benzoquinone derivatives of 

isoindoline that were condensed with a number of commercially 

available o-phenylenediamines to form isoindoline-phenazine 

skeletons. Oxidation of the isoindoline-phenazine moieties gave 

isoindoline-phenazine-N,N-dioxide nitroxide radicals, such as 5 

(Figure 2), that were evaluated for noncovalent spin-labeling of 

nucleic acids. Compound 5 showed extensive binding affinity 

and specificity towards abasic sites in DNA. 

Results and Discussion 

The main incentive of this study was to prepare an isoindoline 

skeleton that would enable easy synthesis of structurally diverse 

nitroxide radicals, in particular by condensation with o-

phenylenediamines to create isoindoline-phenazine structures. 

We designed o-benzoquinone derivatives of both tetramethyl (6) 

and tetraethyl (7) isoindoline, as tetraethyl isoindoline nitroxides 

are more resistant to reduction,[32] for condensation with o-

phenylenediamines. 

 

Synthesis of o-quinone isoindolines 6 and 7 

The synthesis of 6 and 7 (Scheme 1) started with substitution of 

the bromines on tetramethylisoindoline 8[33] and 

tetraethylisoindoline 9[34] with methoxide to yield compounds 

10[35] and 11, respectively. Initial attempts to prepare o-quinone 

derivatives 6 and 7 from 10 and 11, respectively, by AgO and 

nitric acid-assisted oxidation[36] gave 6 and 7 only in very low 

yields. Therefore, dihydroxyl derivatives 12 and 13 were first 

prepared by demethylation of 10 and 11, respectively. Reactions 

of 10 and 11 with boron tribromide or iodotrimethylsilane, 

commonly used for demethylation of methyl ethers,[37] under a 

variety of conditions led to complex mixtures of products, which 

at best resulted in very low yields of 12 and 13. However, 

demethylation with iodotrimethylsilane, followed by a water-free 

workup and precipitation gave 12 and 13 in excellent yields. O-

quinones 6 and 7 were subsequently obtained in excellent yields 

by oxidation of 12 and 13 with MnO2 in the presence of air.[38] 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of o-quinone isoindolines 6 and 7. Yields were as 

follows: 10 (95%), 11 (62%), 12 (91%), 13 (77%), 6 (88%), 7 (93%). 

Condensation of 6 and 7 with o-phenylenediamines to give 

phenazines 

Several different conditions were evaluated for condensation of 

6 with o-phenylenediamine 14 (Table 1) to obtain 15. Most of 

the solvents that were evaluated resulted in moderate to 

excellent yields. Acetic acid (Table 1, entry 3) and EtOH (70% in 

H2O) (Table 1, entry 5) proved to be the best conditions. Using 

catalytic amount of a base led only to rapid decomposition of the 

diketones (Table 1, entry 6-8). In contrast, acetic acid was very 

effective as a catalyst. The optimal conditions proved to be 70% 

EtOH (aq.) with catalytic amount of acetic acid (Table 1, entry 

11).  
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A number of commercially available o-phenylenediamines with 

different functional groups were condensed with o-

benzoquinones 6 and 7 to both investigate the scope of the 

condensation reaction and to create a small library of 

compounds for noncovalent spin-labeling (Table 2). All the 

selected o-phenylenediamines condensed readily with the 

diketones to give the desired products in near quantitative yields 

(>93%) (Table 2, entry 1-6), except for 24 (Table 2, entry 7) 

which did not give the desired product using any of the reaction 

conditions listed in Table 1. We postulate that the low solubility 

of 24 was the cause; low rate of condensation led to 

decomposition of o-quinones 6 and 7, both of which had limited 

stability in solution at room temperature (complete 

decomposition in 1-2 h). Compound 24 was soluble in DMSO 

but did not yield any condensed products upon incubation with 6 

(in the presence or absence of a catalytic amount of acetic acid). 

 

Phenazine-N-oxide derived nitroxides 

While oxidizing the phenazines with m-CPBA, it became 

apparent that the level of oxidation could be controlled by the 

number of equivalents of the oxidizing agent used in the reaction. 

When 15 was treated with one equivalent of m-CPBA, only 

nitroxide 26 was obtained (Scheme 2). The mono-N-oxide 

aminoxyl radical 27 was obtained with 2.2 eq. of the oxidizing 

agent and 5.5 eq. gave the di-N-oxide radical 5 (Scheme 2), all 

in very good to excellent yields.  

 Table 2.  Condensation of 6 and 7 with different derivatives of o-diamines. 

 

Diamine 
O-

quinone 
Product 

Yield 
(%) 

 

6 

 

99 

 

6 

 

95 

 

6 

 

95 

 

6 

 

93 

 

7 

 

90 

 

7 

 

96 

 

6 

 

0 

 

For evaluating the isoindoline nitroxide-derived phenazines as 

noncovalent spin labels for duplex DNA and RNA containing 

abasic sites, the di-N-oxides were prepared, since 26 and 27 

had limited or no solubility in water. Oxidation of compounds 15, 

17, 19, 21 and 23 gave the desired phenazine di-N-oxide 

radicals 5 and 28-31 in very good yields (Table 3).  

 

Table 1.  Evaluation of reaction conditions for the synthesis of phenazine 

15 from o-quinone 6. 

 

No. Solvent Catalyst Time Yield (%) 

1 EtOH - 40 min 90 

2 CH2Cl2 - 60 min 70 

3 AcOH - <1 min 95 

4 CH3CN - 50 min 83 

5 70% EtOH - 30 min 94 

6 70% EtOH KOH <5 min 0 

7 EtOH Pyridine 10 min <1% 

8 EtOH Et3N 10 min <5% 

9 CH3CN AcOH 10 min 95 

10 CH2Cl2 AcOH 10 min 95 

11 70% EtOH AcOH <1 min 99 

12 EtOH AcOH 5 min 95 
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Scheme 2. Reaction of phenazine 15 with different amounts of oxidizing 

agent. 

Since NMR spectra of the paramagnetic phenazine di-N-oxide 

nitroxides give limited information due to peak-broadening and 

even loss of NMR signals, UV-vis spectroscopy was used for 

spectroscopic characterization of the di-N-oxides (Figure S30), 

in addition to HRMS. Absorption peaks at 250 and 370 nm for 

the phenazine derivatives were red-shifted to 290 and 490 nm 

upon oxidation to the di-N-oxide radicals. The phenazine di-N-

oxide skeleton rendered the radicals water soluble to some 

extent, with the exception of the tetraethyl derivative 31, which 

made it possible to evaluate almost all as spin labels. 

 

Spin-labeling of abasic sites in duplex oligonucleotides 

Binding of 5, 28, 29 and 30 to abasic sites in DNA duplexes was 

evaluated by EPR spectroscopy.[16] Each spin label was 

incubated with a 14-mer duplex DNA containing an abasic site 

with either G, T, A or C as the orphan base at -30 °C (Figure 3). 

The EPR spectrum of each spin label in the absence of DNA 

(Figure 3, top row) showed comparatively narrow lines, 

consistent with fast tumbling of the radical in solution. In contrast, 

an EPR spectrum of a spin label bound to a DNA duplex is 

wider due to a longer rotational correlation time,[16] as observed 

for spin label 5, which showed high binding affinity and 

specificity towards abasic sites opposite to C (Figure 3, 

spectrum in upper box). Nitroxide 5 also showed nearly full 

binding (ca. 90%) opposite to A (Figure 3, spectrum in lower 

box), but a moderate to low binding opposite to T, represented 

by the mixture of slow- and fast-moving components in its EPR 

spectrum. No binding of 5 was observed to abasic sites opposite 

to G nor to an unmodified duplex. Spin label 28 and 29 showed 

limited binding to abasic sites while 30 showed extensive 

binding to abasic sites opposite to all the nucleobases (C, A, G 

and T). However, substantial binding of 30 was also observed to 

the unmodified duplex to an extent of ca. 85% (Figure 3, bottom 

row to the right). The extensive nonspecific binding of 30 is most 

likely due to a large dipole moment, because of the nitro group, 

which facilitates intercalation.[39]   

 

Table 3. Oxidation of isoindoline-phenazines to the corresponding isoindoline-

phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide radicals. 

 

Starting compound Product Yield (%) 

  

77 

  

72 

  

70 

  

78 

  

75 
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Figure 3. Noncovalent spin labeling of abasic sites in DNA duplexes evaluated by EPR spectroscopy at -30 °C. EPR spectra of the labels without DNA (top row) 

and in the presence of unmodified DNA (bottom row) is shown for comparison. The central four rows show the spin labels in the presence of DNA duplexes 

containing an abasic site (denoted by “_”) opposite to the orphan bases G, T, A and C. Only a part of the DNA construct is shown to the left; the complete 

sequence is 5’-d(GACCTCG_ATCGTG)-3’·5’-d(CACGATXCGAGGTC)-3’, where X represents the orphan base. EPR spectra of the spin-labels (100 μM) in the 

presence of DNA duplexes (200 μM) were recorded in phosphate buffer (10 mM NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) containing 30% ethylene 

glycol and 2% DMSO at -30 °C. 

As spin label 5 exhibited full binding to abasic sites opposite to C 

and almost full binding opposite to A, the temperature 

dependence was investigated to obtain information about the 

relative affinity of the spin label to the abasic sites in question 

(Figure 4). Significant binding was already observed for the 

abasic site opposite to C at 0 °C, while close to no binding was 

seen for A, and almost full binding was observed at -20 °C 

(>95%). Little to no binding was observed at +10 °C and no 

binding was seen at +20 °C (data not shown). Comparison with 

the binding affinity of the previously reported noncovalent spin 

labels Ǵ (Kd = 6.02 x 10-6 M at 0 °C)[17b] and ç (Kd = 1.36 x 10-4 

M at 0 °C)[16] to abasic sites in DNA opposite to C, shows that 

spin label 5 possesses higher affinity (Kd = 1.4 x 10-6 M at 0 °C). 

Spin label 5 did not show any binding to 14-mer duplex RNA 

containing an abasic site opposite to G, U, A or C at -30 °C 

(Figure S31), demonstrating its selectivity for DNA. In contrast, 

Ǵ shows extensive binding to abasic sites in RNA opposite C, 

even at +20 °C. 
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Figure 4. Evaluation of temperature-dependent noncovalent spin-labeling of 

spin label 5 to abasic sites in DNA duplexes opposite to A (middle column) 

and C (right column), by EPR spectroscopy. The EPR spectra of 5 alone and 

in the presence of an unmodified DNA at -30 °C are shown to the left. The 

EPR measurements were performed under the same conditions as listed in 

figure legend to Figure 3. 

Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the synthesis of o-benzoquinone 

derivatives for both tetramethyl- and tetraethyl-isoindoline that 

were readily condensed with a number of commercially available 

o-phenylenediamines in near quantitative yields. Oxidation of the 

isoindoline-phenazines gave phenazine di-N-oxide nitroxide 

radicals that were evaluated as noncovalent spin labels for DNA 

and RNA containing abasic sites. Spin label 5 showed high 

binding affinity and specificity towards abasic sites opposite to C 

in DNA and is therefore a promising spin label for future EPR 

studies of DNAs. Moreover, the o-benzoquinone isoindoline 

derivatives 6 and 7 give access to various diversely substituted 

phenazine structures carrying the isoindoline moiety and thereby 

facilitate the incorporation of paramagnetic centers into other 

functional systems. 

Experimental Section 

General materials and methods. All commercially available reagents 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich co gmph or Acros Organics and 

used without further purification. CH2Cl2 was dried over calcium hydride 

and freshly distilled before use. All moisture- and air-sensitive reactions 

were carried out in oven-dried glassware under an inert atmosphere of Ar. 

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using glass plates pre-

coated with silica gel (0.25 mm, F-25, Silicycle) and compounds were 

visualized under UV light and by p-anisaldehyde staining. Column 

chromatography was performed using 230–400 mesh silica gel (Silicycle). 
1H- and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance 400 MHz 

spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) 

relative to the partially deuterated NMR solvents CDCl3 (7.26 ppm for 1H 

NMR and 77.16 ppm for 13C) and CD3OD (3.35, 4.78 ppm for 1H NMR 

and 49.3 ppm for 13C). All coupling constants were measured in Hertz 

(Hz). Nitroxide radicals show broadening and loss of NMR signals due to 

their paramagnetic nature and therefore, those NMR spectra are not 

shown. Mass spectrometric analyses of all organic compounds were 

performed on an HRMS (ESI) (Bruker, MicrOTOF-Q) in positive ion mode.  

DNA and RNA synthesis and purifications. All commercial 

phosphoramidites, CPG columns, 5-ethylthiotetrazole and acetonitrile for 

oligomer synthesis were purchased from ChemGenes Corp., USA. All 

other required reagents and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

Co gmbh. Unmodified oligonucleotides and those containing abasic sites 

were synthesized on an automated ASM800 DNA synthesizer (Biosset, 

Russia) using a trityl-off protocol and commercially available 

phosphoramidites with standard protecting groups on a 1.0 μmole scale 

(1000 Å CPG columns). The DNA oligomers were deprotected in satd. 

NH3 at 55 °C for 8 h and dried in vacuo. The RNA oligomers were 

deprotected in a 1:1 solution (2 mL) of CH3NH2 (8 M in EtOH) and NH3 

(33% w/w in H2O) at 65 °C for 45 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo 

and the TBDMS-protecting groups were removed by incubation in 

NEt3:3HF (600 μL) for 90 min at 55 °C in DMF (200 μL), followed by 

addition of water (200 μL). This solution was transferred to a 50 mL 

Falcon tube, n-butanol (20 mL) was added and the mixture stored at 

−20 °C for 14 h, centrifuged at 4 °C and the solvent decanted from the 

RNA pellet. The oligonucleotides were purified by 20% denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The oligonucleotides were visualized 

by UV light and the bands were excised from the gel, crushed and 

extracted from the gel matrix with a Tris buffer (250 mM NaCl, 10 mM 

Tris, 1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.5). The extracts were filtered through 0.45 

μm, 25 mm diameter GD/X syringe filters (Whatman, USA) and desalted 

using Sep-Pak cartridges (Waters, USA), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. After removing the solvent in vacuo, the oligomers were 

dissolved in deionized and sterilized water (200 μL). Oligonucleotides 

were quantified using Beer’s law and measurements of absorbance at 

260 nm, using extinction coefficients determined by using the WinLab 

oligonucleotide calculator (V2.85.04, PerkinElmer). 

EPR measurements. Solutions for CW-EPR experiments were prepared 

by mixing aliquots of stock solutions of a single-stranded oligomer 

containing an abasic site, its complementary strand and the spin label in 

question (1:1.2:0.5). The solvent was evaporated in vacuo and the 

resulting residue was dissolved in phosphate buffer (10 μL; 10 mM 

NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) and annealed as 

followed: 90 °C for 2 min, 60 °C for 5 min, 50 °C for 5 min, 22 °C for 15 

min and dried using a SpeedVac. The residue was dissolved in an 

aqueous 30% ethylene glycol solution (10 μL) containing 2% DMSO and 

placed in a 50 μL quartz capillary (BLAUBRAND intraMARK) (final 

concentration of nucleic acid duplex 200 μM). The EPR spectra were 

recorded using 100-200 scans on a MiniScope MS200 (Magnettech 

Germany) spectrometer (100 kHz modulation frequency, 1.0 G 

modulation amplitude and 2.0 mW microwave power). A magnettech 

temperature controller M01 (± 0.5 °C) was used as temperature regulator.  

5,6-Dimethoxy-1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline (10). A solution of 8 (350 

mg, 1.05 mmol) in DMF (1.5 mL) was added to a stirred solution of 

NaOMe in MeOH (5 M, 2 mL). Copper iodide (60 mg, 0.3 mmol) was 

added and the mixture heated at 145 °C for 29 h. The reaction mixture 

was cooled to room temperature, poured onto ice and extracted with 

Et2O (3 x 30 mL). The combined organic phases were washed with H2O 

(2 x 30 mL) and brine (3 x 30 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated 

in vacuo to yield 10 (160 mg, 95%) as a brown-orange solid, which was 

directly used for the next step without further purification. 1H-NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3): δ = 6.62 (s, 2H), 3.90 (s, 6H), 1.45 (s, 12H). 13C-NMR (101 

MHz, CDCl3): δ = 148.9, 140.3, 104.5, 62.8, 56.5, 32.0. HRMS (ESI) m/z 

[M+H]+ calcd for C14H22NO2
+: 236.1645;  found 236.1632. 
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1,1,3,3-Tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (12). A solution of 10 (100 mg, 

0.425 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) was treated with iodotrimethylsilane (0.2 

mL, 1.40 mmol) at 0 °C and the reaction mixture was stirred at 22 °C for 

72 h. MeOH (10 mL) was added and the solution was stirred for 1 h and 

concentrated in vacuo to yield a black oily residue that subsequently 

solidified. The black residue was dissolved in a minimum amount of 

MeOH (1 mL) followed by a slow addition of CH2Cl2 (20 mL) to yield a 

gray precipitate. The solid was filtered and washed with cold CH2Cl2 to 

yield 12 (80 mg, 91%) as a white solid. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD): δ = 

6.72 (s, 2H), 1.67 (s, 12H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CD3OD) δ = 148.7, 

131.0, 109.3, 77.1, 25.5. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C12H18NO2
+: 

208.1332;  found 208.1336. 

1,1,3,3-Tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (6). A solution of 12 (25 mg, 

0.12 mmol) in MeOH (0.5 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MnO2 

(1.0 g) in CH2Cl2 (20 mL) and the resulting mixture stirred at 22 °C for 3 h. 

The reaction mixture was filtered through a Büchner funnel, MnO2 was 

recovered, the filtrate was concentrated in vacuo and the residue purified 

by flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 

100:0 to 90:10), to yield 6 (22 mg, 88 %) as a dark brown solid. 1H-NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 6.17 (s, 2H), 1.44 (s, 12H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ = 178.7, 167.3, 120.8, 70.6, 60.6, 31.6, 30.6, 29.7, 27.5. HRMS 

(ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C12H16NO2
+: 206.1176;  found 206.1172. 

1,1,3,3-Tetraethyl-5,6-dimethoxyisoindoline (11). A solution of 9 (350 

mg, 0.90 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (1.5 mL) was added to a stirred 

solution of NaOMe in MeOH (5 M, 2 mL). Copper iodide (60 mg, 0.3 

mmol) was added and the mixture was heated at 145 °C for 29 h. The 

reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, poured onto ice and 

extracted with Et2O (3 x 30 mL). The combined organic phases were 

washed with H2O (2 x 30 mL) and brine (3 x 30 mL), dried over Na2SO4 

and concentrated in vacuo to yield 11 (160 mg, 62%) as a brown-orange 

solid, which was directly used for the next step without further purification. 
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 6.56 (s, 2H), 3.87 (s, 6H), 1.75 – 1.57 (m, 

8H), 0.88 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 12H). 

1,1,3,3-Tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (13). A solution of 11 (160 mg, 

0.552 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) was treated with iodotrimethylsilane (0.26 

mL, 1.82 mmol) at 0 °C and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 72 h. 

MeOH (10 mL) was added and the solution stirred for 1 h and 

concentrated in vacuo to yield a black oily residue that subsequently 

solidified. The black residue was dissolved in minimum amount of MeOH 

(1 mL) followed by a slow addition of CH2Cl2 (20 mL) to yield a gray 

precipitate. The solid was filtered and washed with cold CH2Cl2 to yield 

13 (112 mg, 77%) as a white solid. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD): δ = 6.64 

(s, 2H), 2.04 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 8H), 1.03 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 12H). 13C-NMR (101 

MHz, CD3OD): δ = 147.9, 132.2, 110.7, 76.8, 31.7, 8.7. HRMS (ESI) m/z 

[M+H]+ calcd for C16H26NO2
+: 264.1958;  found 264.1948. 

1,1,3,3-Tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (7). A solution of 13 (27 mg, 

0.10 mmol) in MeOH (0.5 mL) was added to a stirred solution of MnO2 

(1000 mg) in CH2Cl2 (20 mL) and the resulting mixture stirred for 3 h at 

room temperature. The reaction mixture was filtered through a Büchner 

funnel, MnO2 was recovered, the filtrate was concentrated in vacuo and 

the residue purified by flash-column chromatography (CH2Cl2 100%), to 

yield 7 (25 mg, 93 %) as a dark brown solid. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ = 6.10 (s, 2H), 1.65 (qd, J = 14.1, 7.3 Hz, 8H), 0.93 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 12H). 
13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 178.8, 166.4, 121.6, 66.5, 32.9, 8.5. 

HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C16H24NO2
+: 262.1802;  found 

262.1801. 

Isoindoline phenazine 15. To a solution of 70% EtOH in H2O (4 mL) 

containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 6 (98.4 mg, 0.48 mmol) and 14 

(73.5 mg, 0.48 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 30 min. 

The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by flash-

column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 100:0 

to 90:10), to yield 15 (131.8 mg, 99 %) as a yellowish solid. 1H-NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.11 (dd, J = 6.7, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.85 (s, 2H), 7.69 (dd, J 

= 6.7, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 1.53 (s, 13H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 154.95, 

142.95, 130.03, 129.43, 120.76, 103.38, 62.29, 32.11. HRMS (ESI) m/z 

[M+H]+ calcd for C18H20N3
+: 278.1652;  found 278.1633. 

Bromo isoindoline phenazine 17. To a solution of 70% EtOH in H2O 

(2.5 mL) containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 6 (16.4 mg, 0.079 mmol) 

and 16 (14.9 mg, 0.079 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 

30 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by 

flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 

100:0 to 90:10), to yield 17 (26.7 mg, 95 %) as a brownish-yellow solid. 
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.41 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 8.07 (d, J = 9.2 

Hz, 1H), 7.92 (s, 2H), 7.85 (dd, J = 9.2, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 1.67 – 1.59 (m, 13H). 
13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 155.9, 155.5, 143.8, 143.5, 143.2, 141.6, 

133.8, 131.5, 130.7, 124.5, 121.0, 120.9, 62.5, 32.1, 29.7. HRMS (ESI) 

m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C18H19BrN3
+: 356.0757;  found 356.0757. 

Dichloro isoindoline phenazine 19. To a solution of 70% EtOH in H2O 

(2.5 mL) containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 6 (12.0 mg, 0.058 mmol) 

and 18 (10.3 mg, 0.058 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 

30 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by 

flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 

100:0 to 90:10), to yield 19 (19.1 mg, 95 %) as a brownish yellow solid.  
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.35 (s, 2H), 7.91 (s, 2H), 1.65 (s, 12H). 
13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 144.0, 141.6, 129.8, 121.1, 117.6, 77.5, 

77.2, 76.8, 62.7, 32.1, 29.8. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for 

C18H18Cl2N3
+: 346.0872;  found 346.0862. 

Nitro isoindoline phenazine 21. To a solution of 70% EtOH in H2O (4 

mL) containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 6 (24.4 mg, 0.12 mmol) and 

20 (18.2 mg, 0.12 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 30 min. 

The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by flash-

column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 100:0 

to 90:10), to yield 21 (35.7 mg, 93 %) as a bright yellow solid. 1H-NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 9.16 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 8.54 (dd, J = 9.5, 2.5 Hz, 

1H), 8.36 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 1H), 7.99 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H), 1.69 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 

12H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 147.9, 144.9, 144.3, 141.2, 131.4, 

126.6, 123.0, 121.3, 121.2, 62.8, 32.0, 29.8. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ 

calcd for C18H19N4O2+: 323.1503;  found 323.1501. 

Ethylnitro isoindoline phenazine 22. To a solution of 70% EtOH in H2O 

(2.5 mL) containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 7 (50 mg, 0.191 mmol) 

and 20 (29.3 mg, 0.191 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C for 

30 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by 

flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/MeOH, 

100:0 to 95:5), to yield 22 (65.2 mg, 90 %) as a brownish yellow solid.  
1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.17 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 8.53 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 

1H), 8.35 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 1.97 – 1.79 (m, 

8H), 0.98 (td, J = 7.4, 1.5 Hz, 12H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 

155.9, 154.9, 146.8, 143.8, 143.7, 143.2, 140.0, 130.3, 125.5, 121.8, 

120.9, 120.7, 67.2, 67.1, 33.0, 28.7, 7.9, 0.0. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ 

calcd for C22H27N4O2
+: 379.2129;  found 379.2126. 

Ethylbromo isoindoline phenazine 23. To a solution of 70% EtOH in 

H2O (2.5 mL) containing 1 drop of AcOH was added 7 (12.6 mg, 0.048 

mmol) and 16 (8.9 mg, 0.048 mmol) and the solution was stirred at 22 °C 

for 30 min. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue purified by 

flash-column chromatography, using a gradient elution (CH2Cl2/ MeOH, 

100:0 to 95:5), to yield 23 (19 mg, 96 %) as a brownish-yellow solid. 1H-

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 8.41 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 8.07 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 

1H), 7.87 (s, 2H), 7.85 (dd, J = 9.2, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 1.95 – 1.77 (m, 9H), 0.97 

(t, J = 7.4 Hz, 13H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 142.6, 142.4, 142.1, 

140.5, 132.7, 130.4, 129.7, 123.2, 120.7, 120.6, 67.0, 33.0, 7.7, 0.0. 

HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C22H27BrN3
+: 412.1383;  found 

412.1383. 

Isoindoline phenazine radical 26. To a solution of 15 (10 mg, 0.036 

mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (6.2 mg, 

0.036 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22 °C for 12 h in a 
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closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, extracted with 

CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The 

crude product was purified by preparative TLC (CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to 

yield 26 (9.4 mg, 89% yield) as a yellow solid. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+Na]+ 

calcd for C18H18N3O+: 315.1348;  found 315.1308. 

Dioxidized isoindoline phenazine 27. To a solution of 15 (10 mg, 0.036 

mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (13.6 

mg, 0.079 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22 °C for 12 h in a 

closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, extracted with 

CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The 

crude product was purified by preparative TLC (CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to 

yield 27 (7.8 mg, 70% yield) as an orange-red solid. HRMS (ESI) m/z 

[M+Na]+ calcd for C18H18N3O2
+: 331.1297;  found 331.1286. 

Trioxidized isoindoline phenazine 5. To a solution of 15 (10 mg, 0.036 

mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (34.2 

mg, 0.198 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22 °C for 12 h in a 

closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, extracted with 

CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The 

crude product was purified by preparative TLC (CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to 

yield 5 (9 mg, 77% yield) as a bright red solid. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+Na]+ 

calcd for C18H18N3O3
+: 347.1240;  found 347.1215. 

Trioxidized bromo isoindoline phenazine 28. To a solution of 17 (10 

mg, 0.028 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic 

acid (26.6 mg, 0.154 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22 °C for 

12 h in a closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, 

extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated 

in vacuo. The crude product was purified by preparative TLC 

(CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to yield 28 (8.1 mg, 72% yield) as a deep brown-

red solid. HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+Na]+ calcd for C18H17N3O3Br+: 425.0345;  

found 425.0360. 

Trioxidized dichloro isoindoline phenazine 29. To a solution of 19 (10 

mg, 0.029 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic 

acid (26.6 mg, 0.154 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22 °C for 

12 h in a closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, 

extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated 

in vacuo. The crude product was purified by preparative TLC 

(CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to yield 29 (7.9 mg, 70% yield) as a brownish solid. 

HRMS (ESI) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C18H17N3O3Cl2+: 393.0641;  found 

393.0556. 

Trioxidized nitro isoindoline phenazine 30. To a solution of 21 (10 mg, 

0.031 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (2 mL), was added m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid 

(29.4 mg, 0.171 mmol) and the resulting solution stirred at 22°C for 12 h 

in a closed reaction vial. The solution was poured onto ice, extracted with 

CH2Cl2 (3 x 10 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The 

crude product was purified by preparative TLC (CH2Cl2/MeOH; 95:5) to 

yield 30 (8.9 mg, 78% yield) as a bright red solid. 
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1H and 13C NMR spectra 

Figure S1. 1H-NMR spectrum of 5,6-dimethoxy-1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline (10). 
 

Figure S2. 13C-NMR spectrum of 5,6-dimethoxy-1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline (10). 



S3 
 

Figure S3. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (12).                                     

Figure S4. 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (12). 
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Figure S5. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (6). 

 

Figure S6. 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetramethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (6). 
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Figure S7. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-dimethoxide (11). 
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Figure S8. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (13). 

 

Figure S9. 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-diol (13).  
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Figure S10. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (7). 

 

Figure S11. 13C-NMR spectrum of 1,1,3,3-tetraethylisoindoline-5,6-dione (7).  
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Figure S12. 1H-NMR spectrum of Isoindoline phenazine 15. 

 

Figure S13. 13C-NMR spectrum of Isoindoline phenazine derivative 15. 
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Figure S14. 1H-NMR spectrum of bromo isoindoline phenazine 17. 

Figure S15. 13C-NMR spectrum of bromo isoindoline phenazine 17. 
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Figure S16. 1H-NMR spectrum of dichloro isoindoline phenazine 19. 

 

Figure S17. 13C-NMR spectrum of dichloro isoindoline phenazine 19. 
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Figure S18. 1H-NMR spectrum of nitro isoindoline phenazine 21. 

 

Figure S19. 13C-NMR spectrum of nitro isoindoline phenazine 21.  
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Figure S20. 1H-NMR spectrum of ethylnitro isoindoline phenazine 22. 

 

Figure S21. 13C-NMR spectrum of ethylnitro isoindoline phenazine 22. 
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Figure S22. 1H-NMR spectrum of Ethylbromo phenazine derivative 23. 

 

Figure S23. 13C-NMR spectrum of Ethylbromo phenazine derivative 23.  
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EPR spectra of Isoindoline-phenazine di-N-oxides 

 

Figure S24. EPR spectrum of compound 26 

in CH2Cl2 at 22°C. 

 

Figure S25. EPR spectrum of compound 27 in 

CH2Cl2 at 22°C. 

 

 

Figure S26. EPR spectrum of compound 5 

in EtOH at 22°C. 

 

 

Figure S27. EPR spectrum of compound 28 in 

EtOH at 22°C. 

 

Figure S28. EPR spectrum of compound 29 

in EtOH at 22°C. 
 

Figure S29. EPR spectrum of compound 30 in 

EtOH at 22°C. 
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Comparison of phenazines with their di-N-oxides by UV-vis spectroscopy 

 

Figure S30. UV-vis spectra of the phenazine derivatives, compared to their oxidized counterparts. 
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Binding of N-oxide phenazines to RNA duplexes monitored by EPR 

 

Figure S31. Evaluation of noncovalent spin labeling of abasic sites in RNA duplexes by EPR 

spectroscopy at -30 °C. Nitroxides 5 and 28-30 were screened as per the “combitorial approach” where 

each sample contained the spin label with four RNA duplexes, each of which contained an abasic site 

placed opposite to four different orphan bases, A, C, G and U. Each duplex was in twofold excess 

relative to the spin label. The complete RNA sequence is 5’-GACCUCG_AUCGUG-3’·5’-

CACGAUXCGAGGUC)-3’, where X represents the orphan base. Duplex I X=C, II X=A, III X=G, IV X=U. 

EPR spectra of the spin-labels (100 μM) in the presence of RNA duplexes (200 μM) were recorded in 

phosphate buffer (10 mM NaHPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0) containing 30% ethylene 

glycol and 2% DMSO at -30 °C. 
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Determination of dissociation constants (Kd) 

An in-house MATLAB-based program was used to calculate dissociation constants 

(Kd).[1] The EPR spectrum of 5 and the EPR spectrum of 5 in the presence of duplex 

nucleic acid containing an abasic site were double-integrated[2] and normalized with 

respect to their area. The normalized spectrum of 5 was fractionally subtracted from 

the normalized spectrum of 5 in the presence of a duplex nucleic acid to get the visually 

best fit to a fully bound spectrum. The fraction value ∝ was used to calculate the 

dissociation constant (Kd) using the following equation:  

𝐾𝑑 =
[𝑌 − (1−∝) ∗ X][∝∗ X]

(1−∝) ∗ X
 

Where X is the initial concentration of the spin label and Y is the initial concentration 

of the duplex nucleic acid that contains an abasic site. 
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